GLOBINDIA
1580687  19/07/2007
Abdul Hamid Yatoo
trading as : Astra India Srinagar (J & K)
Yatoo Mohalla. Chadura BADGAM (J & K)
Marketing & Trading
Proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. K. MARWAH.
3290, SECTOR 24 D, CHANDIGARH 171926
Used Since : 03/07/2007
DELHI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS FUNCTIONS, OFFICE MANAGEMENT, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, ADVERTISING.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
1756420  21/11/2008
MAHESH EDIBLE OIL INDUSTRIES LTD.
trading as ;MAHESH EDIBLE OIL INDUSTRIES LTD.
AGRA ROAD, SAMSABAD, AGRA, (U.P.), INDIA.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/01/2008
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHILESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES & STORES FOR OUTLATE RETAILING TO EDIBLE OILS OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING MUSTARD OIL, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

1804568  09/04/2009
JOGINDER TYGER
TARLOCHAN SINGH
SUKHDAV SINGH
GURNAME SINGH
trading as; PACL LIMITED
7TH FLOOR GOPALDAS BHAWAN BARAKHAMBA ROAD NEW DELHI

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRABHAT KUMAR JAIN, ADVOCATE
PRABHAT JAIN & ASSOCIATES, ADVOCATES & SOLICITORS, OLD STATION ROAD, ALWAR - 301 001, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; BUSINESS APPRAISAL, INFORMATION, INQUIRIES, INVESTIGATIONS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF HOTELS, MALLS, FLATS, SUITS, RESIDENTIAL AND BUSINESS QUARTERS, BUILDINGS, BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, REAL ESTATES, MULTI-STORYED COMMERCIAL BUILDING, RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS ON COMMISSION BASIS; BUSINESS RESEARCH SERVICES, BUSINESS RELOCATION SERVICES, CONSTRUCTIONAL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS; TO UNDERTAKE AND TRANSACT ALL KIND OF AGENCY BUSINESS AS DISTRIBUTORS, AGENTS, CONTRACT MEN REPRESENTATION, INDENTING AGENTS ON COMMISSION AND ALLOWANCE; COMMERCIAL ADMINISTRATION OF LICENSING OF THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AGENCIES WHICH PROVIDES COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE; EVALUATION OF STANDING TIMBER; INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE; PURCHASE AND SALE OF PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS, DEALER AND DISTRIBUTORS FOR PETROLEUM COMPANIES; SERVICING OF AUTOMOBILES, IMPORTER, EXPORTER AND DEALER IN FERROUS CASTING OF ALL KIND AND IN PARTICULAR STEEL, CHILLED AND MALLEABLE CASTING, SPECIAL ALLOY CASTING, GUN METAL, COPPER, BRASS AND ALUMINUM CASTING AND FOUNDRY WORK OF ALL KINDS; DEALS IN FUELS, OILS AND GREASES; UNDERTAKE BUSINESS IN PLANTS, MACHINERY, POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENTS, COOLING TOWERS, CHIMNEYS, SILOS, AUTOMOBILES, ELECTRONICS, ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, DIASTOCIC EQUIPMENTS, EQUIPMENTS FOR SCAFFOLDING; BUSINESS OF BUYING AND SELLING, IMPORTING AND EXPORTING OF RAILWAY CARRIAGES, WAGONS, CARTS, VEHICLES, ROLLING STOCKS AND CONVEYANCE OF ALL KIND; BUSINESS IN STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, STEREOTYPES, ELECTROTYPES, PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHERS, ENGRAVERS, DYSINQUERS, ENVELOPES, DEALERS IN STAMPS, FANCY CARDS, PARCHMENT, ADVERTISING AGENT, DESIGNERS, DRAFTSMEN, BOOKSELLERS, PUBLISHERS, TO CARRY ON BUSINESS IN PRINTED SUBJECT MATTER THAT IS PRINTING, WRITING AND PUBLISHING OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES, JOURNALS, NEWSPAPERS AND PAMPHLETS; IMPORTER, EXPORTER, TRADER, DEALER, MERCHANT, DISTRIBUTOR OF FOUNDRY MOULDS NOT OF METAL, MOLDABLE WOOD, WOOD VENEERS, WOOD PANELING, WOOD PAVING, WOOD SEMI-WORKED, WOOD PULP, WOOD BOARD, WOOD MOLDINGS NOT OF METAL FOR BUILDINGS, WINDOW
DOORS, WOOD PULP, WOOD WOOL, MAST, SPARES, DERRICKS, SLEEPERS, TOOL HANDLES, PANELING, WOOD WORK FOR FURNITURE, ARTICLES MADE OF WOOD BRICK, LOGGING, LUMBERING; IMPORTER, EXPORTER, TRADER, DEALER, MERCHANT, DISTRIBUTOR IN ALL KINDS OF MARBLE, CHIPS, MARBLE POWDER, SLATE STONES, SAND STONES, KOTA STONE, GRANITE, GRANITE SLABS, TILES ARISING FROM MINING OR PROCESSING OF MARBLE; BUSINESS AS A WHOLE-SELLER AND DEALERS IN COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, GUR, CHOCOLATE, KHANDSARI, TOFFEE AND SUCH OTHER ALLIED PRODUCTS, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, FLOUR, RAVA, MAIDA, BISCUITS, FARINACEOUS, PASTRY, BAKERY AND CONFECTIONERY, SWEETS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS) OF ALL KINDS, SPICES, ICE; ASSISTANCE, EVALUATION, MANAGEMENT AND INFORMATION ON ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS;
1807968   17/04/2009
CHANDRA PAL SHARMA
trading as ;SCHOLAR CHOICE (INDIA) PUBLISHING HOUSE
ARADHANA L-415 SHASTRI NAGAR MEERUT U.P

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AALOK KANSAL, ADVOCATE.
50, CHATANYA PURAM, NAUCHANDI GROUND, MEERUT, (U.P.).
Used Since :01/01/2009
DELHI
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & OFFICE FUNCTIONS OF PUBLICATION.
LANGUAGE CONSULTANCY SERVICES

1835301  01/07/2009
LANGUAGE CONSULTANCY SERVICES PVT. LTD
T-6, ANUPAM PLAZA, 3RD FLOOR, AUROBINDO MARG, KALU SARAI, NEAR IIT CROSSING HAUZ KHAS, NEW DELHI-110016
SERVICES PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPA KULKARNI
C/310, Antop Hill Warehousing Company Ltd., V.I.T College Road, Wadala (E), Mumbai - 400 037.
Used Since :04/10/2006

DELHI
PROVIDING SERVICES IN RELATION TO BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, PLACEMENT AND RECRUITMENT SERVICES,
1864170  18/09/2009
NARYAN WORLD
trading as ;NARYAN WORLD
AIR PORT ROAD, GOLA KA MANDIR, GWALIOR M P
RECRUITMENY SERVICE
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
OM PRAKASH GUPTA ,ADVOCATE
NEAR BOMBAY BAKERY, DAL BAZAR, GWALIOR (M.P.) - 474 009.
Used Since :01/04/2006
MUMBAI
JOB SERVICE AND PLACEMENT
1932681    09/03/2010
LEMON TREE HOTELS LIMITED
ASSET NO. 6, AEROCITY HOSPITALITY DISTRICT, NEW DELHI 110037
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, Business Management And Business Administration.
1990922  08/07/2010
MR. VINAY BHAT
trading as GLOBAL ACCREDITATION SYSTEM REGISTRAR
500, S.F. ASHOKA ENCLAVE PHASE-III SEC-35 FARIDABAD-121003
THE SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
D-1, 71, 2ND FLOOR SEC-11 ROHINI, NEW DELHI-85
Used Since :10/08/2007
DELHI
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, SYSTEM & PRODUCT CERTIFICATION, MANAGEMENT TRAINING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
1991685  09/07/2010  
SANJAY KUMAR  
NAVAGAM ROAD, AMARAPUR, THANGARH, DISTT-SURENDER NAGAR (GUJARAT) INDIA.  
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT  

Address for service in India/Agents address:  
P. K. ARORA  
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA (U.P)  

Used Since: 18/03/1992  

AHMEDABAD  

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION,  
MARKETING, WHOLESALE, RETAIL SERVICES, IMPORT AND EXPORT RELATING TO SANITARYWARE AND  
BATHROOM FITTINGS, CERAMIC AND CHIMNEY WARE, FLOOR TILES, WALL TILES, CERAMIC TILES, RECTIFIED TILES,  
VITRIFIED TILES, GLAZED PROCEDIN TILES, MARBLE, MOSAICO, NATUROC GRES TILES, DECORATIVE TILES AND  
TILES OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING CERAMIC GLAZED SANITARY WARES, SANITARY APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS,  
SEATS (TOILET), TOILET BOWLS, TOILET SEATS, TOILETS (WATER-CLOSETS), TOILETS PORTABLE, URINALS  
(SANITARY FIXTURES), WARMING PANS, WASH-HAND BASINS (LAVATORY), WASHHAND BOWLS (LAVATORY), BATH  
TUBS, SHOWER STALL, WASHING COPPERS, WASHROOMS, PLASTIC WATER STORAGE TANKS,  
CONTAINERS, PLASTIC PIPES, PVC PIPES, SEATS COVERS, FLUSHING TANKS, FLUSHING APPARATUS, PRESSURE  
WATER TANKS, JET APPARATUS AND BUILDING MATERIAL OF ALL KINDS, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
1992405  13/07/2010

PRITIKA NARULA

trading as ; TERRA INDIA

HOUSE NO. 20, ROAD NO. 5, PUNJABI BAGH EXTN., NEW DELHI - 110026

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since : 01/01/1994

DELHI

RETAIL STORES SHOPPING MALLS, SHOPPING CENTRE, SUPER MARKETS, DEPARTMENTAL STORE, AND PROVIDING
OF SERVICES RELATING TO RETAIL SELLING OF GOODS AND MERCHANDISE. THE BRINGING TOGETHER, FOR THE
BENEFIT OF OTHERS, OF A VARIETY OF GOODS, ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AN PURCHASE
THOSE GOODS IN A WHOLESALE OR RETAIL OUTLET; ARRANGING OF OR CONDUCTING EXHIBITIONS, EVENTS,
SHOWS FOR ADVERTISING, BUSINESS, RETAILING, WHOLESALING, SUPERMARKET, HYPERMARKET, MALLS, SATES
MANAGEMENT SERVICES, PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL AND ADVERTISING SERVICES; TELEVISION, RADIO AND
OUTDOOR ADVERTISING, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH; INFORMATION, ADVISORY
AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES, INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD (INDIA).
WAVE INC.

1998187  23/07/2010
MR. RAJINDER SINGH CHADHA
MR. MANPREET SINGH CHADHA
M-4, MEZZANINE FLOOR, SOUTH EXTENTION PART-II NEW DELHI - 110049, INDIA AND ALSO AT C-1, SECTOR- 3,
NOIDA, U.P.- 201301, INDIA
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.
Used Since :01/06/2009
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1998144.
2010726  18/08/2010
COMNET PUBLISHERS PVT. LTD
trading as ; COMNET PUBLISHERS PVT. LTD
217-B, 2ND FLOOR, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PHASE-III, NEW DELHI
PRINTED MATTER.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV ANAND & ASSOCIATES
B-54A (LGF) GREATER KAILASH, PART-I NEW DELHI-48

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PROVIDING CAR SHOPPERS GUIDE INFORMATION VIA THE GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORK, DEALING IN CARS VIA THE INTERNET, CAR AUCTIONS, CAR DEALINGS VIA DATABASES ON INTERNET SITES, INTERNET SERVICES, NAMELY, INFORMATION RELATING TO THE SALE OF NEW AND USED CARS INCLUDING PRICES, SPECIFICATIONS, IMAGES, TOTAL COSTS OF CAR OWNERSHIP.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "auto".
TOTAL BAZAAR

2022852  14/09/2010
TOTAL HOME SHOPPING PVT. LTD.
trading as ;TOTAL HOME SHOPPING PVT. LTD.
1202, 12th FLOOR, NEW DELHI HOUSE, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 001
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARC INDIA IPR CONSULTANTS
RZ-I-3, SAGARPUR WEST, DISTRICT:SOUTH-WEST, DELHI - 110046
Used Since :01/09/2010

DELHI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTION; MARKETING & DISTRIBUTION OF GOODS; WHOLESALE & RETAIL SERVICES THROUGH MALLS, DEPARTMENTAL STORES, SUPER MARKETS, HYPER MARKETS, SHOPPING CENTRES, ONLINE SHOPPINGS; PUBLICITY; PROMOTING OF THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY ARRANGING FOR SPONSORS; ORGANIZING EXHIBITIONS & TRADE FAIRS; ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATION TO AFORESAID; ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
OMAXE CHANDIGARH EXTENSION DEVELOPERS PRIVATE LIMITED
302-303, CRYSTAL MALL, SJA HIGHWAY, BANI PARK, JAIPUR - 302 016.
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/01/2010

AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING MATERIAL OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING CALENDARS DIARIES PAMPHLETS PRINTED INSTRUCTIONS IN
RESPECT OF OPERATION ACROSS THE COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS AND ALL OTHER ACTIVITIES WHICH INCLUDES
IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-35
subject to no exclusive right over word Chandigarh.
B.S MEHRA
trading as ;RECKON ELECTRONICS
80 D, POCKET-E, G.T.B ENCLAVE, DELHI-110093
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92

Used Since :01/10/2010

DELHI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL FOR DISTRIBUTION MARKETING, TRADING, SERVICES RELATED TO ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS & WIRE WOUND RESISTORS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE electronics.
2055030    18/11/2010
TUSHAR JAIN
PRABODH KUMAR JAIN
D - 231, VIVEK VIHAR, DELHI - 110095
MERCHANTS, DISTRIBUTORS & MANUFACTURERS.
A PARTNERSHIP REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Used Since : 01/04/2006
DELHI
SERVICES RELATED TO ADVERTISING, MANAGEMENT, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING & RETAIL SERVICES IN THE AREAS OF CUSTOM MADE SPRINKLERS, HIGH-PRECISION PARTS AND IRRIGATION PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE Green World.
MAPLE KRAFTS
2058874    25/11/2010
SHAIB HUSSAIN QARI
trading as ;MAPLE KRAFTS
SF-38 VASANT SQUARE MALL, VASANT KUNJ, NEW DELHI - 110070.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SINGHANIA & CO.
G-107, HIMALAYA HOUSE 23, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110 001
Used Since :01/09/2010
DELHI
TRADING, RETAILING, WHOLESALING OF HANDICRAFTS LIKE SHAWLS, STOLES, CARPETS, EMBROIDERY
S UITS/ CURTAINS, BED FURNISHINSS & WALL NUT CARVINGS
BALAJI ELECTRONICS

2059725  26/11/2010
MR. RAJESH SINGH SOLANKI
trading as ;BALAJI ELECTRONICS
H NO B-229 VILLAGE GAZIPUR DELHI 96
SERVICE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NAND GRAM ROAD. OPP. SHRI HARI MANDIR 882, GALI NO.-10 SEWA NAGAR, GZB.201001.
Used Since :10/04/1994

DELHI
TRADING. MARKETING. TRADING AND WHOLE SAVER. RETAILER OF DVD PLAYER. VCD PLAYER. CASSETTE PLAYER. REMOTE, HOME THEATER . AUDIO VEDIO CARDS, DVD REMOTS, DVD LENS. DVD PLASTIC FRONT PANELS, DVD AND PARTS, DVD PLASTIC TRAY. CDS. D.T.H.. TV**, RADIO.FM AUDIO & VEDIO CD, SPEAKARS. ELECTRONIC ITEMS SHOPE INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
2060021  26/11/2010
CEO DINESH
trading as ;OFFICE DUNIA.
NO:6/7, RAJENDRA COMPLEX, 13 NARASINGAPURAM STREET, MOUNT ROAD, CHENNAI : 600 002
-
-
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PASS ASSOCIATES
47, GANGADEESWARAR KOIL STREET, PURASAIWALKAM, CHENNAI-84
Used Since :01/11/2008
CHENNAI
TRADING IN COMPUTER PERIPHERALS AND SPARES AND ALL OTHER ITEMS MENTIONED IN CLASS 35
GOSPARSH
2060041  27/11/2010
GOSPARSH PRODUCTS
Ramesh Chandra Agarwal
Sandeep Kumar Mittal
Sucheta Garg
Alok Kumar Gupta
Jyoti Arora
Tarun Jasuja
trading as ;M/S. GOSPARSH PRODUCTS
C-302, Riviera Apartment, Eldeco Green Meadows, Sector - Pi, Greater Noida - 201310 (Uttar Pradesh), India
Trader, Manufacturer, Service Provider
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIJAY KUMAR GUPTA, ADV.
R.Z 9/61/12, TUGHLAKABAD EXTENSION, N. DELHI-19.
Used Since :24/07/2004
DELHI
Advertising, business management, business administration, and office functions.
2060042  27/11/2010
GOSPARSH PRODUCTS
Ramesh Chandra Agarwal
Sandeep Kumar Mittal
Sucheta Garg
Alok Kumar Gupta
Jyoti Arora
Tarun Jasuja

trading as ;M/S. GOSPARSH PRODUCTS
C-302, Riviera Apartment, Eldeco Green Meadows, Sector - Pi, Greater Noida - 201310 (Uttar Pradesh), India
Trader, Manufacturer, Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIJAY KUMAR GUPTA, ADV.
R.Z 9/61/12, TUGHLAKABAD EXTENSION, N. DELHI-19.
Used Since :24/07/2004

DELHI
Advertising, business management, business administration, and office functions.
2072441 22/12/2010
LIFETECH LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as LIFETECH LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.3/21 PARVATHIPURAM, GUDIYATHAM R.S., VELLORE DISTRICT 635803, TAMILNADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Used Since: 05/02/1999

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, CONSULTATION, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTION, SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS TO RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, COMMUNICATION, ELECTRONICS, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, SCIENTIFIC, INDUSTRIAL, TECHNOLOGICAL, EXPORT, IMPORT, SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION INDUSTRIES, INCLUDING BIOLOGICS, CHEMICALS, PHARMACEUTICAL, THERAPEUTICS, DISPOSABLES, CONSUMABLES, EQUIPMENTS AND ACCESSORIES TO THE BIOTECHNOLOGY, HEALTH CARE INDUSTRY BY INTEGRATING PROCESS, SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENTS, ANIMAL RESEARCH AND CARE BREEDING, CLINICAL TRIALS, DESIGN, DEVICES AND EQUIPMENTS, TECHNOLOGICAL, DESIGN RELATING THERETO FOR FUNDAMENTAL, BASIC AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH, DESIGN ENGINEERING AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY AND TAKE END-TO-END RESPONSIBILITY IN PLANNING, INTEGRATING, EXECUTING, AND MANAGING LIFE AND HEALTH CARE SYSTEM; FOOD, WATER, DRINKS, MEDICAL, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE, VETERINARY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES, SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH; MULTIMEDIA, BROADCASTING, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND LEGAL SERVICES.
CHEMCURE
2077817  30/12/2010
Mr. Swaran Singh
trading as ;CHEMCURE PHARMACEUTICALS
HOUSE NO. 4526, RANJIT PURA NAGAR NIGAM, WARD NO. 40, AMARITSAR, PUNJAB
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AJAY CHAUHAN (ADVOCATE)
SCO-1086-87 BASEMENT, SECTOR 22B, CHANDIGARH
Used Since :29/11/2010
DELI
ADVERTISING ,BUSINESS MANAGEMENT BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ,OFFICE FUNCTIONING IN PHARMACEUTICALS
2085111  14/01/2011
RNA INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LIMITED
trading as ;RNA INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LIMITED
# 24, DE CASTRO STREET, WICKHAMS CAY I, ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
APR ASSOCIATES.
"SRINIVASA NILAYAM", # 10/2, FIRST FLOOR, SOMASUNDARAM STREET, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI- 600 017.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, RETAIL BUSINESS
Subject to associate with 2085110 and 2085112.
SAMAY

2087277  20/01/2011
RAJESH KATHPAL
trading as ;M/S SAMAY
10-F, BABA GOLE CHAKKAR, KAMLA NAGAR DELHI-7
SERVICE PROVIDER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 13/04/1995

DELHI
RETAILING, DISTRIBUTOR AND WHOLESALER OF WATCHES, CLOCKS, PENS, BELTS TELEPHONES, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS
TIRUPATI SUITS

2089893  25/01/2011
RAMAN KUMAR
SH. ASHOK KUMAR
trading as ; TIRUPATI ARTS
83-B A.C MARKET CALIBER PLAZA LUDHAINA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since : 01/04/2007

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOW ROOMS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING AND MARKETING OF LADIES SUIT- LENGTHS & DUPPATTAS.
2089943   27/01/2011
SAKET GOAT FARMING CO.PVT.LTD.
H.NO. 5/17/213 DEVKALI NEAR DEVKALI MANDIR BENIGANJ ROAD FAIZABAD -224001 UP
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :25/02/2009
DELHI
GOAT TRADING & BREEDING
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2092635 01/02/2011
IREO WATERFRONT PVT. LTD
5, DHANRAJ CHAMBERS 1ST FLOOR SATBARI NEW DELHI 74
SERVICES PROVIDER
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHAITAN & CO.
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE (11TH FLOOR), 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI.
Used Since: 25/01/2011
DELHI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2094867 04/02/2011
AASHISH VAISHNAVA
T-9/801 VALLEY VIEW ESATE GWAL PAHADI GURGAON-122003
SERVICE & CONSULTANCY PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/10/2010
DELHI
EVENT MANAGEMENT, SPORTS MARKETING, MERCHANDISING, ADVERTISING, GOLF MANAGEMENT & PROMOTING SERVICES & CONSULTANCY PROVIDER
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.descriptive matter shown on the label.

DELI
TLS ASSOCIATES
2095459 07/02/2011
PRADEEP KUMAR
trading as ; TLS ASSOCIATES
105,106 POCKET-A1 SECTOR-6 ROHINI NEW DELHI-85
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.
BLOCK A-1/15, NEAR SANT HOSPITAL, SHASTRI MARG, SANT NAGAR, BURARI DELHI-110084
Used Since: 20/10/2007

DELHI
ADVERTISING AGENCY, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, RADIO & TELEVISION ADVERTISING & COMMERCIALS; MODELING FOR ADVERTISING; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS & TRADE FAIRS FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; UPDATING & DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATERIAL & MATTERS; PUBLICITY, PUBLICITY AGENCIES; SALES PROMOTION (FOR OTHERS); MARKETING STUDIES; BUSINESS APPRAISAL, RESEARCH & INVESTIGATION; COMPILATION & SYSTEMIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES; PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT & MANAGEMENT; PUBLIC RELATIONS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
2096363  08/02/2011

S.PIARA SINGH
SMT PRITAM KAUR
S.BALBIR SINGH

trading as ;SUPER NEW PUNJAB ENGINEERING WORKS
MAIN ROAD, NEAR PSEB OFFICE, TALWANDI BHAII - 142050, PUNJAB
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2000

DELHI

TRADING, WHOLESALE, RETAIL, EXPORT, IMPORT, MARKETING DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISEMENT AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES RELATING TO ALL KINDS OF AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS & PARTS THEREOF INCLUDING THRESHERS OF ALL KINDS (INCLUDING WHEAT THRESHERS, PADDY THRESHERS, MAIZE THRESHERS, HARAMBHA THRESHERS) SEED DRILLS, ZERO TILL DRILLS, ROTAVATORS, HARROWS, CULTIVATOR, LASER LEVELERS, HARVESTER COMBINES, PARTS, FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES OF AFORESAID GOODS FALLING IN CLASS - 35.
2099889  14/02/2011
GHANSHYAM GOPAL MATHUR
VEENA MATHUR
RUCHIRA MATHUR
MILIND MATHUR
trading as; KOHINOOR JEWELLERS
41, M.G. ROAD, AGRA (U. P)
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NATIONAL TRADE MARK CO.
25- RAM MANDIR MARKET (OPP. ROXY TALKIES), HING KI MANDI, AGRA - 282 003. (U.P.).
Used Since: 17/05/1968
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & OFFICE FUNCTIONS, WHOLESALE & RETAIL SERVICES THROUGH SHOW ROOMS AND RETAIL OUTLETS RELATING TO JEWELLERY & ORNAMENTS, DIAMOND & PRECIOUS STONES.
2100796  17/02/2011
MR.DHARMENDRA
trading as ; PEE DEE TRADE LINKS
D-57 50 FOOT ROAD NIHAL VIHAR DELHI 41
SERVICE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NAND GRAM ROAD, OPP. SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.--10, SEWA NAGAR, GZB. 201001.
Used Since : 24/07/2007

DELHI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL BUSINESS OF FASTNERS, SCREWS, HIGH TENSILE NUT, BOLT, TOOL BITS, NUT & BOLTS, CABLE CLIPS AND ALL TYPES OF ANCHOR FASTENES, MRS- CUTTING TOOLS AND ALL TYPES OF HARDWARE GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS35

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD (TRADE).
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

VIKAS JAIN AND SHASHANK GUPTA trading as HOME NEEDS
111, IST FLOOR, 12/14, W.E.A., SARASWATI ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005 SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ACTIVE REGISTRATION SERVICE.
12/ 23, 2ND FLOOR, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI- 110 008.
Used Since :24/11/2003

DELHI
MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, WHOLESALE, RETAIL OUTLETS, EXPORT AND IMPORT SERVICES IN RESPECT OF HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND PONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEEL WOOL UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.
2112836   10/03/2011
SERVQUAL PLUS CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SERVQUAL PLUS CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.2, GANDHI MANDAPAM ROAD, KOTTURPURAM, CHENNAI- 600 085.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C.J. SHYAMALA
HAJI S.MADHARSHA & SONS BUILDING 5TH FLOOR, NO.148 (OLD NO.44), SECOND LINE BEACH, CHENNAI - 600 001.
Used Since :10/07/2009
CHENNAI
BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ADVISE AND CONSULTANCY ON HOTEL OPERATIONS,
MANAGEMENT AND RENOVATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 , 22/01/2018  Class 35

FASHION GALORE
2113401  10/03/2011
MOHD. KHALID ANSARI
38-0A JOHRI FARMS NOOR NAGAR EXTN JAMIA NAGAR OKHLA NEW DELHI 25
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.AIJAZ
150, 2ND FLOOR JULENA NEW FRIENDS COLONY NEW DELHI-110025

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Related to Trade Fairs, organizing Fashion shows and other events.
REACH2MAXX

2125751   05/04/2011
REACH2MAXX PVT LTD
2200/35/1 BISHAN ENCLAVE NEAR PUSHP VATIKA OPP. CHANDER NAGAR CIVIL CITY LUDHIANA 141001 PUNJAB
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S. M. GUPTA & CO.
262, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, CRIMINAL SIDE, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI - 110 054.
Used Since :15/02/2011

DELHI
ONLINE TRADING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

BEAUTY

2127915 08/04/2011
SH.ISWAR CHAND AGARWAL
trading as ;M.B. ENTERPRISE
2973, ST. NO. 10, NEW JANTA NAGAR, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB
SERVICES

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE IN INDIA/AGENTS ADDRESS:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

USED SINCE: 01/04/2002

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, EXPORTING,
WHOLESALE & RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO BICYCLE PARTS, NUTS, BOLTS, RIVETS, WASHERS, STEEL BALLS &
CYCLE LOCKS
FIDERE

2129996  15/04/2011
FIDERE INVESTMENT LTD
FARM NO. 11, CLUB DRIVE, M.G. ROAD, GHITORNI, NEW DELHI- 110030
SERVICE

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LEGALESE LAW FIRM
H. NO.-285, SECTOR-14, GURGAON, HARYANA
Used Since :29/09/2010

DELHI

PROVIDING SERVICES OF ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
2130197  15/04/2011
RISHABH JAIN
364/365 1ST FLOOR POCKET B-6 SECTOR-7 ROHINI NEW DELHI 110085
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NARESH JOSHI ADV
60C, DDA FLAT,NEAR ANAND VIHAR POLICE STATION, ANAND VIHAR DELHI 92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
"ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES INCLUDING TRADING AND MARKETING, IMPORT AND EXPORT, DISTRIBUTION AND RETAIL SERVICES, PROVIDING RETAIL SERVICES OF VARIOUS DIFFERENT KINDS BEING SERVICES WITH RESPECT TO TOBACCO, SMOKERS" ARTICLES, MATCHES".
MALSI
2130603  15/04/2011
"MAX VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED"
MAX HOUSE 1, DR JHA MARG, OKHLA MARG PHASE-III NEW DELHI 20
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
2131545  18/04/2011
ZENITH ALLOYS PRIVATE LIMITED
S.SUKHDIAL SINGH
SMT BALJIT KAUR
S.SUKHDIAL SINGH
trading as ;RATTAN HAMMERS (REGD)
MUNDIAN KHURD CHANDIGARH ROAD NEAR RADHA SWAMI SATSANG LUDHIANA 141123 PUNJAB
MANUFACTURES & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/1981

DELHI
TRADING, WHOLESALE, RETAIL, EXPORT, IMPORT, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISEMENT AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES RELATING TO ALL KINDS OF MACHINE & MACHINE TOOLS INCLUDING DROP HAMMERS, HOT FORGING PRESSES, KNUCKLE JOINT PRESSES, POWER PRESSES, SHOT BLASTING MACHINES, SHEARING MACHINES & THEIR PARTS, FITTING & ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35 FOR SALE IN INDIA & FOR EXPORT.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTER..
2133577  21/04/2011
PURKHURAM S. CHOUDHARY
trading as ; METAL INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
SHOP NO.3,144, RIDDHO APPARTMENTS, 10TH KHETWADI BACK ROAD, MUMBAI-04
SERVICE PROVIDERS
INDIAN NATIONALS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NISHAD S. GHRAT
D-201, "ROSE", AGARWAL AND DOSHI COMPLEX, KAUL HERITAGE, BABHOLA, VASAI (W)-401202, DIST-THANE.
Used Since : 16/04/1992
MUMBAI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND
MARKETING OF METALS
HONEY BEE
2134562   25/04/2011
SUNIL KUMAR
ANIL KUMAR
trading as ;ANIL STEEL INDUSTRIES
N-46 SCOOTER MARKET KIRTI NAGAR NEW DELHI 110015
TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/01/2008
DELHI
BABY, WALKER, BABY PRAMS, BABY FURNITURE, BABY RIDES, BABY PALNA, POTTY CHAIRS, BABY BOUNCERS,
BABY BATH TUB & ALL TYPES OF BABY PRODUCTS, CARRIERS, MOSQUITO NET, TOYS, RATTLES ETC.
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL NO: 1833, 22/01/2018

2135732  26/04/2011

SH ARVIND KUMAR BHANSALI

trading as ;LABEL POINT
IX/6520, NEHRU GALLI, GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI - 110031

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/1973

DELHI

WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF COMPUTERISED WOOLEN LABEL, PRINTED LABEL, TAGS & GARMENTS ACCESSORIES
CLIDE INTERNATIONAL

2138290 02/05/2011
PRASHANT GUPTA
ASHOK KUMAR
trading as; CLIDE INTERNATIONAL
KHASRA NO. 1220, VILLAGE RITHALA, DELHI - 110085
SERVICES PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE DEALING IN MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, PERFUMERY & COSMETICS & HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS.
2138949  03/05/2011
MR MANJEET SINGH
trading as ;NEDICURE PHARMACEUTICALS
C-7B, DDA FLAT RAJA GARDEN NEW DELHI
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ACE CONSILIMUM
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI DELHI-54

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL NO: 1833 , 22/01/2018  CLASS 35

TRADING, WHOLESALES, MARKETING DISTRIBUTING OF ALL KINDS PHARMACEUTICAL, AYUREDIC MEDICINES FOOD SUPPLEMENTARY VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
SMART BABY RETAIL PVT LTD
A-15/3B 3RD FLOOR ACHARYA NIKETAN MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-I NEW DELHI 110091
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.
Used Since : 15/11/2010
DELHI
RETAIL SHOWROOM/ OUTLETS
2148883   24/05/2011
CANVASM TECHNOLOGIES LTD
A-20, SEC-60, NOIDA U.P-201301
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERD UNDER COMPANY ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & COMPANY
236/236 VARDHMAN FASHION MALL NEAR BHAGWAN MAHAVIR HOSPITAL PITAMPURA DELHI-34
Used Since :28/07/2006
DELHI
ALL TYPES OF MANPOWER RECRUITMENT SERVICES, PLACEMENT AND MANPOWER CONSULTANCY SERVICES, ONLINE JOB CONSULTANCY AND INCLUDING IN CLASS 35
2161454    17/06/2011
GARIMA SATIJA
trading as ;GARIMA SATIJA
SC 302 SHRIRAM SPANDHANA, CHALLAGHATTA, BEHIND EGL, OLD AIRPORT ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 034, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALMT LEGAL
2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since :26/12/2010

CHENNAI
ONLINE REAL TIME SEARCH ENGINE TO SEARCH RESTAURANT SEAT AVAILABILITY, ORDER FOOD AND GET INFORMATION ON PREMIUM RESTAURANTS, FACILITY TO ALSO PROVIDE SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR RESTAURANTS AND ADVERTISE ABOUT THEIR EVENTS
2163807  22/06/2011
SHREE NAMAN DEVELOPERS LTD.
NAMAN CENTRE, C-31 BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (E), MUMBAI - 400 051
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :27/10/1993

MUMBAI
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS PROMOTIONS RELATED TO RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROJECTS
BUSINESS BUILDERS ENTERPRISE

2192208  18/08/2011
GOPAL PATADIA
AMIT PATADIA

trading as; BUSINESS BUILDERS ENTERPRISE
8TH FLOOR, RAMAKRISHNA CHAMBERS, PRODUCTIVITY ROAD, ALKAPURI, BARODA - 390 007, DIST.- BARODA, GUJARAT
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.TRIVEDI & ASSOCIATES.
A-52, CAPITAL COMMERCIAL CENTRE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 009.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTION.
2202535  09/09/2011
REETTA SINGHAL
trading as ;RITUALLS
4 ROYAL RESIDENCY, PIPLIYAHANA, INDORE (M.P)
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :31/07/2011
MUMBAI
CORPORATE GIFTING* AND INNOVATIVE IDEAS; ADVERTISING, MARKETING STRATEGIES, LOGO DEVELOPMENT, CAPTIONS, OUTDOOR MEDIA ACTIVITIES, OTHER MEDIA PLANNING AND ACTIVITIES, CONCEPTUAL WRITINGS, INNOVATIVE IDEAS AND CONCEPT, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; DISTRIBUTION SERVICES, BRINGING TOGETHER FOR BENEFIT TO OTHERS OF VARIETY OF GOODS, RETAIL SHOWROOM SERVICE FOR BRANDED GOODS; OFFICE FUNCTION INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2206798  16/09/2011
AVENUES INDIA PVT. LTD.
PLAZA ASIAD, SECOND FLOOR, STATION ROAD, SANTACRUZ (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 054.
PROVIDING SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH & CO.,
110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) MUMBAI-401203
Used Since :15/05/2011

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
MOHANDAS JOSEPH PRABHU
trading as ;3M MARINE ALLIED SERVICES
CAPTAINS HOUSE - MARIA OPP; RHYSHIVANA INSTITUTE, KEMMADY, PERMANNUR VILLAGE, MANGALORE - 575 017
SERVICER PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :01/08/2005

CHENNAI
PROVIDING OF CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR PORT CAPTAINS AND PORT ENGINEERS - D/ DOCKING AND REPAIR SUPERVISIONS, DELIVERY CREWS AND FILLER SAILING ASSIGNMENTS, PIOLTAGE AND MOORING SERVICES
DON’T COME ON THE RASTA BY SELLING SASTA

2227494  01/11/2011
SAMSUKA MARKETING CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.
4117/8/9, OBEROI GARDEN ESTATES, 4TH FLOOR, C-WING, POWAI, OFF SAKI-VIHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400072
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :10/10/2011

Mumbai
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, CONSULTANCY SERVICES (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO) CONSULTANCY SERVICES PERTAINING TO BUSINESS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MARKETING, BRAND DEVELOPMENT, BRAND BUILDING, BRAND MARKETING, AND BRAND MANAGEMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2228544   03/11/2011
GUL AHMED INTERNATIONAL LIMITED FZC.
P.O. BOX 8705, SHARJAH, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
SERVICES
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN U.A.E

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA KALRA
3RD FLOOR H L ARCADE ABOVE AXIS BANK PLOT NO-14 SECTOR-5 MLU DWARKA NEW DELHI-75

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; THE BRINGING TOGETHER, FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS, OF A VARIETY OF GOODS INCLUDING TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, BED AND TABLE COVERS, MENS/LADIES/CHILDREN CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR, TEXTILE PIECE GOODS, BED SHEETS, TOWELS, BATHROBES, HEADGEARS, SCARVES, SHAWLS, READYMADE GARMENTS, SHALWAR KAMIZ, KURTA, PYJAMA, BELTS, CURTAINS, FURNITURE, CROCKERY, PERFUMES, PENS, WATCHES, BIRTHDAY CARDS, GET WELL CARDS, ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS, PLANTS, RUGS, CARPETS, INFENTS KITCHEN ACCESSORIES, CUSHIONS, JEWELLERY, HAND BAGS, SHOES AND GENERAL MERCANDISE GOODS, PRODUCTS AND COMMODITIES (EXCLUDING THE TRANSPORT THEREOF), ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS; SUCH SERVICES MAY BE PROVIDED BY RETAIL STORES, WHOLESALE OUTLETS, THROUGH MAIL ORDER CATALOGUES OR BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA, FOR EXAMPLE, THROUGH WEB SITES OR TELEVISION SHOPPING PROGRAMMES.
SMT. MEENA SHARMA

trading as: GREENVIRO INTERNATIONAL
1753 SECTOR 16 FARIDABAD HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE GHAZIABAD TRADE MARK CO.
DEEPAK GUPTA, FLAT NO. S-3, IIND FLOOR, II-A/20, NEHRU NAGAR, (NR. JAIN MANDIR CROSSING) GHAZIABAD

Used Since: 24/07/2011

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDING SERVICES OF RETAILING, WHOLESELLING, DISTRIBUTORS, MANUFACTURING, MARKETING, TRADING, STOCKIEST AND IMPORTS & EXPORTS, PACKERS INCLUDING PACKAGING, STORAGE AND WAREHOUSING OF BIOFUEL, ALL KIND OF WASTE AND THEIR DISPOSAL AND SERVICES OF E-WASTE MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL, E-WASTE RECYCLER AND DISMANTLER, AND SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOCAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO: INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INCLUDING COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES, DATA BASE SERVICES NAMLY RENTAL OF ACCESS TIME TO AND OPERATION OF A DATA BASE AS WELL AS COLLECTION AND PROVISION OF DATA, NEWS AND INFORMATION, RENTAL SERVICES RELATING TO DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, PROJECTING AND PLANNING SERVICES RELATING TO EQUIPMENTS FOR TELECOMMUNICATION, APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PROVIDING CUSTOMER INTERECTION MANAGEMENT AND FOR USE IN PROVIDING CALL CENTER COMMUNICATION, OPERATIONS IN MANAGEMENT AND FOR USE IN PROVIDING CALL CENTER AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS FUNCTIONALITY NAMLY PREDICTIVE DIALING, VOICE RECOGNITION, INTERACTIVE VOICE RESPONSE SYSTEMS, AND INTERACTIVE TRANSACTION PROCESSING SYSTEMS, SOFTWARE CONSULTANCY SERVICES NAMEIY ITS STRATEGY AND PLANNING, FORMULATING STRATEGIES ON E-BUSINESS, ENTERPRISE, SOFTWARE SOLUTION SERVICES NAMLY PROVIDING ENTERPRISE INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR SYSTEM AND ENTERPRISE APPLICATION, INTEGRATION, DATA WAREHOUSING, ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING INCLUDING E-COMMERCE AND E-BUSINESS SOLUTIONS IN B2B AND B2C AND INFOMEDIARY PORTALS AND E-SUPPLY CHAIN MANEGMENT AND SOLUTIONS FOR SALES FORCE AUTOMATION, TESTING OF ENGINEERING FOUNDATION, TEST AUTOMATION, TEST MANAGEMENT AND CUSTOMIZED TRAININGS, COMPUTER SERVICES NAMELY ON-LINE PERSONALIZED INFORMATION SERVICES, INFORMATION EXTRACTION AND DATA MINING, PROVIDING ACCESS TO PROPRIETARY COLLECTION OF INFORMATION, CRATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, WEBSITES AND OTHER INFORMATION SOURCES, PROVIDING INFORMATION CONCERNING A WIDE RANGE OF TEXT, ELECTRONICS DOCUMENTS, DATABASES, GRAPHICS AND AUDIO VISUAL INFORMATION AND PROVIDING INFORMATION FROM SEARCHABLE INDEXES AND DATABASE OF INFORMATION INCLUDING TEXT ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS, DATABASES, GRAPHIC AND AUDIO VISUAL INFORMATION. CONSULTANCY IN CONNECTION WITH ALL THE ABOVE
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 , 22/01/2018 Class 35

2235931 18/11/2011
PERCEPT LTD
22, RAGHUVANSHI ESTATE, 11/12 S.B.MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
SERVICE PROVIDER
REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY ACT 1956
Used Since :01/11/2011

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, CREATIVE VENTURE, BILLING FUNCTIONS, PUBLIC RELATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, PERSONAL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION MARKETING RESEARCH, PUBLICITY AGENCY, BUSINESS PLANNING, BUSINESS ANALYSIS BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ORGANIZATION, MARKETING AND CUSTOMER ANALYSIS; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING AND MARKETING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH ALL PUBLIC COMMUNICATION MEANS; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF MARKETING AND ON-LINE MARKETING MEDIA VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ADVERTISING SERVICE TO DISTRIBUTE ADVERTISEMENT FOR DISPLAY ON INTERNET, NAMELY, IN WEBSITES, SOCIAL CONVERSATIONS OVER THE INTERNET, EMAILS, MESSAGES, SOCIAL NETWORKS, STATUS, SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY AND MARKETING CONSULTANCY FOCUSING ON HELPING CLIENTS CREATE AND EXTEND THEIR PRODUCT AND BRAND STRATEGIES BY BUILDING VIRALLY ENGAGING MARKETING SOLUTIONS; COOPERATIVE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES BY WAY OF SOLICITATION, CUSTOMER SERVICES AND PROVIDING MARKETING INFORMATION VIA WEB SITES ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; MARKETING ANALYSIS, CONSULTING AND RESEARCH SERVICES; ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON COMPUTER COMMUNICATION NETWORKS. ADVERTISEMENT SERVICES INCLUDING CONCEPTUALIZING AND BRAND DEVELOPMENT; GENERAL BUSINESS MERCHANDISING SERVICES, NAMELY, MARKETING SERVICES PROVIDED VIA THE INTERNET INCLUDING VIA WEBSITES. CORPORATE PLANNING, OF MARKETING STRATEGIES, OUTDOOR SERVICES, BUSINESS RESEARCH, BUSINESS PLANNING, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PLANNING INFORMATION SERVICES PROVIDED ONLINE FROM A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR THE INTERNET

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.,1825480.
2237822     22/11/2011
SABINA YUSUF LAKDAWALA
MOHD.IKHLAK K KORADIA
trading as ;QUEENS SUPER MARKET
09, AJINKYATARA MITRA MANDAL, SURYANAGAR, VIKHROLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 083
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
Room No.09, Ajinkyatara Mitra Mandal, Suryanagar, Vikhroli (West), Mumbai-400 083.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
2246848   09/12/2011
P.JAYAPRAKASH
trading as ;PLUZ MEDIA
NO:8/55, VERUVEDAMPALAYAM, NANDHAVANAMPALAYAM, KUNDADAM, DHARAPURAM-638 702, TAMILNADU.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A FIRM CONCERN REPRESENTED BY ITS PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. LOGAMBAL
NO.189-A, RATHNAM COMPLEX, 1ST FLOOR, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDARAPURAM, COIMBATORE - 641 024.
Used Since :16/08/2009
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, PROMOTION AND
INFORMATION SERVICES RELATING THERETO, ALL THE FOREGOING PROVIDED IN PRINT OR ON LINE FROM A
COMPUTER DATA BASE OR THE INTERNET, COMPILATION OR ADVERTISEMENTS FOR USE AS WEBPAGES ON THE
LOLERNEL, INTERACTIVE DATABASE INFORMATION SERVICES, DISPLAY SERVICES FOR MERCHANDISE, PRODUCT
ALAU-KCLING AND PRODUCTS DEMONSTRATION SERVICES, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS AND EXHIBITIONS
FOR ADVERTISING AND COMMERCIAL PURPOSES, MAIL ORDER SHOPPING SERVICES, RETAIL SERVICES (INCLUDING
O0-LINE AND WEB- BASED RETAIL SERVICES) AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES ALL THE FOREGOING SERVICES
WHILING TO AUDIO AND AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT, VIDEO AND AUDIO CONFERENCING SYSTEM, HOME
FUTERAINNMENT SYSTEMS FOR ALL THE FOREGOING ARTICLES.
2260582  03/01/2012
CITI BOOKS PVT LTD.
trading as ;CITI BOOKS PVT LTD.
CITY PLAZA, CENTRAL BAZAR, MANJERI, ERNAD TALUK, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT PIN-676 121, STATE OF KERALA
INDIA
- REGISTERED AND INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :01/08/2005

CHENNAI
SHOWROOM, SALES AND SERVICE, IMPORT AND EXPORT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE MANAGEMENT OF
EDUCATION; TRAINING; BOOKS, PRINTED ARTICLES, TEXT BOOK, NOTE BOOK, JEWELRY AND IMITATION
JEWELLERY, HOUSE HOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE; COIR PRODUCTS, ROPES,
STRING, NETS, TENTS, AWININGS, TARPALINS, SAILS, SACKS AND BAGS; CARPETS, RUGS, MATS AND MATTING;
TEXTILES AND READYMADE GOODS; BED AND TABLE COVERS; READY MADE, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR; LEATHER
AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS; TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS; PLASTIC
GOODS; PAPER, CARD BOARD, ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, GYMNASIAC AND SPORTING
ARTICLES, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; COSMETICS, SOAPS;
PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES; CHEMICALS, PAINTS, PHARMACEUTICALS,
DENTIFRICES, CANDLES, WICKS, AGARBATHIES, GOODS OF METAL, IRON MONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL,
FURNITURE OF WOOD, STEEL, PLASTIC, ETC., ALL MACHINES AND TOOLS, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC GOODS,
SYSTEMS AND MATERIALS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER
SUPPLY, SANITARY, HARDWARE AND BUILDING MATERIALS, TILES, MARBLES, GRANITAS, FLOORINGS, OFFICE
STATIONARIES AND REQUISITES, COMPUTERS, MOBILE AND FIXED PHONES., E-LEARNING MATERIALS, TOWARDS,
AWARDS AND MEDALS, TROPHY, REWARD AND RECOGNITION, ELECTRICALS, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, MOBILE,
COMPUTER AND RELATED SERVICES, ALL FOOD ITEMS INCLUDING DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS, VEGETABLES,
PACKED FOODS, SOFT DRINKS, MUSICLAL INSTRUMENTS, FANCY, FOOT WEAR, CASSETS, CDS AND CARDS.
Aspire Corporate Solutions

2277817    06/02/2012

ASPIRE CORPORATE SOLUTIONS
61/12, P.O Colvale, Bardez- Goa - 403513.

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051

Used Since :03/02/2012

MUMBAI

Providing Advisory Services Relating To Business Management, Business Administration, Office Functions, Job Recruitment, Placement Services Including Management And Organisation Consultancy Firm, Human Resources

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2277838  06/02/2012
PERCEPT LTD
22, RAGHUVANSHI ESTATE, 11/12 S.B.MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
SERVICE PROVIDER
REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY ACT 1956
Used Since :12/01/2012

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, CREATIVE VENTURE, BILLING FUNCTIONS, PUBLIC RELATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS
CONSULTANCY, PERSONAL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MARKETING RESEARCH, PUBLICITY AGENCY, BUSINESS PLANNING, BUSINESS ANALYSIS BUSINESS MANAGEMENT,
BUSINESS ORGANIZATION, MARKETING AND CUSTOMER ANALYSIS; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING
AND MARKETING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH ALL PUBLIC COMMUNICATION MEANS;
PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF MARKETING AND ON-LINE MARKETING MEDIA VIA THE INTERNET;
PROVIDING ADVERTISING SERVICE TO DISTRIBUTE ADVERTISEMENT FOR DISPLAY ON INTERNET, NAMELY, IN
WEBSITES, SOCIAL CONVERSATIONS OVER THE INTERNET, EMAILS, MESSAGES, SOCIAL NETWORKS, STATUS,
SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY AND MARKETING CONSULTANCY FOCUSING ON HELPING CLIENTS CREATE AND EXTEND
THEIR PRODUCT AND BRAND STRATEGIES BY BUILDING VIRALLY ENGAGING MARKETING SOLUTIONS;
COOPERATIVE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES BY WAY OF SOLICITATION, CUSTOMER SERVICES AND
PROVIDING MARKETING INFORMATION VIA WEB SITES ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; MARKETING ANALYSIS,
CONSULTING AND RESEARCH SERVICES; ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON COMPUTER COMMUNICATION NETWORKS.
ADVERTISEMENT SERVICES INCLUDING CONCEPTUALIZING AND BRAND DEVELOPMENT; GENERAL BUSINESS
MERCHANDISING SERVICES, NAMELY, MARKETING SERVICES PROVIDED VIA THE INTERNET INCLUDING VIA
WEBSITES. CORPORATE PLANNING, OF MARKETING STRATEGIES, OUTDOOR SERVICES, BUSINESS RESEARCH,
BUSINESS PLANNING, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PLANNING INFORMATION SERVICES PROVIDED ONLINE FROM A
GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR THE INTERNET
2282292    13/02/2012
A.K. MURALIDHARAN
K.C ARUN
S. ARUN
SHIBU ANTONY
BOBAY THOMAS

trading as ;SILVER WINGS SOLUTIONS

OFFICE NO. XVIII/397, PATHUVANA BUILDING, BYPASS, MARKET ROAD, ALUVA - 683101, KERALA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
REGD. PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :01/02/2012

CHENNAI

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT, PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE, JOB RECRUITMENT, MANPOWER CONSULTANCY, HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, IMPORTING, EXPORTING, TRADING, SELLING, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTING OF VARIOUS COMMODITIES.
2283369   15/02/2012

MRS. NILIMA YEMUL
trading as ;SHREE BALAJI HEALTH CARE SERVICES
205, LOTUS COURT, PUNE-SATARA ROAD, PUNE-411009.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :23/01/2012

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION.
2286590    21/02/2012
AJAY KUMAR. K
trading as : NOBLE AUTO AGENCIES
NOBLE BUILDING, INDIRA GANDHI ROAD, CALICUT-673 004, KERALA., INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :02/04/1970
CHENNAI
DISPLAY, EXHIBITION, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SHOWROOM FOR AUTOMOBILES, AUTOMOBILE SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
SPECTRUM LIFE SCIENCES
2289903  27/02/2012
A.SANTOSH KUMAR
trading as ;SPECTRUM LIFE SCIENCES
10-248, 1ST FLOOR, VASANTHAPURI COLONY, MALKAIGIRI, HYDERABED-500047.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :02/09/2011
CHENNAI
MARKETING OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
ANU INTERIORS & FURNISHINGS

2300158  15/03/2012
P.KARUNA KUMAR
A.MUTHAYLU

trading as ;ANU INTERIORS & FURNISHING
OPP. STATE BANK OF HYDERABAD, TILAK ROAD, RAJAHMUNDRY - 533 101., AP
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJENI RAMADASS
NEW NO. 323, LINGHICHETTY STREET, 1st FLOOR GEORGE TOWN, CHENNAI-1
Used Since :09/09/2009

CHENNAI
RETAIL SALE OF DOOR CURTAINS, BLINDS, CURTAIN RODS, WOODEN FLOORINGS, INTERIOR DECORATIVE GOODS, FURNISHING GOODS
2308614  30/03/2012
NANIK R. HINGORANI
trading as ;JAI MATA DI ELECTRONICS
SHOP NO. 2, GULMARG PALACE, SECTOR - 17, ULHASNAGAR - 400 003.
TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :25/12/1997
MUMBAI
MOBILES, IPOD, GAMES, ACCESS, BLUETOOTH
2315804  16/04/2012
NANDHANA HOTELS. PVT.LTD
trading as ;NANDHANA HOTELS. PVT.LTD
# 52, 5TH CROSS, 6TH BLOCK, 60 FEET ROAD, KORAMANGAL BANGALORE - 560095.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V. VEERARAGHAVAN, ADVOCATE.
NO.10, SECOND MAIN ROAD, C. I. T. COLONY, MYLAPORE, MADRAS - 600 004.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING.
BOOMU VENKATESWARA REDDY trading as ;BOMMU RAMI REDDY
#7-79, KAZA POST, MANGALAGIRI MANDAL, GUNTUR DISTRICT - 522503, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since :07/08/2011

CHENNAI
TRADING, MARKETING, IMPORTING, EXPORTING, ADVERTISING, RETAIL OUTLET OF COSMETIC FAIRNESS CREAM, ALL KINDS OF PERFUMERY, COSMETICS, ESSENTIAL OILS AND OTHER BEAUTY PRODUCTS,
2321557  25/04/2012
INFINITY BUSINESS SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as INFINITY BUSINESS SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
9D, KAMALA BAI STREET, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 017, TAMIL NADU, SOUTH INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/04/2001

CHENNAI
MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICE, BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING AND VIRTUAL OFFICE SERVICE.
area restriction to TAMILNADU.
A FEW GOOD THINGS

2322378  26/04/2012

NAZREEN ANIL
INDU NAMBIAR

trading as ;A FEW GOOD THINGS

28/307, PLOT NO.16, GIRINAGAR, KADAVANTHARA, COCHIN-682020.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINDHU KRISHNA CS. ADVOCATE.
TC 1/1414, SREESANTHAM, KUMARAPURM, MEDICAL COLLEGE. P.O. TRIVANDRUM - 695011. KERALA

Used Since :08/12/2011

CHENNAI
SERVICES PROVIDING BY RETAIL STORE SELLING GARMENTS, CLOTHING ACCESSORIES, HOME FURNISHINGS, JEWELLERY, FOOTWEARS, ORGANIC STUFFS AND VARIOUS OTHER PRODUCTS.

AREA RESTRICTED TO SOUTH INDIA.
Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

ADVERTISING: BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, INCLUDING MANAGEMENT OF RETAIL OUTLET, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION. OFFICE FUNCTION INCLUDES. MAINLY SERVICES RENDERED TO PERSONS OR ORGANIZATIONS PRINCIPALLY WITH THE OBJECT OF HELP IN THE WORKING OR MANAGEMENT OF A COMMERCIAL UNDERTAKING, OR HELP IN THE MANAGEMENT OF THE BUSINESS AFFAIRS OR COMMERCIAL FUNCTIONS OF AN INDUSTRIAL OR COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE, AS WELL AS SERVICES RENDERED BY ADVERTISING ESTABLISHMENTS PRIMARILY UNDERTAKING COMMUNICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC, ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS; SERVICE OF ADVERTISING AGENCIES AND SERVICES SUCH AS THE DISTRIBUTION OF PROSPECTUSES, DIRECTLY OR THROUGH THE POST, OR THE DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES. ADVERTISING, ADVERTISING MATERIAL (UPDATING OF), ADVERTISING MATTER (DISSEMINATION OF), ADVERTISING SPACE
(RENTAL OF-), BUSINESS MANAGEMENT - ASSISTANCE, BUSINESS CONSULTANCY (PROFESSIONAL), BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES. COMPUTER DATABASES (COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO-COMPUTER DATABASES (SYSTEMIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO). DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER. DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES. FILE MANAGEMENT (COMPUTERIZED-). SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS), SYSTEMIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES. PROVIDING SECURED PAYMENT PROCESSING.
2326220    04/05/2012
CIBI KARTHIC CHANDRAN
NO. 3, WHITE FIELD, TIRUPUR IIIAM BACK SIDE, AVINASHI ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641603, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARISHANKAR MANI
NEW NO.115, (FIRST FLOOR) LUZ CHURCH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING: BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, INCLUDING MANAGEMENT OF" RETAIL OUTLET, BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTION INCLUDES. MAINLY SERVICES RENDERED H PERSONS OR ORGANIZATIONS
PRINCIPALLY WITH THE OBJECT OF HELP IN THE WORKING OR MANAGEMENT OF A COMMERCIAL UNDERTAKING,
OR HELP IN THE MANAGEMENT OF THE BUSINESS AFFAIRS OR COMMERCIAL FUNCTIONS OF AN INDUSTRIAL OR
COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE, AS WELL AS SERVICES RENDERED BY ADVERTISING ESTABLISHMENTS PRIMARILY
UNDERTAKING COMMUNICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC, ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND
PURCHASE THOSE GOODS; SERVICE OF ADVERTISING AGENCIES AND SERVICES SUCH AS THE DISTRIBUTION OF
PROSPECTUSES, DIRECTLY OR THROUGH THE POST, OR THE DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES. ADVERTISING,
ADVERTISING MATERIAL (UPDATING OF-), ADVERTISING MATTER (DISSEMINATION OF-), ADVERTISING SPACE
(RENTAL OF-), BUSINESS MANAGEMENT - ASSISTANCE, BUSINESS CONSULTANCY (PROFESSIONAL), BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, COMPIlATION OF INFORMATION INTO
COMPUTER DATABASES. COMPUTER DATABASES (COMPIlATION OF INFORMATION INTO-), COMPUTER DATABASES
(SYSTEMIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO-), DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER, DISTRIBUTION OF
SAMPLES, FILE MANAGEMENT (COMPUTERIZED-), SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS), SYSTEMIZATION OF
INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, PROVIDING SECURED PAYMENT PROCESSING.
INTELLO

2332214  16/05/2012

VIKAS BANSAL
RAM NIWAS JINDAL

trading as ;SHREE BALAJI PLYWOOD

PLOT NO.10, SURVEY NO.36, NEAR SINTEX COMPANY, PISOLI (PUNE)-411 028 (MAHARASHTRA).

SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:

B.R. SHARMA
38, NEW MARKET, RAILWAY ROAD, NEAR CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, JAGADHRI : 135 003. DIST: YAMUNANAGAR

Used Since :21/08/2010

MUMBAI

MARKETING, ADVERTISING, DISPLAYING, SUPPLYING, PROMOTING AND SELLING THE GOODS THROUGH WHOLESELLERS, RETAILERS AND OFFICE MANAGEMENT FOR SALE OF PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, MR GRADE PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, FLUSH DOORS, MARINE PLYWOOD, SHUTTERING AND FILM COATED PLYWOOD, WATERPROOF PLY AND CHEQURED PLYWOOD INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
SHIVASLIST
2334521  19/05/2012
SHIVA HEALTHCARE IT SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
DO. NO: 59A-8/8-4/1, PLOT NO: 9, MARUTHI COOPERATIVE COLONY, VIJAYAWADA, ANDHRA PRADESH, PIN 520008
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :10/09/2011

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; AUCTION SERVICES; CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING SERVICES; RETAIL STORE SERVICES; PROVIDING A SEARCHABLE ON-LINE ADVERTISING GUIDE FEATURING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHER ON-LINE VENDORS; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET OR OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; COMPUTERIZED PROCESSING OF ON-LINE PURCHASE ORDERS;
2337415  24/05/2012
PUFFINS INDIA PVT.LTD.,
trading as ;PUFFINS INDIA PVT.LTD.,
OLD.NO. 85 NEW NO. 36, SAINT XAVIER STREET, SEVEN WELLS, CHENNAI - 600001.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C. N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RETAIL AND WHOLE SALE OF SEAFOODS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018  Class 35

2337765  25/05/2012
GOVIND AGRAWAL
RADHESHYAM AGRAWAL
MOHAN AGRAWAL
trading as ; AGRAWAL SWEETS
09, DHENU MARKET, INDORE (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since : 01/04/1978
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, WHOLE SELLING, RETAILING, EXPORT AND IMPORT.
POSHTINFO TECH PRIVATE LIMITED
2-A, KALYANDHAM, S T ROAD, MANKHURD (EAST), MUMBAI-400088
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A.ASSOCIATES
310, PRATIK AVENUE, 3RD FLOOR, NEHRU ROAD, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400 057
Used Since : 01/05/2010

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE description matters.
2341505  01/06/2012
PURSHOTTAM SHARMA
trading as; HOTEL GURUKRIPA
7/3, NASIA ROAD, OPPOSITE SARVATE BUS STAND, INDORE-452 001 (M.P),
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since: 01/07/2003
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING, SALES PROMOTION, BUSINESS PROMOTION RELATED TO SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
2342465  04/06/2012
SIDHARTHA V. MALLYA
UB TOWER, 24 VITTAL MALLYA ROAD, BANGALORE-560001, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.
Used Since : 01/04/2012
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
M/S. SYNERGY PHARMACEUTICALS

2345479  08/06/2012

M/S.SYNERGY PHARMACEUTICALS (PROP. SSV SATYANARAYANA)
trading as ;M/S.SYNERGY PHARMACEUTICALS

26-23-14, CHANDRA SEKHARAN NILAYAM, SUNDERAMMA STREET, GANDHINGAGAR, VIJAYAWADA 520003. ANDHRA PRADESH, KRISHNA DISTRICT.

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDING MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL FORMULATIONS.

TRADER/MERCHANT OF PHARMACEUTICAL FORMULATIONS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Used Since :14/08/2007

CHENNAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDING MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL FORMULATIONS.
2347435  13/06/2012
SARITA JAIN.
HIG-12, ANNA NAGAR, MADURAI-625020, TAMILNADU.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDULEKHA.S.P
NEW NO-67, OLD NO-32, MEENAKSHI ILLAM, 3RD FLOOR, APPAR SWAMY KOIL STREET, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.
Used Since :27/08/2004
CHENNAI
RETAIL STORE SELLING GIFT ARTICLES, IMITATION JEWELLERY, ACCESSORIES FOR MEN AND WOMEN, COSMETICS AND PERFUMES, STATIONERY, TOYS, LADIES FOOTWEAR, APPARELS FOR MENS, LADIES AND CHILDREN, HOME AND FUMISHING PRODUCTS AND WALKER, PRAM ETC FOR INFANTS, BAGS, IMITATION JEWELLERY, CROCKERY.
2349043    15/06/2012
GHANASINGH JEWELS AND GEMS PVT.LTD
211, WATERFIELD ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050
SERVICES
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RETAIL CHAIN OF STORE, DEPARTMENT STORE, SHOPPING MALL, WHOLESALE OUTLETS, SALES SERVICES
2349381  18/06/2012
NETCONNECT PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as ;NETCONNECT PRIVATE LIMITED

NO.2728, ADJACENT TO ADE COMPOUND, CMH ROAD, 80 FT ROAD, HAL II STAGE, INDIRANAGAR, BANGALORE - 560038, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALMT LEGAL
2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001

Used Since :08/01/1998

CHENNAI

SERVICES MANAGED FOR OTHER COMPANIES, WHICH ARE IN NATURE OF TELECOM BILLING, NETWORK OPERATIONS AND SERVICE DESK MANAGEMENT, MANAGING IT INFRASTRUCTURE AND UPGRADING INCLUDING BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OTHER OFFICE FUNCTIONS.

The mark should be used as a whole.
2349425  18/06/2012
UMMER.T.K
trading as ;NAVARATNA HYPER MARKET
NAVARATNA HYPER MARKET, NAVARATNA BUILDING , ASHTAMICHIRA, THRISSUR-680731, KERALA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
COLLEGEUM KUNSULTANTS
T-10, EMPIRE BUILDINGS, OPP CENTRAL POLICE STATION, ERNAKULAM, KOCHI 18
Used Since :07/01/2010
CHENNAI
SUPER MARKET AND HYPER MARKET.
TECHSTORE

2351244  20/06/2012

ANAND BAID

Techstore Shop no. 101,102, LGF IT Park, Hosur Cross, Hubli Karnataka - 580028.

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA

C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051

Used Since :23/10/2003

CHENNAI

Advertising, shopping centre, shop window display arrangement, wholesale distributorship & ordering services, retail departmental store, retail variety stores featuring laptops, computers, mobiles, memory cards, gadgets, electrical and electronic appliances, telemarketing, promotion of goods & services of others through computer network website, telephone, radio & television, promotion of goods & services through distribution of credit card, door shopping services, organization of exhibition & trade fair for advertising purposes.
2352328    22/06/2012
MOHAMMED JAREENA BEGUM
trading as ;MINA BEAUTY CLINIC.
# D.NO:20-13-16, NEAR BIG MOSQUE, MAIN ROAD, KAKINADA-533001, A.P.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :02/01/1984
CHENNAI
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF COSMETICS AND PRODUCTS RELATED TO BEAUTY CARE SERVICES, HAIR DYES, SPRAYS, LOTIONS, MAKEUP PREPARATIONS, ADVERTISING, IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
2354803  27/06/2012

POPATBHAI B. PANCHANI
GHANSHYAMBHAI D. PATEL
GOPALBHAI B. PANCHANI
ISHWARBHAI D. PANCHANI

trading as ;SHREENATHJI GEMS

310, NEW AMRUT DIAMOND HOUSE, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI-400 004
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since :19/07/2001

MUMBAI

IMPORT AND EXPORT, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS PROMOTION, RETAILING SERVICES RELATED. TO JEWELLERY AND DIAMONDS
SYNOMED HEALTHCARE

2355005  27/06/2012

M/S.SYNOMED HEALTHCARE (PROP. SSV SATYANARAYANA)

trading as ;M/S.SYNOMED HEALTHCARE

26-23-14, CHANDRA SEKHARAN NILAYAM, SUnderamma STREET, GANDHINGAGAR, VIJAYAWADA 520003. ANDHRA PRADESH, KRISHNA DISTRICT.

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDING
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL FORMULATIONS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PREETPAL SINGH ADV

434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Used Since :23/06/2012

CHENNAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDING
MARKETING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL FORMULATIONS.
S & M Production

2355215   28/06/2012
SIDHARTHA V. MALLYA
UB TOWER, 24, VITTAL MALLYA ROAD, BANGALORE-560001.
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.;,
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KARNATAKA STATE ONLY..
2355462    28/06/2012
SHOAIB SUNASRA
RAFIQ SUNASRA
trading as ;ALAUDDIN TEA
44, HAJI BUILDING, S. V. PATEL ROAD, NULL BAZAR, MUMBAI-400 003
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :05/01/1937

MUMBAI
DISTRIBUTION AND RETAILING SERVICES RELATED TO TEA
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE other descriptive matters..
2357425  03/07/2012
KALURAM CHOUDHARY
trading as ;SRI AAITEK PAINTS COATING PRODUCT
SHOP NO-2-2-220/149, MACHA BOLLARAM, ALWAL MUNICIPALITY, SECUNDERABAD- RANGA REDDY DIST- 500010,
ANDHRA PRADESH
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES.
FLAT NO. G-4, #, 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF PAINTS, VARNISHES, PRIMERS, DISTEMPER, ENAMELS FOR PAINTS, THINNERS
FOR PAINTS, LIME WASH, WHITE WASH, WALL CARE PUTTY, LAPPAM, CHALK POWDER, BUILDING MATERIAL NON
METALLIC (PLASTER OF PARIS), LIME STONE, LIME, CHALK (RAW)
2360776    10/07/2012
N.VENKAT NARENDRA
trading as ;BEST MED LIFE SCIENCES
#3-4-531/1, YMCA, SAIKISHORE CINEMA LANE, NARAYANGUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.A.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/06/2012
CHENNAI
MARKETING OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
The mark to be considered as a whole as a composite mark depicting the combination of distinctive lettering style and artwork with restriction to use within the territorial jurisdiction of State of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh only.
2360835  10/07/2012
V.PRABHAKAR
trading as ;CLEAN SOLUTIONS
NO.321, 39TH STREET, 8TH SECTOR, K.K.NAGAR, CHENNAI-600004.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JURY BRIAN LAW OFFICES
25, III FLOOR, SRINIVASA RAO ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI 600 004
Used Since :01/12/2011

CHENNAI
OFFICE FUNCTIONS, BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, AND ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY AND
ASSISTANCE, EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES, RECRUITMENT PLACEMENT SERVICE, RELATING TO JOB AND CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES, JOB ADVERTISING; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING
PURPOSES, MAN POWER CONSULTING, HOUSE KEEPING, JOB CONSULTING, PERSONAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES,
PERSONAL RECRUITMENT, INFORMATION AND ADVISORY PERSONAL RECRUITMENT , INFORMATION AND ADVISORY,
SERVICES, HRD- HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT.
The mark to be considered as a whole as a composite mark depicting the combination of distinctive lettering style, colour
and artwork. There is no exclusive right over the descriptive word in the mark and with restriction to use within the
territorial jurisdiction of State of Tamilnadu only..
2361386   10/07/2012

NIFAL. V.M
MUHAMMAD KUNJU

trading as ;FABRIC LINE

NEAR LULU CENTRE TOLL JUNCTION, EDAPPALLY KOCHI - 682 024 KERALA, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER
REGD. PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA

Used Since :21/05/2012

CHENNAI

DISPLAY, EXHIBITION, WHOLESALE, RETAIL SHOP FOR CHURIDAR, CHURIDAR MATERIALS, KURTHAS, TOPS, SKIRTS, JEANS, DESIGNER WEAR FOR LADIES AND ALL KINDS OF READYMADE GARMENTS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 , 22/01/2018 Class 35

VATTAM NAGESHWAR RAO
VATTAM SWARNALATHA
VISHWANATH
VATTAM SRINATH

trading as ;V.BALAVEERIAH AND SONS.,
H.NO. 15 -2-431, SIDDIAMBAR BAZAR, HYDERABAD - 500012. ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
TRADING, MARKETING, IMPORTING, EXPORTING, ADVERTISING, RETAIL OUTLET OF TMT BAR, MS WIRE, PVC, NAILS, PVC GAMELAN WIRE MESH. PVC HELMETS.

The mark to be considered as a whole as a composite mark depicting the combination of distinctive lettering style and artwork with restriction to use within the territorial jurisdiction of State of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh only.
2365648    18/07/2012
MINDSARRAY TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
528, (IJMIMA) RAHEJA METROPLEX, LINK ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400 064
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :14/07/2012

MUMBAI
PROVIDING DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS
ALBA TRADERS AND DISTRIBUTORS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as; ALBA TRADERS AND DISTRIBUTORS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED

KINFRA, KAKKANCHERI, CHELEMBRA POST, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, PIN-673634, KERALA.

MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.

Used Since: 03/10/2011

CHENNAI

SALES AND BUSINESS ACTIVITIES RELATED TO ALL TYPES OF FOOTWEAR COMPRISING OF AND INCLUDING ITS MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISEMENT, COMMERCIALIZATION, EXPORT, IMPORT, FRANCHISING, WHOLESALE, RETAIL, STALLS AND EXHIBITS AND ALL SERVICES ANCILLARY THERETO; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS;

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2369849    25/07/2012
V-KARE IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;V-KARE IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED.
NO. G- 1, ROYAL MANOR APARTMENT, R M S LAYOUT, SAHAKARNAGAR, BANGALORE - 560092.,
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since :27/02/2012

CHENNAI
SERVICE OF RETAILER, DISTRIBUTOR AND WHOLE SELLER OR MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS.
MOHD YOUSUF ALI
trading as ;DECOR INN
# 6-2-39/A, A.C.GUARDS NEAR P.T.I BUILDING, LAKDI-KA-POOL, HYDERABAD-500004, A.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :07/07/2010

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF WOODEN FLOORING, CARPETS, VINYL FLOORING, SPORTS FLOORING, ARTIFICIAL TURF, BLINDS, WALLPAPERS.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2371776  30/07/2012
ZICOM ELECTRONIC SECURITY SYSTEMS LIMITED.
501, SILVER METROPOLIS, WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI : 400 060.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION SERVICES RELATING TO BIOMETRIC FINGERPRINT ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM (LOCKS).
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
GAURAV KHERIA
MRS. MADHU KHERIA
trading as ;CANDOUUR
B-401, ASTER TOWERS, FILM CITY ROAD, OPP. OBEROI MALL, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400 097.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :15/03/2012
MUMBAI
CONCEPTUALIZING AND ORGANIZING EVENTS, CULTURAL FESTIVALS, COMPETITIONS, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
2376566  08/08/2012
NALLURI SRINIVASA RAO
PALLA VASU
trading as ;ALTIMA NEWTECH PAINTS.
#7-901/2/A/1 POLT. NO.319 NEAR LAST BUS STOP, SUBHASH NAGAR, IDA, JEEDIMETLA, HYDERABAD-500055, A.P.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :01/05/2011
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF EMULSION PAINTS, VARNISHES, PRIMERS, DISTEMPER, ENAMEL FOR PAINTS, THINNERS FOR PAINTS, LIME WASH, WHITE WASH, TEXTURE, WHITE CEMENT BASED WALL CARE PUTTY AND SUPERFINE WALL PUTTY.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF TELANGANA STATE ONLY..
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2376569  08/08/2012
TRIPURANI LAKSHMI
trading as ;JUST FOR KIDS
# MIG - 2, SURYA COMPLIEDX DHARMA REDDY COLONY, SHOP NO. 101 201, KPHB, KUKATPALLY, HYDERABAD - 500042, ANDHRA PRADESH.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :19/06/2012
CHENNAI
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF TOYS, WALKERS, CRADLES, GARMENTS, SPORTS ITEMS, STATIONARY PRODUCTS AND KIDS PLAYING ITEMS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS JUST FOR KIDS SEPARATELY EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF ANDHRA PRADESH AND TELANGANA STATES ONLY..
FACE-VALUE

2377063  09/08/2012
FACE-VALUE HYPERMARKET PRIVATE LIMITED
LIONS CLUB ROAD, BELOW SYNDICATE BANK OPP.LIC OFFICE, KOPPAL, KARNATAKA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :05/08/2011

CHENNAI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES
2382857  22/08/2012  
V.A. AJMAL  
VALIYAVEETIL, DESHABHIMANI ROAD, KALOOR, KOCHIN, KERALA, INDIA.  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
-  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
P.U. VINOD KUMAR  
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA  
Used Since :16/12/2011  
CHENNAI  
SHOP FOR FURNITURES, HOUSE HOLD ARTICLES, FURNISHINGS, RUGS AND CARPETS, HOME APPLIANCES,  
ELECTRONIC AND PRODUCTS, JEWELLERY, TEXTILES, GIFT ARTICLES, BUILDING HARDWARES AND SANITARY  
ITEMS, BUILDING MATERIALS, SUPERMARKET.  
Subject to the mark is allowed as whole and no exclusive rights to the descriptive matters except substantially as shown  
in the form of representation..
2382858  22/08/2012
SPECTX EYE CARE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SPECTX EYE CARE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
30/993D, POONITHURA VILLAGE, VYTTILA, COCHIN - 682019, KERALA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PVT.LTD.COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :26/04/2012
CHENNAI
OPTICAL SHOP, DISPLAY, EXHIBITION, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OF SPECTACLES, SUN GLASSES, LENSES, ALL TYPES OF FRAMES AND OTHER OPTICAL PRODUCTS.
GET PUBLISHED

2386381    27/08/2012

SCISSOR PAPER STONE WEB SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SERVICE PROVIDER

New No 27, Old No 14, Sabaree Eastlyn , Ground floor, 2nd Street, East Abiramapuram, Chennai 600004, Tamilnadu, India
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B. KARTHIK
B-225, 15TH AVENUE, ASHOK NAGAR, CHENNAI 600083
Used Since :09/08/2012

CHENNAI

Advertising and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, sharable or viral communications channels.
Q - FOODS

2386492   29/08/2012
RAGHAVAN RAGHULAL THANDASSERY
SARIGA RAGHULAL THANDASSERY
trading as ;ELITE RETAIL VENTURES INDIA LLP
9/256, SIDCO BUILDING, SIDCO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PERINGANDOOR POST, ATHANI, THRISSUR, KERALA, PIN - 680581, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
REGISTERED UNDER THE LLP ACT, 2008
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WHOLE SALE AND RETAIL STORE OF CAKES, PASTRIES, CHOCOLATES, BREAD, BISCUITS, BAKERY PRODUCTS AND FOOD PRODUCTS.
2386560    30/08/2012
SANDRA SEBASTIAN
trading as ;SEBASTIAN DESIGNS
12A, GANDHI NAGAR, BHAT ROAD, WEST HILL, CALICUT - 673005, KERALA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.M GEORGEKUTTY
PMG ASSOCIATES EF7-10, VASANTH NAGAR PALARIVATTOM COCHIN - 682025
Used Since :13/07/2012
CHENNAI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN RELATION TO DRESS DESIGNING, TAILORING AND DRESSMAKING
SURESH WAVIA
trading as; EXECUTIVE DINING
202, VASHI INFOTECH PARK, SECTOR 30A, PLOT NO. 16, NEAR VASHI STATION, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI-400 703
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
IMPORT AND EXPORT, ADVERTISING, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, RETAILING SERVICES RELATED TO MEAT, FISH, READYMADE GARMENT, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AND BUSINESS PROMOTION OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS, PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS
2387885  01/09/2012
FASILU VAZHAYIL
VAZHAYIL HOUSE NEAR AYESHA TIMBER YARD, KUTHUPARAMBA, KANNUR, KERALA, PIN 670643
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :11/03/2012

CHENNAI
WHOLESALE; RETAIL TRADING; IMPORT EXPORT OF CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR AND HEADGEAR
2388816   03/09/2012
IQUE MULTITRADE PVT LTD
H NO 440 SUNALV COMPUTER POWER HOUSE ROAD NIZAMUDDINPURA MAU UP INDIA 275101
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :08/08/2012
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE
2396480  14/09/2012
SATYANARAYAN AGRAWAL
trading as ;SHRIRAM DAL INDUSTRIES
29, INDUSTRIAL AREA, KATNI-483 501 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :28/08/2005

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING, SALES PROMOTION, DISTRIBUTION, WHOLESALING AND RETAILING OF PULSES
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER
DESCRIPTIVE MATTER.
SOFTY
2399832  20/09/2012
M. SUBRAMANIAM
trading as ;SOFTY ICE CREAM PARLOUR
741 - 742, BROUGH ROAD, ERODE - 638001, TAMIL NADU.INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :19/09/1997
CHENNAI
TRADING, RETAIL OUTLET FOR ICE CREAM, SNACKS AND CHATS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 , 22/01/2018 Class 35

2401117 24/09/2012
APPSDAILY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; APPSDAILY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
D-3137-39, OBEROI GARDEN ESTATE, CHANDIVALI, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 072
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAM RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUSINESS INTERMEDIARY & ADVISORY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SELLING PRODUCTS & RENDERING SERVICES; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, RETAILING, ADVISORY & INTERMEDIARY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SELLING PRODUCTS, PARTICULARLY MOBILE & CELLULAR PHONES & THEIR ACCESSORIES, COMPUTER-AIDED, COMPUTER SOFTWARE-AIDED APPLICATIONS, DIGITAL OR ELECTRONIC GRAPHICS, ANIMATION, MULTI-MEDIA APPLICATIONS & AUDIO OR VIDEO CONTENTS & RENDERING SERVICES INCLUDING VALUE ADDED SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MOBILE, WIRELESS COMMUNICATION OR AUDIO-VISUAL MEDIA; ADVERTISING; SALES PROMOTION(FOR OTHERS).
GOVIND JANGID
trading as ;DVR MOTORS
SHOP NO-8, NEW KRISHNA CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING SOCIETY LIMITED, NEXT TO SAI TOWER, AMBADI ROAD, VASAI (WEST), MUMBAI-401201
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since :01/03/2011
MUMBAI
BUYING AND SELLING USED CARS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
ZIHWA FOODS PVT LTD
trading as ;Zihwa Foods Pvt Ltd
No.403, 3rd Floor, 22nd Cross, HSR Layout Sector-II, Bangalore-560102
Service provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PATSON LEGAL KNOWLEDGE PROCESS PVT. LTD
No.1297, 3rd Floor, 30th main, B.S.K. 2nd stage, Bangalore- 560070.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RETAIL SERVICE FOR DISTRIBUTING CANNED FOODS TO HOTEL & INSTITUTIONS
SKSS MANAGEMENT SERVICES PVT. LTD.
B-902, ODYSSEY, BHAGTI PARK, NEAR I-MAX CINEMA, WADALA (EAST), MUMBAI-400037
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 01/10/2012
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
2407596   08/10/2012
PREMJI KHIMJI GALA
NILESH PREMJI GALA
JATIN PREMJI GALA
DIPESH PREMJI GALA

trading as; BRIGHT EMPORIUM
502/503, JAI MAHAL, LINKING ROAD, KHA(R) (WEST), MUMBAI-400052
TRADER AND RETAILER
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Used Since: 01/10/1969

MUMBAI
RETAILING OF READYMADE GARMENT-TRADITIONAL LADIES AND CHILDREN SALWAR KAMEEZ/BRIDAL
LEHANGAS/CHOLI LACHAS/CHUDIDAR SUITS/SAREES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2408756  09/10/2012
FIRST FLIGHT COURIERS LIMITED
FIRST FLIGHT COURIERS LIMITED, 505, COTTON EXCHANGE, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI- 400002 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. K. SABOO & ASSOCIATES
M.K. Saboo & Associates, C/o. Jhawar Cement & Steels, Gandhi Mansion, 3rd Floor, Bomanjee Master Lane, Kalbadevi Road, Mumbai -400 002, Maharashtra
Used Since :31/05/1988

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS ASSISTANCE (BUSINESS MANAGEMENT-), ADVERTISEMENT BY WAY OF INTERNET FOR HOTEL INDUSTRY, HOTEL MANAGEMENT SERVICES, RESORTS MANAGEMENT SERVICES, FOOD MANAGEMENT, RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING, MODELLING FOR ADVERTISING OR SALES PROMOTION, TELEVISION ADVERTISING, AND PUBLIC RELATIONS SERVICES
2409419  10/10/2012

B.JAYAPRAKASH
LINCON VASUDEVAN

trading as ;ANTHARA

NO. # 77 / 3, MICHEAL PALYA, INDIRANAGAR, 80 FEET ROAD, BANGALORE - 560075, KARNATAKA, INDIA.

SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER PARTNERSHIP ACT 1932

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since :07/09/2012

CHENNAI

RETAIL OUTLET FOR SALE OF ALL KINDS OF KITCHEN EQUIPMENTS AND ACCESSORIES, KITCHEN CUPBOARDS, MODULAR KITCHEN, ALL KINDS OF FURNITURES AND INTERIOR DECORATOR PRODUCTS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018  Class 35

KPK FASERV INDIA PVT LTD
trading as: KPK FASERV INDIA PVT LTD
NO. 166, 2ND FLOOR, VANIVILAS ROAD, BASAVANGUDI, BANGALORE - 560004, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDIA LAW PRACTICE
NO. 7/5, 1st FLOOR, 2nd MAIN, PALACE ROAD, BANGALORE-560 020
Used Since: 01/04/2009
CHENNAI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, ACCOUNTING, BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS, EFFICIENCY EXPERTS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

MINDMAP INFOMATICS (P) LTD
trading as ;MINDMAP INFOMATICS (P) LTD
NO: 518, 5TH FLOOR, MODEL HOUSE, PUNJAGUTTA, HYDERABAD-500082
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KALVA NIRMAL KUMAR
FLAT NO. 309, "B" BLOCK, MAHAVEER APARTMENTS, KING KOTHI, HYDERABAD - 500 029, A.P.
Used Since :26/07/2008

CHENNAI
ASSOCIATION SERVICES NAMELY PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF BUSINESS ANALYSIS PROFESSIONALS, PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS & RECOGNITION OF THE VALUE AND CONTRIBUTION OF BUSINESS ANALYSIS PROFESSIONALS, CONDUCTING BUSINESS RESEARCH AND SURVEYS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS ANALYSIS TO FURTHER THE DEVELOPMENT, MAINTENANCE & RECOGNITION OF INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS FOR THE PRACTICE OF BUSINESS ANALYSIS AS A PROFESSION, PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS ANALYSIS TO FURTHER THE DEVELOPMENT, MAINTENANCE & RECOGNITION OF INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS FOR THE PRACTICE OF BUSINESS ANALYSIS AS A PROFESSION, BUSINESS CONSULTING & INFORMATION SERVICES, PROVIDING CAREER INFORMATION, PROVIDING AN ONLINE FORUM FOR OBTAINING JOB LISTINGS, POSTING JOB LISTINGS, POSTING RESUMES, AND SHARING CAREER AND PROFESSIONAL INFORMATION.
2420299   31/10/2012

ABDUL KAREEM
MOHAMMED SHAHID
MAJEED
ZAKKARIYYA

trading as ;MAAPPI KIDS MALL

K.P.K. TOWER, OPP. SBT BANK, MAIN ROAD, KOTTAKKAL, MALAPPURAM - 676 503, KERALA

SERVICE PROVIDER
REGD. PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA

Used Since :26/07/2012

CHENNAI

KIDS MALL, DISPLAY, EXHIBITION, WHOLESALE, RETAIL MARKETING OF KIDS GARMENTS, DIAPERS, NEWBORN BABY PRODUCTS, BABY FOOD, FANCY ITEMS, FOOTWEARS, SHOES, BAGS, TOYS, CRADLES, BABY CYCLE, COSMETICS AND GIFT ARTICLES
2421323  01/11/2012
RAJU ARJAN DASWANI
YOHAN RAJU DASWANI
NIKHIL RAJU DASWANI
trading as CHARAGH DIN
64, WODEHOUSE ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI-400005
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JEHANGIR GULABBHAI & BILIMORIA & DARUWALLA.
RAJABAHADUR MANSION, 20, AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, (HAMAM STREET), FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since: 16/04/1953

MUMBAI
RETAIL SERVICES FOR THE BRINGING TOGETHER, FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS, OF A VARIETY OF GOODS INCLUDING READYMADE GARMENTS AND HOSIERY INCLUDING CLOTHING, COATS, COATS (TOP), FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, JACKETS (CLOTHING), KNITWEAR (CLOTHING), NECKTIES, SHIRTS, SUITS, TROUSERS, UNDERWEAR, UNDERPANTS, WAISTCOATS, BRIEFS, VESTS, SOCKS, TIES, BELTS AND ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS, FALLING, IN CLASS-35
JioCompanies

2423881  06/11/2012
RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
3rd Floor, Maker Chamber IV, 222, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021, Maharashtra, India
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, RETAIL TRADE
JioComms

2423884  06/11/2012

RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
3rd Floor, Maker Chamber IV, 222, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021, Maharashtra, India

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, RETAIL TRADE
JioCloud Services

2423887  06/11/2012

RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
3rd Floor, Maker Chamber IV, 222, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021, Maharashtra, India
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, RETAIL TRADE
JioBill
2423892  06/11/2012
RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
3rd Floor, Maker Chamber IV, 222, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021, Maharashtra, India
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, RETAIL TRADE
2428276 16/11/2012
S.SURESH
trading as ;ANU BOOK CORPORATION
24-9-18, PAPITLAVARI STREET, RAMA NAGAR, VIJAYAWADA - 520 003, A.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :01/06/1994
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION, WHOLESALE, RETAIL, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF EDUCATIONAL BOOKS
UNION STEEL COMPANY

2428848   16/11/2012

N.J. RASHEED KHAN
R. AZEEZ MUBARAK

trading as ;UNION STEEL COMPANY

NO. 25-B, JONES STREET, BROADWAY, OPP-MANNADY METRO, CHENNAI-600 001, TAMIL NADU.

MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

L.R. SWAMI CO.

NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Used Since :01/04/1985

CHENNAI

WHOLESALE, RETAIL AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF TMT RODS, IRON & STEEL PRODUCTS, COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; SMALL HARDWARE ITEMS OF METAL; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; ORES.

The mark should be used as a whole..
JioSuper
2430716  21/11/2012
RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
3rd Floor, Maker Chamber IV, 222, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400021, Maharashtra, India.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, RETAIL TRADE
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE other descriptive matters.
JioPaisa
2430725  21/11/2012
RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
3rd Floor, Maker Chamber IV, 222, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400021, Maharashtra, India.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, RETAIL TRADE

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE other descriptive matters.
2431911   23/11/2012
K.M. SIDIQUE
K.M. UBAIDATH
K.ABDUL JABBAR
T.P. SHIHABUDDEEN
T.P. MUNEERUDDEEN
A.G.C. AMEER ALI
M.K. RAES AHMED
trading as ;GLOBAL PHARMACY
SHOP NO:2, GROUND FLOOR, DOOR NO:13 AND 14, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, VELACHERY, CHENNAI - 600042
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JURY BRIAN LAW OFFICES
25, III FLOOR, SRINIVASA RAO ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI 600 004
Used Since: 01/10/2012
CHENNAI
RETAIL STORES AND OUTLETS FOR MARKETING AND SALE OF DRUGS, MEDICINES AND ALL KINDS OF
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2435426    30/11/2012
ONLINE DIRECT DELIVERY SERVICE PVT. LTD.
110, COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, SWASTIK REGALIA, WAGHBIL ROAD, THANE-400 607
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIBHA VINODKUMAR PAREKH.
OFFICE No-8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA PATHOLOGY LABORATORY, VAKOLA MARKET,
SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055.
Used Since :01/11/2011

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
2438806  07/12/2012
NAVIN B. THAKKER
trading as ; BACHUBHAI KURJI
SHOP NO. 31, KISHOR BHUVAN, OPP. LADWADI, NEAR C. P. TANK CIRCLE, C. P. TANK, MUMBAI-400 004.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIBHA VINODKUMAR PAREKH.
OFFICE No-8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA PATHOLOGY LABORATORY, VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055.
Used Since : 01/01/2012
MUMBAI
SERVICE PROVIDING FOR ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION, EXPORTING, IMPORTING, MARKETING, SHOWROOMS, SHOPS, DEPARTMENTAL STORE, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO READYMADE GARMENTS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2439519  08/12/2012
NEHA VINOD MANTRI
22/1, Tatya Tope, Opp. Shivarkar Garden, Wanowrie, Pune - 411 040
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune - 411051
Used Since :04/12/2012

MUMBAI
Retail outlet, departmental stores, super mart, showroom of consumer goods and food, shopping mall & mega mart, food mart, retail outlet to sell and kinds of products, providing retail services in a shopping mall and departmental store, the bringing together for the benefit of others of a variety of information consumable goods thereby enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE other descriptive matters..
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
2445048 19/12/2012
SUGAN RANJITHMAL CHORADIA
RANJITHMAL VIMAL RAJ CHORDIA
RANJITHMAL HEMANTH CHORDIA
UGAMA KAVAR
REETA CHORADIA
NIDHI JAIN

trading as; ADINATH DAIRY COMPANY

NO.75/25, HABIBULLAH ROAD, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

M. SENTHIL KUMARAN
GEMINI PARSN COMPLEX, NO. 1, KODAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, BASEMENT, A-2, NUNGAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600 006

Used Since :27/04/2009

CHENNAI

AN OUTLET SALE OF ALL CONSUMER PRODUCTS

Transliteration : KO
2445910  20/12/2012

JAYENDRA R. SHAH

trading as ; MANEK RATNA

52, Super Mall, Nr. Lal Bunglow, C.G. Road, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad - 380009, Gujarat, India.

Service Provider
An Indian Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Used Since : 16/12/2005

AHMEDABAD

Trading, Marketing, Advertising, Importing, Exporting, Retail Outlet and Showroom of cut and polished Diamonds, Gold Jewellery, Pearls Jewellery, Platinum Jewellery, Precious Stones and Ornaments of Precious Metals.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2445909..
2449835  27/12/2012
MRS. TRUPTA PRADEEP KUMBHAR
trading as ;LOOKS OPTICIANS
SHOP.NO.47, BRAMHA MAJESTIC, NIBM ROAD, KONDHWA, PUNE-411048
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH,BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL,PUNE-411011
Used Since :23/06/2006
MUMBAI
RETAILING AND SELLING OF BRANDED SPECTACLES. SUNGLASS AND CONTACT LENSES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2453312   02/01/2013
MAKKOOR POOLAKKAL ABDUL GAFOOR
trading as ; SOORIYA LIFECARE
MAKKOR POOLAKKAL, P.O. CHELAVOOR, KOZHIKODE DISTRICT, KERALA STATE, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS’ ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/1988

CHENNAI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL PHARMACY SERVICES FOR THE SUPPLY OF PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND
MEDICAL PRODUCTS, MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC AND TESTING PRODUCTS, FIRST-AID PRODUCTS, HEALTH CARE
PRODUCTS, BEAUTY PRODUCTS, COSMETICS, TOILETRIES
CAMPUS SUTRA

2454821  04/01/2013

MS. KHUSHBOO AGARWAL

trading as ;M/s Campus Sutra

No. 1, 1-14, 7th Cross, New Guddadahalli, Mysore Road, Bangalore – 560026

SERVICE PROVIDER

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

K LAW (KRISHNAMURTHY AND CO.)

4 TH FLOOR PRESTIGE TAKT., NO 23 KASTURBA ROAD CROSS BANGALORE 560001

Used Since :01/12/2012

CHENNAI

PROVIDING ONLINE RETAIL SERVICES IN RELATION TO APPARELS, BAGS, ACCESSORIES AND OTHER MEMORABILIA
2455454  07/01/2013
SHASHIKANT RAMBHAU BODKE
PADMAKAR BABURAO MORE
trading as ;PREET VERSATILE TOYS AND GIFTS
208, BODKE PLAZA, PUNE ROAD, DWARKA, NASHIK-422011
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMRUDDHI J. PARAB (ADVOCATE)
303, Sairaj Building, Plot No. A/175, Sector - A/19, Koperkhairane, Navi Mumbai-400 0709.
Used Since :01/10/2012
MUMBAI
DISPLAY, RETAIL, SUPPLY, WHOLESALE AND DISTRIBUTION OF ALL TYPES OF TOYS AND GIFTS
2456074  07/01/2013
C.N. SANTHOSH KUMAR
NO:25, D-5/2, D.D.URS ROAD, K.R CIRCLE, DEVARAJA MOHALLA, MYSORE-570001. KARNATAKA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
CREATIVE ENCLAVE, III FLOOR, 148-150, LUZ CHURCH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Used Since :01/12/2012

CHENNAI

RETAIL OUTLETS AND CHAIN OF RETAIL OUTLETS FOR SALE OF MEDICINES; ALLOPATHIC, AYURVEDIC, VETERINARY, UNANI MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, SURGICAL GOODS, STATIONARY, DRUGS, TOILETRY, COSMETICS, CONFECTIONERY AND SUCH OTHER RELATED CONSUMER PRODUCTS.
MYSTIC HUE

2460429    15/01/2013
SHARAN HRISHI BANDHU
NO.1035, 24TH CROSS, A BLOCK, SAHAKARNAGAR, BANGALORE - 92
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since :01/12/2012

CHENNAI

RETAIL OUTLET, DISTRIBUTOR, WHOLE SELLOR, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER OF JEWELLERY, ORNAMENTS,
PRECIOUS METAL AND STONES AND ARTICLES MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL AND STONES.
UNIBELL CONSULTANCY PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/s UNIBELL CONSULTANCY PVT. LTD
PLOT NO.393, VILL. BAGHAKOLE, P.O. PATOOT, P.S. BIKRAM, PATNA-801112, BIHAR
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201, 2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET, EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800 001, BIHAR, INDIA.
Used Since : 19/12/2012
KOLKATA
Advertising, Business Management, Business Administration, Office Functions being included in class 35,
2461359   17/01/2013
MS. DEEPAI T. SANGHVI
MS. PALLAVI D. GUPTA
trading as ;TWOGETHER L.L.P.
B-11, MADHU KUNJ, BUILDING #1, UPASARA LANE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400058.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A LTD. LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS
Used Since :01/01/2012
MUMBAI
RETAILING OF LADIES GARMENTS INCLUDING CHUDIDAR, KURTA, PYJAMA, T-SHIRT, TROUSERS, JEANS, TOP, MIDI, LADIES UNDERGARMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2462678 18/01/2013
MS. ARPITA JUZER CONTRACTOR
trading as ; ACM INC.
124/125, HEMA INDL EST, RAJMATA JJIBAI MARG, NEAR MEGHWADI POLICE STATION, JOGESHWARI (EAST), MUMBAI-400060.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS
Used Since :01/06/2012

MUMBAI
RETAILING, EXPORTING, IMPORTING, ADVERTISING, MARKETING OF FASHION ACCESSORIES, JEWELLERY GARMENTS, SHOES, BELT INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2466930  28/01/2013
TOM GLOBAL HOLDINGS LLP
38/565 Venmarath Building Red Cross Road, NR Tagore Hall, Beech PO, Kozhikode, Kerala 673032
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS, MANAGEMENT CONSULTING AND OTHER SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DIVYA PRASAD
#79/A 407 SFS 4TH PHASE, YELHANKA NEW TOWN, BANGALORE - 560 064.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS, MANAGEMENT CONSULTING INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
2470393   01/02/2013
GYAN PRAKASH SAHU

trading as ;SRI KRISHNA RICE MILL
K-52,4TH FLOOR,KALPTARU APARTMENT,JALAN ROAD (CART SARAI ROAD),UPPER BAZAR,RANCHI-834001,JIHARKHAND
SERVICE PROVIDER(S),
SOLE PROPRIETOR BEING INDIAN CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICE
PATENT & TRADE MARK ATTORNEYS 52, SUKHDEV VIHAR MATHURA ROAD NEW DELHI-110 025
Used Since :31/03/2008

KOLKATA
Advertising; Marketing; Business Administration; Office Functions; Market Research; Sales Promotion Services;
Business Management; Publicity; Business Management of Franchisees; Distribution of Samples; Public Relations; Retail
Store Services in the field of Rice & Unprocessed Rice.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER
DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

2471294 04/02/2013
PRITESH PREMCHAND PATNI
trading as; PALETTE
PLOT NO.1, SHRI NIKETAN COLONY, OPP. COSMOS BANK, JALNA ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001 (MAHARASHTRA)
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :19/03/2007

MUMBAI
DISTRIBUTION, DISPLAY AND SUPPLY OF ALL TYPES OF WALLPAPER, WALL TEXTURE, FLOURING AND INTERIOR GOODS
2472801 05/02/2013
TEATODAY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;TEATODAY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. # 4/3/1 AND; 3/2, S.M. TOWERS,1ST FLOOR,11TH MAIN,3RD BLOCK, JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE-560011.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since :15/01/2013
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, IMPORT AND EXPORT, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
AND RETAIL OUTLET/COUNTER SELLING OF BAKERY PRODUCTS, SWEETS AND CONDIMENTS
2472803  05/02/2013
TEATODAY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;TEATODAY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. # 4/3/1 AND; 3/2, S.M. TOWERS,1ST FLOOR,11TH MAIN,3RD BLOCK, JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE-560011.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since :15/01/2013
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, IMPORT AND EXPORT, RETAIL OUTLET, HR
CONSULTANCY AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
2476456  12/02/2013
BRIGADE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
trading as ;BRIGADE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
29th and 30th Floor, World Trade Center, 26/1, Brigade Gateway, Dr. Rajkumar Road, Malleswaram-Rajajinagar, Bangalore, 560055 Karnataka, India.
Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Used Since :13/12/2012
To be associated with:
2186994, 2240436, 2240439, 2240442, 2240445

CHENNAI
Organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; fashion show exhibitions for commercial purposes; advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
The mark as a label should be used in whole as a composite mark and there is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the logo.
2476566   12/02/2013
INFOCUS MEDIA SOLUTIONS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;INFOCUS MEDIA SOLUTIONS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
29/793, SURABHI, SUDARSANA LANE, K.P. VALLON ROAD, KADAVANTHARA - 20, COCHIN, KERALA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMEER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :26/06/2009
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING AGENCY, UPDATING OF ADVERTISING, MATERIAL OUTDOOR ADVERTISING, PUBLICATION OF
PUBLICITY TEXTS, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS, ORGANIZATION OF TRADE FAIR
The mark as a label should be used in whole as a composite mark and there is no exclusive right over the descriptive
correction in the logo.
2476568 12/02/2013
VINEESH .E
REJI CHRISTOPHER
JISHNU G.NAIR
trading as ;GREEN LEAVES
37/461-B3, ORIENT SQUARE, KADAVANTHRA JUNCTION, COCHIN - 682020, KERALA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :19/01/2013
CHENNAI
DISPLAY, EXHIBITION, WHOLESALE, RETAIL MARKETING OF FRUITS, VEGETABLES, SALE OF FRESH JUICES,
GROCERY MARKET AND SUPERMARKET
NEW LIFE LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
16, BAL VIHAR ROAD, GHORA NAKKAS, BHOPAL (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/1970

MUMBAI
TRADING, MARKETING, ADVERTISING, AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS;
INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
ATLAS MODULAR KITCHEN

2477059  12/02/2013

SIRAJUDEEN

trading as ; ATLAS MODULAR KITCHEN

NO. 34B, THIRUVIDAIAMARUDUR ROAD, KUMBAKONAM-612001.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

P. C. N. RAGHUPATHY.

NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.

Used Since : 01/02/2013

CHENNAI

RETAIL SHOWROOM FOR MODULAR KITCHEN, KITCHEN CABINET, KITCHEN EQUIPMENT, KITCHEN ACCESSORIES, KITCHEN HOPS AND CHIMNEYS
LOCON SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
# 3RD FLOOR, BHAVANI INDUSTRIAL ESTATES HARE KRISHAN ROAD (NEAR IIT MAIN GATE) POWAI MUMBAI 400076
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI RAMESH
M/s. Vedic IP, c-81st Floor, Blaze Business Centre,134 Birla Mansion, Nagindas Master Road, Kalaghoda, Fort, Mumbai- 400 023

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING PUBLICITY RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS, TELEMARKETING SERVICES, OPINION POLLING, ARRANGING NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR OTHERS, NEWS CLIPPING SERVICES, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY, PUBLICATION OF PUBLICITY TEXTS, COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE FOR CONSUMERS [CONSUMER ADVICE SHOP], ECONOMIC FORECASTING, SYSTEMIZATION AND COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, AUCTIONEERING, COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AGENCIES, MARKETING, MARKET STUDIES AND RESEARCH, PUBLIC RELATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 , 22/01/2018 Class 35

2478081 14/02/2013
LOCON SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
# 3RD FLOOR, BHAVANI INDUSTRIAL ESTATES HARE KRISHAN ROAD (NEAR IIT MAIN GATE) POWAI MUMBAI 400076
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI RAMESH
M/s. Vedic IP, c-81st Floor, Blaze Business Centre,134 Birla Mansion, Nagindas Master Road, Kalaghoda, Fort, Mumbai- 400 023

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING PUBLICITY RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS, TELEMARKETING SERVICES, OPINION POLLING, ARRANGING NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR OTHERS, NEWS CLIPPING SERVICES, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY, PUBLICATION OF PUBLICITY TEXTS, COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE FOR CONSUMERS [CONSUMER ADVICE SHOP], ECONOMIC FORECASTING, SYSTEMIZATION AND COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, AUCTIONEERING, COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AGENCIES, MARKETING, MARKET STUDIES AND RESEARCH, PUBLIC RELATIONS
2478082   14/02/2013
LOCON SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
# 3RD FLOOR, BHAVANI INDUSTRIAL ESTATES HARE KRISHAN ROAD (NEAR IIT MAIN GATE) POWAI MUMBAI 400076
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI RAMESH
M/s. Vedic IP, c-81st Floor, Blaze Business Centre,134 Birla Mansion, Nagindas Master Road, Kalaghoda, Fort, Mumbai- 400 023

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING PUBLICITY RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS, TELEMARKETING SERVICES, OPINION POLLING, ARRANGING NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR OTHERS, NEWS CLIPPING SERVICES, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY, PUBLICATION OF PUBLICITY TEXTS, COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE FOR CONSUMERS [CONSUMER ADVICE SHOP], ECONOMIC FORECASTING, SYSTEMIZATION AND COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, AUCTIONEERING, COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AGENCIES ,MARKETING, MARKET STUDIES AND RESEARCH, PUBLIC RELATIONS
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

WEBSITEWALEY WOULD CREATE ONLINE IDENTITIES FOR BUSINESS AROUND THE GLOBE, ONLINE ADVERTISING SERVICES, ONLINE BRAND CREATION, ONLINE MARKETING, SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION, SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING, OR ANY SUCH SIMILAR MARKETING.
M/S CAPITAL WORLD MEDIA SERVICES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/S CAPITAL WORLD MEDIA SERVICES PVT. LTD.
701, 7TH FLOOR, ARYSTON CENTRE OPP. JW MARRIOTT HOTEL, JUHU TARA ROAD MUMBAI-400 049
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. K. SABOO & ASSOCIATES
M.K. Saboo & Associates, C/o. Jhawar Cement & Steels, Gandhi Mansion, 3rd Floor, Bomanjee Master Lane, Kalbadevi Road, Mumbai –400 002, Maharashtra
Used Since :01/11/2010

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, OUTDOOR, ADVERTISING, PRINT OR ELECTRONIC MEDIA OR INTERNET OR WEB BASE ADVERTISING, PUBLICITY AGENCIES, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
2485725  27/02/2013
VENKATESH AGRO PROCESSING COMPANY
RACHANA GANPATRAO DHUMAL
SHIVANJALIRAJE SANJEEVRAJ NAIK-NIMBALKAR
KOLKI GANESH SHERI, TALUKA PHALTAN, DISTRICT SATARA - 415 523
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/06/1998

MUMBAI
IMPORT, EXPORT, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, RETAILING SERVICES RELATED TO AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS, FRESH FRUITS & DRY FRUITS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
2486075    27/02/2013
KALYAN JEWELLERS
KALYAN SAWANTRAJ MEHTA
DILIP KALYAN MEHTA
273/B, 1st FLOOR, OPP. MUMBADEVI TEMPLE, ZAVERI BAZAR, MUMBAI-400 002
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :12/10/1983
MUMBAI
Import, export, advertising, marketing, business promotion, retailing services related to jewellery & diamonds
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE
MATTER.
2487741  01/03/2013
MRS. VRIDA TAVORA
FRANCISCO TAVORA
NIKHIL TAVORA
trading as ;TAVORA AGENCIES
WALKOVER TOTALLY TOYS, TRIONORA APARTMENTS, OPP. MUNICIPAL MARKET, PANJIM, GOA-403001
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMRUDDHI J. PARAB (ADVOCATE)
303, Sairaj Building, Plot No. A/175, Sector - A/19, Koperkhairane, Navi Mumbai-400 0709.
Used Since :24/01/1991
MUMBAI
DISPLAY SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION OF TOYS, PARTY ITEMS, BOOKS AND NEW BORN ITEMS
PEARL DIAMOND
BAHRATVIR GYANCHAND MINDA
VISHVSEN GYANDHAND MINDA
204, THE JEWEL, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400 004
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :09/07/1998

MUMBAI
Import, export, marketing & distribution, retailing services related to sale of precious metal, diamond stone

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE other descriptive matters.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
2492792  11/03/2013
LAXMICHAND VIRJI KARANI
MRS. FORAM RAHUL SHAH
trading as ;KARANI PAPERS
SHOP NO.2, 20/24, MOHD. SAKOOR MARG, CHANNA STREET, OFF. BAZARGATE STREET, FORT, MUMBAI-400001.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :01/02/1993
MUMBAI
IMPORTER AND DISTRIBUTORS OF PAPER, PAPER BOARD AND PAPER REELS.
2507840 04/04/2013
BLUEBEAKS SOLUTIONS LLP
PRATHANA GREEN PARK SOCIETY, JETPUR ROAD, GONDAL (DIST. RAJKOT) GUJARAT.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM INCORPORATED UNDER THE LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP ACT, 2008
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIRANKUMAR J. JASANI, ADVOCATE
218, V.V.COMM. COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, DHEBARBHAI ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002 (GUJARAT)
Used Since : 17/01/2013
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES IN RESPECT OF PROVIDING ONLINE GROCERY ON WEBSITE BRINGING TOGETHER FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE OTHERS OF A VARIETY OF GOODS AND ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THE GOODS FOR WHOLESALE AS WELL AS RETAIL SALE, BEING ALL SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
2509274    08/04/2013
EEZYRENT SERVICES INDIA PVT. LTD.
SHYAM SADAN, 4TH FLOOR, MITH CHOWKI, LINK ROAD, MALAD WEST, MUMBAI-400064, MAHARASHTRA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPAK MEHRA
612, WING-B, CASCADE-III, KULUPWADI, BORIVALI (E), MUMBAI-400 066, MAHARASHTRA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 ,  22/01/2018   Class 35

2512043   12/04/2013
PRECISO HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD.
709, NIRMAN KENDRA, OFF DR. E. MOSSES ROAD, FAMOUS STUDIO LANE, MAHALAXMI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 011
SERVICES
A PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :20/11/2012
MUMBAI
IMPORT AND EXPORT; MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTIONS; ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; RETAIL SERVICES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 , 22/01/2018 Class 35

2513327  15/04/2013
SATISH SHAH
ANIL & COMPANY, D/199 TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, TURBHE PIPE LINE ROAD, MIDC, NAVI MAUMBAI - 400 705
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :05/01/2005

MUMBAI
Import, export, marketing, distribution, advertising, business management related spice soda

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.SPICE SODA.
2514432  16/04/2013
SAMSKA MARKETING CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
4, ARVIND VILLA, SWAMI NITYANAND MARG, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400069
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEGASIS PARTNERS
38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.
Used Since :31/10/1995
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION SERVICES; OFFICE
FUNCTIONS SERVICES; CONSULTANCY SERVICES (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO) CONSULTANCY SERVICES
PERTAINING TO BUSINESS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MARKETING, BRAND
DEVELOPMENT, BRAND BUILDING, BRAND MARKETING AND BRAND MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES
PROVIDED THROUGH MODULES
2514851   17/04/2013
RAMESH F. LAKHWANI
KISHOR F. LAKHWANI
trading as ;FATECHAND AGARBATTI SHOP
23, DUGAD MARKET, STATION ROAD, KURLA-WEST, MUMBAI-400070
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :01/07/2008
MUMBAI
TRADING AS AGARBATTI
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE descriptive matters & device of GANESHA.
2514909  17/04/2013
Pragneshbhai Dhirajlal Kyada
trading as ;Pragneshbhai Dhirajlal Kyada
6-A, Savrabh Bungalows, Street No. 1, Satya Sai Hospital Road, Rajkot - 360005, Gujarat, India.
Service Provider
An Individual and Indian National.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India
Used Since :02/07/2007
AHMEDABAD
Sales, marketing, installation and repairing services for water purification systems and spare parts thereof.
2517132    22/04/2013
MAZHAR ALI SYED
trading as ;M/s. KOHINOOR COLD DRINKS
AZAD NAGAR MAIN ROAD, KHARGONE - 451 001 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, distribution, wholesaling & retailing, import & export of cold drinks
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2503104.
2517325   22/04/2013
HITESH TRIVEDI
LAKSHYA NETWORTH SERVICES PVT. LTD. ADI JANTA CHS, BASEMENT, E-WING, BEHIND HP PETROL PUMP, SION (EAST), MUMBAI-400022
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIVIDUAL
Used Since :07/05/2011
MUMBAI
PROVIDING BUSINESS CONSULTANCY SERVICE IN CLASS 35
2518349  23/04/2013

NAVIN DANGI
trading as ;M/s. JANTA CABLES
SECTOR - A, 77, INDUSTRIAL AREA, JAORA ROAD, RATLAM - 457 001 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :14/07/1981

MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, distribution, wholesaling & retailing of electric wires
2522072  29/04/2013
ASYMMETRIQUE COMMUNICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
G-10, ZAKARRIA, MAROL MAROSHI ROAD, MAROL, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059
SERVICE PROVIDERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
OFFERING MARKETING SERVICES RELATING TO BRANDS, ADVERTISING; TELEMARKETING, PROMOTION OF
BRANDED GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHER THROUGH USE OF COMPUTER NETWORK, WEBSITES; TELEPHONE,
MARKETING AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES OFFERED THEREIN FOR THE PROMOTION AND SALE OF BRANDED
GOODS; PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION, ANSWERING QUERIES OF CUSTOMERS AND CLIENTS RELATED TO
BRANDED GOODS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION SERVICES; SERVICES PROVIDED BY
PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CONSULTANTS BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
2522433    29/04/2013
Salim Umrami
trading as ;M/S Modern Diagnostics
First Floor, Garcha Complex, Jail Road, Raipur (C.G.) - 492001
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :01/04/1999
MUMBAI
Advertising, Business Management, Business Operation, Business Administration, Displaying, Supplying And Retailing In Field Of Medical, Surgical, Dental, Veterinary Equipments And Instruments, Pharmaceutical Products, Medicinal Products, Food Products And Other Related Products.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.device of PLUS & words MODERN & DIAGNOSTICS seperately.
2524874  03/05/2013
Rajesh Sureshchandra Panchal
trading as; Raj Enterprise
A/301, Fairdeal House, Near Swastik Cross Road, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad - 380009, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Manufacturer & Merchant
An Indian Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India
Used Since: 18/03/2008

AHMEDABAD
2526302    07/05/2013
NITIN RAMESHCHANDRA AGRAWAL
trading as ;LAXMI STONE MERCHANT
AURANGABAD ROAD, LAKKADKOT, JALNA-431203 (MAHARASHTRA)
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :01/01/1987

MUMBAI
DISTRIBUTION, DISPLAY, RETAILING AND SUPPLY OF ALL TYPES OF TILES, CERAMICS, NATURAL STONES, MARBLE GRANITES, SANITARY WARES AND PLUMBING MATERIAL
2527964  09/05/2013
O'Neil Almeida

trading as ;Fresh Harvest Ecoventures
101, PN Kothari Industrial Warehousing Premises, LBS Road, Bhandup West, Mumbai - 78
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :30/10/2012

MUMBAI
Online/offline Retailing of food stuff, with deliveries to homes, hotels, catering firms, super mart, showroom of consumer
goods and food, Advertising and Marketing services, shopping mall and mega mart, food mart, retail shops, wholesale,
distribution, supermarkets, malls, departmental stores.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
SURAJ CHANDRAVILAS HANNA
D-602, CINNAMON, AMIT BLOOMFIELD, ON BANGALORE HIGHWAY, AMBEOGA BK, TAL: HAVELI, DIST: PUNE-411046
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMRUDDHI J. PARAB (ADVOCATE)
303, Sairaj Building, Plot No. A/175, Sector - A/19, Koperkhairane, Navi Mumbai-400 0709.
Used Since :23/04/2013

MUMBAI
CHAIN STORES OF DISPLAY, DISTRIBUTION AND SUPPLY OF METAL WINDOWS, PVC WINDOWS, NON METAL WINDOWS, WOOD WINDOWS, WINDOW SHUTTERS, WINDOW SCREENS, WINDOW SASHES, WINDOW JAMBS, WINDOW FRAMES, WINDOW CASEMENTS, STORM WINDOWS, SASH FASTENERS FOR WINDOWS, INTERIOR STORM WINDOWS, EXTERIOR WINDOW SHADES, METAL WINDOW SHUTTERS, WOOD DOOR AND FRAMES, NON-METAL DOORS, SLIDING DOORS, SLIDING, PATIO DOORS, GARAGE DOORS, FOLDING DOORS, DOOR UNITS, DOOR PANELS, DOOR FRAMES. WINDOW FRAMES OF METAL, WINDOW CASINGS OF METAL, METAL GARAGE DOORS, METAL FOLDING DOORS, METAL DOOR UNITS, METAL DOOR LATCHES, DOORS OF METAL FOR INDOOR USE, DOOR HANDLES OF METAL, DOOR FRAMES OF METAL, DOORS, CONSERVATORIES, ALL TYPES OF GLASSES, FILMS AND ACCESSORIES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

VIVCARE

2533469 17/05/2013
DR.SHRAWAN KUMAR KHARINTA
trading as ;KYMEX PHARMACEUTICALS
JANKINATH MARKET;SALASAR BUS STAND;SIKAR
SERVICE PROVIDERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).

Used Since :01/02/2007

AHMEDABAD
RETAIL, WHOLESALE, FRENCHISEE BUSINESS OF PHARMACEUTICALS & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
RAJKUMAR G GUPTA trading as ;M/s COMET CHEMICALS
402, Satyam Mall, Nr. Mansi Cercail, Jodhpur-Bodakdev Road, Satellite, Ahmedabad - 380015, Gujarat.
business management, business administration, office functions
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/04/1989
AHMEDABAD Business Management, Business Administration, Office Functions.
2535368  22/05/2013
CALCUTTA YELLOW PAGES PVT. LTD.
CK-149, SECTOR-1, SALR LAKE, KOLKATA 700091, WEST BENGAL
SERVICE PROVIDER
(A Private Limited Company)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPM SERVICES
NOWAPARA, NEW TOWN, KOLKATA 700 157, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 20/09/2010
KOLKATA
Providing commercial information and directory services; compilation & systemisation of commercial information and providing information thereof; advertising & business promotion of goods & services of others through various communication medias; management of business information & inquiries
2535370  22/05/2013
CALCUTTA YELLOW PAGES PVT. LTD.
CK-149,SECTOR-II,SALR LAKE,KOLKATA 700091,WEST BENGAL
SERVICE PROVIDER
(A Private Limited Company)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPM SERVICES
NOWAPARA,NEW TOWN,KOLKATA 700 157,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :20/09/2010

To be associated with:
2535368

KOLKATA
Providing commercial information and directory services; compilation & systemisation of commercial information and providing information thereof; advertising & business promotion of goods & services of others through various communication medias; management of business information & inquiries
RAKESH HOME APPLIANCES

2535520  21/05/2013

SHUBHASH JAWATRAJ JAIN

trading as ;M/s. RAKESH HOME APPLIANCES

131 / 132, BAZAR PETH, BHIWANDI - 421 302, DIST. THANE

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)

GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since :30/12/1990

MUMBAI

Retailing services related to home appliances (oven, cooker, gas stove, washing machine, fan & other types of electrical appliances)
2546186    10/06/2013
CHOURASIA SONS MANAGEMENT (P) LTD.
PLOT BEARING NO.- RC- 7, BARTAND, P.O.- Dhanbad, P.S.- Dhanbad, DIST.- Dhanbad, PIN - 826 001, JHARKHAND
SERVICE
AN INDIAN NATIONAL COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SKYLINE.
3RD FLOOR, ROOM NO.312, SHANTI BHAWAN, BANK MORE, DHANBAD-826001, JHARKHAND.
Used Since :01/04/1992

KOLKATA
MARKETING, RETAILING, SHOPPING MALL, RETAIL DEPARTMENT STORE SERVICES, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS FOR ALL TYPE OF SWEETS, SNACKS & OTHER
PRODUCTS BEING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS - 35.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTER M AND ALL
OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
2547681  12/06/2013

JAYANT MANOHAR VAIDYA

trading as ;M/s. MANOHAR LAXMAN VAIDYA JEWELLERS

SHOP NO. 4, HARI DARSHAN BUILDING, L. T. ROAD, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 092
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since :01/04/1988

MUMBAI

Import, export, marketing, distribution, advertising, business promotion & retailing services related to jewellery

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2547682  12/06/2013
JAYANT MANOHAR VAIDYA
trading as ; M/s. MANOHAR LAXMAN VAIDYA JEWELLERS
SHOP NO. 4, HARI DARSHAN BUILDING, L. T. ROAD, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 092
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2261105, 2547681

MUMBAI
Import, export, marketing, distribution, advertising, business promotion & retailing services related to jewellery

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2547968  13/06/2013
MRS. MEETA ASHOK GANWANI
trading as ;LALPARI
BALAJI SHOPPING MALL, KHAPRIPURA, DHARASKAR ROAD, ITWARI, NAGPUR-440002 (MAHARASHTRA)
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :01/01/2010
MUMBAI
DISPLAY, DISTRIBUTION AND SUPPLY IN THE RESPECT OF GARMENTS, CLOTHING, READYMADE GARMENTS, RETAIL CHAIN STORES, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS
2547983    13/06/2013
SUNIL MAHKIJA
129,130,131, DAWA BAZAR, GROUND FLOOR, 13-14, RNT MARG, INDORE-452001, (M.P).
TRADING AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.
Used Since :01/04/2013

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, MEDIA, TRADING, DISTRIBUTION AND SUPPLY OF PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
2547985  13/06/2013
SHREE RADHA ORNAMENT GALLERY PVT. LTD.
BHAGWANTI COLONY, GUNA (M.P.) PIN-473001
TRADER AND MERCHANTS
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT THROUGH DIRECTOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.
Used Since :17/05/2013

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, MEDIA, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION AND SUPPLY OF JEWELRIES, ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS, SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES AND METALS, GOLD, SILVER, DIAMOND ORNAMENTS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
CREATIVE BANO. CREATIVELY BANAO

2549238  15/06/2013

ASSOCIATE DECOR LIMITED
ASSOCIATE HOUSE, 85-A, VICTORIA ROAD, MUSTAFA BAZAR, BYCULLA (EAST), MUMBAI-400010.

Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agoents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Retailing; advertising, advertising material; on-line advertising on a computer network and equipment business management, business administration, business assistance, office functions, direct mail advertising; efficiency experts; demonstration of goods; distribution of samples, marketing research, marketing studies; computer databases; sales promotion;
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

2549758 17/06/2013
PRATAP VRAJLAL ZAVERI
CHAITANYA PRATAP ZAVERI
JAYPAL PRATAP ZAVERI
TRIMURTI PRATAP ZAVERI
trading as ;TRIBHOVANDAS BHIMJI ZAVERI AND SONS
HERMES HOUSE, 33-35, MAMA PARMANAND MARG, OPERA HOUSE MUMBAI-400004
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANOJ G. MENDA, ADVOCATE.
6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.
Used Since :06/04/2006

MUMBAI
RETAIL STORES; ONLINE RETAIL STORES; WHOLESALE STORES; SALES AND DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES RELATING TO JEWELLERY AND IMITATIONS JEWELLERY CASTED JEWELLERY PRECIOUS METALS, UNREFINED GOLD, UNREFINED SILVER, GOODS MADE IN PRECIOUS METALS AND NO-PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED OR PLATED OR CLAWED THEREWITH, DIAMONDS, PEARLS, EMERALDS, SAPPHIRES, RUBIES, PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES AND ARTIFICIAL STONES
2550022  17/06/2013
MR. RAKESH MAGANLAL OSWAL
trading as ;VARDHAMAN HARDWARE
SHOP NO-9, VEGA CENTER TOWER, SHANKAR SHETH ROAD, SWARGATE-PUNE-411037
TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
RETAIL SERVICES CONNECTED TO PLYWOOD, ARCHITECTURAL HARDWARE, FURNITURE FITTING AND ACCESSORIES.
ANITA RAKESH LUNIYA
A 2. Hernis Court, Jail Road, , Yerwada, PUNE- 411006
SERVICE PROVIDERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Used Since :26/03/2013
MUMBAI
RETAIL SERVICES OF OTHERS, RESTAURANT FRANCHISING, NAMELY, OFFERING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND/OR OPERATION OF RESTAURANTS, BESICALLY ITS RETAIL OUTLATE
SHANAVAZ ANSARI
ASIF SHAIKH
trading as ;HURTLE GROUP
OFFICE NO. C-122, 1ST FLOOR, TOPAZ C.H.S LTD, DR. ANANDRAO NAIR ROAD, AGRIPADA, MUMBAI CENTRAL (EAST),
MUMBAI-400011
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Used Since :05/06/2013
MUMBAI
PROVIDING HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTANCY SERVICES 35
2550408   18/06/2013
GAYYATREE KAMERKAR
trading as ;POCO REINA FASHION APPARELS
601/2A, SHIVGANGA CHSL, OFF CHINCHOLI BUNDER ROAD, MALAD (WEST) MUMBAI-400064 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada, Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.
Used Since :14/06/2013

MUMBAI
SHOP, SHOWROOMS, RETAIL AND WHOLESALE OUTLET FOR ALL TYPES READYMADE GARMENTS, KIDS WEAR, GIRLS FROCK AND DRESSES, JEANS T-SHIRTS, TOPS, SKIRTS, CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR AND SERVICES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-35
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2551282  20/06/2013
THE INDIAN EXPRESS LTD.
EXPRESS TOWERS, 2 ND FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHAGWATI & CO.
4 -G - 2 COURT CHAMBERS, 35, NEW MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 020.
Used Since :23/06/2004
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
2551641  20/06/2013
JAY RAMESH SHAH
2/31, PRAFUL JYOT, VALLABH BAUG LANE, RAJU MANSION, GHATKOPAR, MUMBAI - 400075
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DHRUMIL MAHENDRA SHAH
11, Maheshwar Chhaya R. B. Mehta Road, Ghatkopar East Mumbai 400 077

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND ALL TYPES OF OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2551652    20/06/2013
MR. MANILAL CHHEDA
trading as ;SWARG
COSMIC ARCADE, OPP. S. T. STAND, NEAR THANE RAILWAY STATION, THANE (W)- 400 602
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA KUMARAN U G MENON
302,gurudham CHS LTD, PLOT NO.65/66,SEC - 4,NEW PANVEL(E)410206
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RETAIL SERVICES CONNECTED TO JEWELLERY, IMITATION JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, GOLD AND SILVER
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1490914, 1920279.
ROBERT HALF INTERNATIONAL INC.
2884 SAND HILL ROAD, MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA 94025, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, UNITED STATE OF AMERICA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

PROVIDING TEMPORARY, FULL-TIME AND CONTRACT EMPLOYMENT PLACEMENT STAFFING, CONSULTING AND RECRUITING SERVICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION ON EMPLOYMENT, CAREERS AND TEMPORARY STAFFING VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTERS TCG EXCEPT AS DEPICTED.
MAGNOLIA

2552351 21/06/2013

PRAMOD RAOJI GANDHI
502, SWAMI VATSALYA, T. B. KADAM MARG, CHICHPOKLI, MUMBAI - 400 033
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :15/05/2012

MUMBAI
Marketing, distribution, advertising, business promotion & retailing services related to furniture, decor, accents
2552352   21/06/2013
PRAMOD RAOJI GANDHI
502, SWAMI VATSALYA, T. B. KADAM MARG, CHICHPOKLI, MUMBAI - 400 033
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :15/05/2012
MUMBAI
Marketing, distribution, advertising, business promotion & retailing services related to furniture, decor, accents
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
2553594    24/06/2013
LOKHANDWALA CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
48, INDRANARAYAN ROAD, SANTACRUZ (WEST), MUMBAI-400054
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Used Since :01/04/2013

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, RETAILING SERVICES, ORGANIZATION OF TRADE FAIRS, EXHIBITIONS FOR ADVERTISING AND
COMMERCIAL PURPOSE, STATISTICAL INFORMATION, BUSINESS RESEARCH, MARKETING RESEARCH,
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, INFORMATION RELATED TO CONSTRUCTION, PUBLIC
RELATION, PUBLICITY, RENTAL OF PUBLICITY MATERIALS, ADVERTISING MATTER-MATERIAL-SPACE INCLUDED IN
CLASS 35
LOKHANDWALA CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
48, INDRANARAYAN ROAD, SANTACRUZ (WEST), MUMBAI-400054
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Used Since :01/04/2013

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, RETAILING SERVICES, ORGANIZATION OF TRADE FAIRS, EXHIBITIONS FOR ADVERTISING AND COMMERCIAL PURPOSE, STATISTICAL INFORMATION, BUSINESS RESEARCH, MARKETING RESEARCH, MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, INFORMATION RELATED TO CONSTRUCTION, PUBLIC RELATION, PUBLICITY, RENTAL OF PUBLICITY MATERIALS, ADVERTISING MATTER-MATERIAL-SPACE INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2553832  25/06/2013
SURPLUS TRADE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
202, Sushila Smruti, Ashok Chakravarti Road, Opp. Axis Bank, Kandivali (East), Mumbai 400 101 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Service Providers
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Used Since :11/04/2013

MUMBAI
Advertising, business administration, office functions, business functions, service in the form of portal to deal in surplus chemicals and inventory; distribution, wholesale, marketing services; systemization of information into computer database;
AL-BAIK

2554383    25/06/2013
MOHAMMED HAKIM QURESHI
trading as ;M/s. MEZBAAN RESTAURANT
79/A, NEAR MUNICIPAL SCHOOL, M. P. MARG, KURLA (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 070
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/09/1999

MUMBAI
Marketing, advertising, business promotion related to restaurant services
DELEX

2555285  27/06/2013
MURTAZA PATANWALA
trading as ;M/s. ROYAL BATTERIES
1/6, SNEH VIHAR, SCHEME NO. 44, NEAR MECHANIC NAGAR, INDORE - 452 014 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2555284

MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, distribution, wholesaling & retailing, of batteries & battery plates
SOULTRIPIN

255539 27/06/2013
CREATIVELAND ASIA PVT. LTD
13TH FLOOR, ANAND APARTMENTS, PLOT NO.424, CHITRAKAR DHURANDHAR MARG, KHAR-WEST, MUMBAI-400052
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :16/06/2013

MUMBAI
ORGANIZING, PROMOTING AND CONDUCTING EXHIBITIONS, TRADESHOWS AND EVENTS FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES
TamKoz Tea Bar

2555618    27/06/2013
DEEPIKA NANASAHEB TAMBE
PRASHANT HANAMANT KOLI
trading as ;TAMKOZ TEA BAR
GROUND FLOOR, G-27, 28, SK OPEN MALL,NEAR SHRADDHA PETROL PUMP, COLLAGE ROAD, NASHIK-422005.MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER, RETAILER, WHOLESALER, MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada, Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.
Used Since :21/06/2013

MUMBAI
SHOP SHOWROOMS, MALL, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLET SERVICE FOR COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE, SERVICES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
SAFDARALI ANWARALI SAYED  
NEERAJ NANDLAL MAGNANI  
AMITKUMAR MADHUKAR SHINDE  
trading as; ENTESLA

202, ZARINA CO-OP. HSG. SOCIETY, S. V. ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:  
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.  
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since :06/08/2009

MUMBAI

SERVICES RELATING TO WHOLESALE, RETAIL AND TRADING OF ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONICS GOODS; THE BRINGING TOGETHER FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS OF A VARIETY OF SUCH GOODS AS AFOREMENTIONED THEREBY ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS IN A RETAIL OUTLET; ADVERTISING SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSE BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

2555918 27/06/2013
SAFDARALI ANWARALI SAYED
NEERAJ NANDLAL MAGNANI
AMITKUMAR MADHUKAR SHINDE
trading as ;ENTESLA
202, ZARINA CO-OP. HSG. SOCIETY, S. V. ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050
SERVICE PROVIDERS AND MERCHANTS
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :06/08/2009

MUMBAI
SERVICES RELATING TO WHOLESALE, RETAIL AND TRADING OF ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONICS GOODS; THE BRINGING TOGETHER FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS OF A VARIETY OF SUCH GOODS AS AFOREMENTIONED THEREBY ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS IN A RETAIL OUTLET; ADVERTISING SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSE BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2556344    28/06/2013
VERGO PHARMA RESEARCH PVT. LTD.
1ST FLOOR, KENI BUILDING, DR. DADA VAIDYA ROAD, PANAJI, GOA, 403001, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AGNIHOTRI & JHA ASSOCIATES
FLAT NO. 102, TULSI NIWAS, PUSHTIKAR SOCIETY, JOGESHWARI (W), MUMBAI 400 102
Used Since :01/05/2009
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDING DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES, MARKETING RESEARCH AND SALES PROMOTION
2556463    28/06/2013
SANTOSH F. DSOUZA
trading as ;STANMARC ENTERPRISE
321/A, HARI OM PLAZA, NEAR OM KARESHWAR TEMPLE, M.G. ROAD, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVIDING, MARKETING, IMPORT EXPORT, RETAIL OUTLET SERVICES IN RELATION TO PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS IN CLASS 35
2556797  28/06/2013
Ms. Jayashri Bhaurao Nasre
trading as ;Ms. Jayashri Bhaurao Nasre
Ward No.2, Peth Vibhag, Narkhed, Tal-Narkhed, Dist -Nagpur
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH,BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL,PUNE-411011
Used Since :07/04/2013
MUMBAI
Retailing and Selling of Branded Fertilizer Used for Agricultural.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
RAJU PATEL
trading as ;TEJRAJ AND CO.
4TH FLOOR, 10/12, DR. WILSON STREET, OFF. VITHALBHAI PATEL ROAD, MUMBAI-400004
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIBHA VINODKUMAR PAREKH.
OFFICE No-8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA PATHOLOGY LABORATORY, VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055.
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
advertising, marketing, import, export, wholeselling and retailing of telescope
2558608    03/07/2013
SIYARAM SILK MILLS LIMITED
B/5, TRADE WORLD, KAMALA CITY, KAMALA MILLS COMPOUND, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI 400013
MANUFACTURERS, MARKETERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAM PARKASH KUMAR & CO.
Ram Parkash Kumar & Co., 2204, Neptune, Suncity, A.S. Road, Nr. Gandhi Nagar Flyover, Powai, Mumbai 400 076.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS IN RELATION TO TEXTILES AND GARMENTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

2558971 04/07/2013
SHASHANK RAMAN DESAI.
208, DAMJI UDGAJI UDYOG BHAVAN, VEERA DESAI, ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 058, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RETAIL SERVICE CONNECTED TO CABLE CUTTERS (MACHINES), PUMPS (MACHINES), HYDRAULIC CUTTING MACHINES, CUTTERS (MACHINES), HAND TOOLS (HAND OPERATED) FOR CRIMPING, CABLE CUTTERS (HAND OPERATED), CUTTING TOOLS (HAND TOOLS), ELECTRIC WIRING, POWER DISTRIBUTION PANELS, BRACKETS FOR GAS BURNERS, FANS (ELECTRIC) FOR PERSONAL USE, TORCHES (ELECTRIC HAND TOOLS (HAND OPERATED) FOR CRIMPING, CABLE CUTTERS (HAND OPERATED), PUMPS (HAND OPERATED), STRAW (CHAFF) CUTTERS, TILE CUTTERS (ELECTRIC), WIRE CUTTER (MACHINES)
2559074  04/07/2013
MR. ASHISH GUPTA
UMESH PRASAD GUPTA
trading as ; G & G CHEMICAL
BARA KALI BARI ROAD, ISLAMPUR BAZAR, PO. + PS. ISLAMPUR, UTTAR DINAJPUR, PIN-733202
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADERS
Used Since : 02/04/2013
KOLKATA
THE BRINGING TOGETHER TO THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS OF A VARIETY ORGANIC MANURE, BIO FERTILIZERS, MICRO NUTRIENTS ENABLING CUSTOMERS CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THIS GOODS INCLUDING DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS AND DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES,
NRB

2559503  04/07/2013

NRB BEARINGS LTD.
DHANNUR, 15, SIR P. M. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT).

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Used Since :01/10/1966

MUMBAI

Wholesale and retail of all kinds of bearings including through retail stores, wholesale outlets, mail order catalogues and the Internet; business management, business administration, advertising and office functions.
NRB BEARINGS LTD.
DHANNUR, 15, SIR P. M. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.

Used Since :01/02/1965

To be associated with:
538420, 538421, 591433, 1061791, 1447939, 1447940, 1543373, 1543374, 1603813, 1605613, 2117928, 2301105, 2747467, 2747469

MUMBAI
Wholesale and retail of all kinds of bearings including through retail stores, wholesale outlets, mail order catalogues and the Internet; business management, business administration, advertising and office functions.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE device of BEARING, ARROW & word BEARING.
CONVERSE

2559612  04/07/2013
ALL STAR C.V.
ONE BOWERMAN DRIVE, BEAVERTON, OREGON 97005, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS/TRADERS
COMMANDITAIRE VENNOOTSCHAP (C.V.) ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE NETHERLANDS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.
Used Since :31/10/2007

To be associated with:
2514619, 2554419

KOLKATA
Retail services; online retail services; retail services and online retail services for eyeglasses, sunglasses, all purpose sports goggles, optical frames and accessories therefore, watches, paper, stationary articles, books, binders, pens, pencils, pencil cases, erasers, trunks, travelling bags, brief cases, umbrellas, bags, wallets, pouches, toiletry cases, bags for sports, handbags, duffle bags, backpacks, messenger bags, purses, shoulder bags, tote bags, all-purpose sport bags, gym bags, clothing, footwear, headwear, shoes, sport shoes, athletic shoes, basketball shoes, skateboarding shoes, running shoes, court shoes, cleated shoes, training shoes, leisure shoes, sandals, boots, t-shirts, shirts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, pants, trousers, shorts, jackets, wind-resistant jackets, coats, anoraks, pullovers, jumpers, sweaters, camisoles, jerseys, socks, polo shirts, gloves, scarves, swimsuits, dresses, skirts, sweatbands, wristbands, vests, blazers, ties, warm-up suits, athletic uniforms
2560284   05/07/2013
HARSHAL MEHTA
5 - KONARK CHANDRA LOK, JETHABHAI LANE, GHATKOPAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 077
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing & distribution retailing of Imitation jewellery
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

SELLING OF ALL KINDS OF SWEETNERS LIKE LOW CALORIC, SUGAR FREE, NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL
2582072  19/08/2013
MR. BHARATBHAI SHANTILAL ADANI
trading as : ADANI STORES
4-5, Agrawal Avenue, Opp. Tele. Exc. C.G. Road, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad - 380009, Gujarat, India.
Service Provider
An Indian Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India
Used Since : 20/09/1969

AHMEDABAD
Trading, selling, purchasing, advertising, distribution, marketing, import, export, wholesale and retail services relating to suitings, shirtings, fabrics and readymade garments.
subject to association with 2582049, 2582071.
CATCO
2590912   04/09/2013
MUHAMMED SHAFFEEQ. K
trading as ;CATCO
16/762 E1, RAILWAY STATION ROAD, NERA SANGHAM THEATER, CALICUT-03, KOZHIKODE TALUK OF CALICUT
DISTRICT KERALA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :06/04/2007

CHENNAI

OFFICE ADMINISTRATION BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ADVERTISEMENT DISTRIBUTION MARKETING IMPORT EXPORT
SHOWROOM WHOLESALE RETAIL OUTLET THROUGH ONLINE OFFLINE SUPER HYPER MARKET BAZAAR OF
COSMETIC GIFT GOLD AND IMITATION JEWELLERY CLOCK WATCHES TOYS UMBRELLA FOOD ITEM MINERAL
AERATED WATER BAKERY FRUITS VEGETABLES FMCG CASSETTES CDS BOOKS CARDS TOYS SPORTS LEATHER
TEXTILE READYMADE CARPET CURTAIN ELECTRONIC ELECTRICAL AUTOMOBILE SANITARY PUMP MOTOR
INDUSTRIAL OIL CHEMICAL PAINT METALLIC NONMETALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS HOME APPLIANCES FIRE ARMS
RUBBER PLASTIC HAND TOOLS; FURNITURE
2615506  21/10/2013

KAILASH JAIN
trading as ;M/S Kailash Traders
Kailash Traders, Near Rain Basera, Chohtan road, Barmer-344001, Rajasthan.
Service provider
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since :01/04/2010

AHMEDABAD
Advertising, Business administration, Business management, Wholesale, Retail, Trading, Departmental store, Franchisee services, Supply under class 35.
BHAVESH RAVINDRABHAI JOSHI
trading as ;M/S NEW PARASMANI JEWELLERS
110,PRAKASH SILVER HOUSE,B/H HANUMANJI TEMPLE,NR. VIJAY BANK, MADAN GOPAL HAVELI ROAD, MANEK CHOWK - 380001, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since : 01/04/2001
AHMEDABAD
Wholesale, Retail Trading of Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones.
2618215 25/10/2013
JAGDISH PRASAD REWAR
SIDHANT CHANNA
ASHISH DUBEY
trading as; JEEVAN CONSUMERS AND PRODUCTS
TELEPHONE EXCHANGE ROAD, DIST. DHANBAD, (JHARKHAND).
SERVICE.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SKYLINE.
3RD FLOOR, ROOM NO.312, SHANTI BHAWAN, BANK MORE, Dhanbad-826001, JHARKHAND.
Used Since: 01/04/2013

KOLKATA
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS AND MARKETING BEING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS - 35.
2624681  08/11/2013
TROIKA PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
COMMERCHE HOUSE -1, OFF JUDGES BUNGLOWS, SATYA MARG, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380 054, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Used Since :01/02/2010

AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS RELATED TO
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
2627507  14/11/2013
WORKHARD VENTURES PVT. LTD
1047, TILAK GALI BARA BAZAAR KASHMERE GATE DELHI 110006
SERVICE PROVIDER
(AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956)
Used Since :15/12/2012
DELHI
ECOMMERCE OUTSOURCING.
2636714  03/12/2013
K9 MART TRADING PRIVATE LIMITED
D-518/3, GALI NO. 7, D BLOCK, ASHOK NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110093
E-COMMERCE
Used Since :07/11/2013
DELHI
ADVERTISING.
R. DINESH KUMAR

trading as: CREAMY STREET

67A, 6TH CROSS STREET, VGP SRINIVASA NAGAR, RAJAKILPAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600 073, TAMIL NADU.

SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Used Since: 23/05/2012

CHENNAI MARKETING
2651196   30/12/2013
MRS. TOSHI PANDYA
trading as ;NINEONE TRADELINKS
81, GOD’S GIFT, NR. BARODA HIGHSCHOOL, ALKAPURI, VADODARA-390007, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
An Indian National
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
RETAIL SERVICES INCLUDING ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES CONNECTED WITH HOUSEWARES, KITCHENWARES, CUTLERY, CROCKERY, CLEANING EQUIPMENTS AND PREPARATIONS, ELECTRONIC GOODS, RACKS, FURNITURE, HARDWARE, PERFUMES, COSMETICS, SPECTACLES, SUN GLASSES, CAMERAS, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS METALS & STONES, DIAMONDS, WATCHES, LEATHER & ARTICLES, TRAVELLING BAGS, UMBRELLAS, TEXTILE GOODS, SUITINGS, BEDDINGS, READYMADE GARMENTS & FASHION ARTICLES, GAME & SPORTING ARTICLES, FOOD & BEVERAGES, GROCERY, VEGETABLES, PACKAGED DRINKING WATER; ADVERTISING & SALES PROMOTION ACTIVITIES.
subject to no exclusive right over word Best.
BIGKlap

2663520  22/01/2014
AEDION INFOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; AEDION INFOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED

#E 501, GOLDEN MAGIC BLOCK, BRIGADE GARDENIA, RBI LAYOUT, JP NAGAR 8TH PHASE, BANGALORE,
KARNATAKA - 560078
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BIJOY PRABHAKARAN PULIPARA
Sri-Sri No. 17, Soorya Gardens, Sasthamangalam, Trivandrum 695 010.
Used Since :02/09/2013

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
2670671 31/01/2014
PASHCHATYA ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
19, 1st FLOOR, C.S.C, DDA MARKET, OPPOSITE PRIYA DARSHANI VIHAR PART-1 NEAR MODEL TOWN METRO STATION DELHI-110009
SERVICE PROVIDER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/10/2002
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
2677909  13/02/2014
MURSHID ANSARI
TYAGI VIHAR, HOUSE NO-2, BESIDE POLICE QUATER, NEWAR NAGLOI METRO STATION, NEW DELHI 110041
SERVICES
Used Since :21/09/2013
DELHI
ADVERTISING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OFFICE FUNCTIONS
2680819   18/02/2014
D DESIGN STUDIO
101, GAYATRI CHS LTD, BON-BON LANE, VERSOVA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400058.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE PROVISION OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
2696186  11/03/2014
NAVDEEP PASRICH
ABHINAV GUPTA
trading as；PALACIOUS PHARMACEUTICALS
A-98A, OM VIHAR, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/02/2014
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
2714358  08/04/2014
SANGHAVI BULLION PVT. LTD.
Shop No. 1, Ground Floor, Tahervilla Building, 3rd Agyari Lane, Opp. Mumbadevi Safe, Mumbai-400 003
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :13/10/2007

MUMBAI
Marketing, retailing, wholesaling, Advertising, import & export of Gold ornaments and jewellery bullion
CHRMP

2716224 11/04/2014

RIPPLES LEARNING SERVICES

trading as ; RIPPLES LEARNING SERVICES

NO: 12, PARISARA, 1ST MAIN ROAD, K.R GARDEN, BEHIND KRISHNA UPAHAR HOTEL, KORAMANGALA 8 TH BLOCK, BANGALORE - 560095

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KUNAL JHA
A-27, RAM KUTIR, TULSI NIWAS, PUSHTIKAR SOCIETY, JOGESHWARI (W), MUMBAI - 400 102

Used Since :12/12/2009

CHENNAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
2722136    22/04/2014
HEMANT SHAH
DARSHAN SHAH
trading as ;NOORIE TOYLAND
VAISHALI SHOPPING CENTRE, V.M.ROAD, JUHU SCHEME, MUMBAI-400049.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :09/06/1979
MUMBAI
TOYS AND GAMES SHOP
TURNER MORRISON FOUNDATION
MRS. RENU JUDGE
711 CHIRANJIV TOWER 43 NEHRU PLACE NEW DELHI 110019
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J F ASSOCIATES
120 (OLD) LAWYERS CHAMBERS SUPREME COURT NEW DELHI

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
2758121  18/06/2014
ALL AROUND GLOBE SERVICES PVT LTD
302, Gold Croft, Hiranandani Estate, Ghodbunder Road, Thane (W) 400607

To be associated with:
2758120

MUMBAI
BUSINESS EFFICIENCY EXPERT SERVICES RELATING TO VISA APPLICATION FACILITATION AND ONWARD
FORWARDING OF DOCUMENTS AND PAYMENTS RELATED THERETO, COMPUTERIZED ONLINE APPOINTMENT
SCHEDULING SYSTEM; PROFESSIONAL SERVICES GIVING DIRECT AID IN PROVIDING INFORMATION,
DOCUMENTATION, DATA PROCESSING, ADVISING AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO VISA
ADMINISTRATION; INFORMATION PROVIDING SERVICES INCLUDING PROVIDING CUSTOMIZED REPORTS ON
STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR VISA APPLICANTS BY MEANS OF AN ONLINE DATABASE OF VARIOUS APPLICANT
PROFILES AND INFORMATION.
THE TINY SEED

2775213  16/07/2014
MARIAM MAMMEN MATHEW
MALINI MATHEW VARUGHESHE
ASHIKA ANNA MATHEW

trading as ;THE TINY SEED
5/796A VANSSERY JUNCTION, MARIATHURUTHU PO, KOTTAYAM -686027, PENUNPAIKADU VILLAGE, KOTTAYAM TALUK,KERALA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.

Used Since :10/12/2013

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING INCLUDING PUBLICIZING THE FINANCIAL NEEDS OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN THE DIGITAL AND PRINT MEDIA TO POTENTIAL DONORS.
2775283  16/07/2014

DEVI KUMAR

trading as ;SAMUDRIKA MARKETING

NO 1/105,PILLAYARKOVIL FIRST LANE,INJAMBAKKAM,CHENNAI-600115

SERVICE PROVIDER

Used Since :09/07/2014

CHENNAI

DIRECT MARKETING
2779543 23/07/2014
SHREYYAN THAKUR
PLOT NO-20-21, POCKET A-1, BEHIND AGGARWAL SWEETS, AYODHYA CHOWK ROHINI SECTOR-6, DELHI-110085
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since: 20/04/2012
DELHI

EVENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
2783665    30/07/2014
PRAUDYOGIKI TECHNO LABS LLP
trading as ;Daddyspocket
NH-Champakkara Road, Thomaspuram, Maradu P.O Cochin-682304, Kerala
Service Provider
Limited Liability Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL G TEGGI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (E), Chennai - 600102
Used Since :15/05/2014

CHENNAI
MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES, E-COMMERCE, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES, COMMERCIAL TRADING AND CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES, TRADING SERVICES.
2789363    11/08/2014
YAN XIAOQING

trading as ;M/s. XIAOYI JEWELLERY FITTING
No. 145, Lantang Village, Second District, Baihua Town, Pujiang County, Jinhua City, Zhejiang Province, China

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Import, Export, Advertising, Marketing, Sales promotion, Retailing services related to Garment accessories, Jewellery, Diamonds, Precious stones & Imitation jewellery
NEWSTROKES ONLINE PVT. LTD.
HOUSE NO 432, GALI MATA WALI, TELIWARA DELHI 110006
SERVICE PROVIDER
COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMS ASSOCIATES
159-E, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI 110007
Used Since :03/06/2000

DELHI
ONLINE PORTAL SERVICES, RETAIL STORES; LICENSING AND CONSULTANCY IN ART AND RELATED PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
2827488    15/10/2014

ANKIT S. SANKHALA

trading as ;SHREE ARIHANT READYMADE

107-108, City Center, 1st floor, Diwanpara Main Road, Opp. Old Khadpith, Rajkot-360 001 (GUJARAT)

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE


Used Since :26/09/2014

AHMEDABAD

RETAIL, WHOLESALE, TRADING OF READYMADE GARMENTS, SUITING SHIRTING, HOSIERY, PERFUMES, WATCHES, BELTS, SPECTACLES, SHOES INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.

for state of Gujarat only.
2829776  17/10/2014
ONESNAPS TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
24, Hira Bhuvan, V.P. Road, Mulund West, Mumbai - 400080
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :13/10/2014
MUMBAI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

2830875 21/10/2014
DHARMESH D. BHALAKIA
JAYESH PARMAR
trading as ;FUSION EYE WEAR
A/401, DARSHIT APPT, NEAR ST. FRANCIS SCHOOL, VASAI (W), PALGHAR 401202
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
IMPORTING/EXPORTING AND TRADING IN OPTICAL FRAMES AND SUNGLASSES
2838345  07/11/2014
T V G ENERGY PRIVATE LIMITED
18-A, BHAGAT SINGH COLONY, SHASTRI CHOWK, HAKIKAT NAGAR, SAHARANPUR, U.P.-247001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Used Since :23/09/2014
DELHI
MANUFACTURE, PROCESS, BUY, SELL, EXCHANGE, ALTER, IMPROVE, IMPORT OR EXPORT OR OTHERWISE DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, ENERGY DEVICES, SOLAR ENERGY PRODUCTS, ELECTRONIC GOODS LED POLYMER PLASTIC (USED FOR LED), SET TOP BOX, COOLERS, AIR CONDITIONER, WIRES, CIRCUITS, SOLAR SYSTEM, INVERTER, BATTERIES, GADGETS, REFRIGERATOR, RADIO, TELEVISION, ELECTRICAL FANS, ELECTRICAL FITTINGS, SWITCH GEAR BOXES, MUSIC SYSTEM INCLUDING MUSIC PLAYERS, COMPUTER OPERATED MUSIC SYSTEM, MIXERS, GRINDERS, ROTI-MAKER, OVEN, ELECTRICAL COOKING RANGE, FLOUR MACHINERY, CLOTH AND DISH WASHING MACHINES, ETC AND OTHER RELATED PRODUCTS.
2843430  12/11/2014
NEW SILVER BOOK AGENCY
Riyaz Husain Sayed
Sayed Badar Husain
14, Mohammed Ali Building, Mohammed Ali Road, Opp Mandvi Post Office, Bhendi Bazaar, Mumbai - 400003
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/04/1950
MUMBAI
Trading and retailing of books.
BUSFUN CONSULTING INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
A-103, SHEETAL SAROVAR, SHEETAL NAGAR, MTNL ROAD, MIRA ROAD EAST, THANE - 401107
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :17/02/2014

MUMBAI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, PROJECT MANAGEMENT, PROJECT RISK MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY AND BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES IN INDIA AND ABROAD AND TO PROVIDE, TECHNICAL, MANAGEMENT AND AUDIT SERVICES ACROSS THE INDUSTRY IN INDIA AND ABROAD AND TO CARRY ON THE BUSINESS OF RENDERING SERVICES AND CONSULTANCY IN ALL DISCIPLINES ACROSS THE INDUSTRIES IN INDIA AND ABROAD
2848353  24/11/2014
BUSFUN CONSULTING INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
A-103, SHEETAL SAROVAR, SHEETAL NAGAR, MTNL ROAD, MIRA ROAD EAST, THANE - 401107
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since: 17/02/2014
MUMBAI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, PROJECT MANAGEMENT, PROJECT RISK MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY AND BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES IN INDIA AND ABROAD AND TO PROVIDE, TECHNICAL, MANAGEMENT AND AUDIT SERVICES ACROSS THE INDUSTRY IN INDIA AND ABROAD AND TO CARRY ON THE BUSINESS OF RENDERING SERVICES AND CONSULTANCY IN ALL DISCIPLINES ACROSS THE INDUSTRIES IN INDIA AND ABROAD
2853944  01/12/2014
SAURABH KUMAR AGARWAL
trading as ;Device
No. A 309, The ledge, Near VRL logistics, Jakkur, Bangalore- 560064, Karnataka
Services Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREM RAJA KUMARI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar East, Chennai- 600102
Used Since : 01/11/2014
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, MARKETING, TRADE SHOW AND EXHIBITION SERVICES, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES, RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES, MARKET RESEARCH, COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE FOR CONSUMERS, COMMERCIAL TRADING AND CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICES, PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION VIA A WEB SITE
2875385  05/01/2015
ASIAN PAINTS LIMITED
ASIAN PAINTS HOUSE, 6/A, SHANTINAGAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, VAKOLA PIPELINE LANE, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI - 400055
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Angents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since : 15/09/2004
MUMBAI
SERVICES RELATING TO ADVERTISEMENT OF RADIO AND TELEVISION COMMERCIALS; THE BRINGING TOGETHER FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS OF A VARIETY OF COLOUR SHADES, THEREBY ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW PICK UP AND PURCHASE THEIR CUSTOMIZED COLOUR SHADES FROM AN OUTLET, SHOP OR STORE; MARKETING SERVICES OFFERED THEREIN FOR THE PROMOTION OF THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS; PROVIDING AND OFFERING PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CONSULTANCY; PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION
2875566    02/01/2015
TREELUCK ECOTECH FARMS PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO.18, SHREEJI PLAZA, PLOT NO.24, SECTOR-25, OPP. SEAWOOD DARAVE STATION, NEUL EAST, NAVI MUMBAI - 400706
To do the business as consultants, designers, implementers, advisors, farm managers and surveyors for all kinds of agricultural products.
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LUCKY MANOHARLAL CHUGH
106, LK Complex, Near Prabharam Mandir, Sec-35, Ulhasnagar - 421005, Dist. Thane
Used Since: 24/11/2014
MUMBAI
Advertising, Business Management, Business Administration, Office Functions.
2906381   20/02/2015
BAGGA LUXURY MOTORCARS LLP
SUHKMANI 136-137 SUNRISE PJARK DRIVE-IN ROAD AHMEDABAD GUJARAT STATE INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.TRIVEDI & ASSOCIATES.
A-52, CAPITAL COMMERCIAL CENTRE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 009.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2561272

AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTION ALL INCLUDING ALL SERVICES IN CLASS-35
2907458  23/02/2015
Ridhima Narula
House No. 1340 DLF Phase 4, Gurgaon, Haryana 122002, India
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIEBENIP
293, R.P.S. FLATS, SHEIKH SARAI PHASE-I NEW DELHI 110017
Used Since :01/12/2013
DELHI
"ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS"
2914847  04/03/2015
MR. LUIT PARAN BAISHYA
A1/132, SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOTAL IP SERVICES
121, FIRST FLOOR, JEEWAN PARK, NEAR M.C.D. PRIMARY SCHOOL, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110059
Used Since :08/12/2014
To be associated with:
2914846
DELHI
TRADING OF CEILING FANS, ALL ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS RELATED PRODUCTS ELECTRONICS DEVICES.
PHONES, MOBILE, Laptops, Desktop, Tablet, Phablet, WIFI-MODEM WHICH IS FALLING IN CLASS FOR SERVICE
2922472  13/03/2015
HERMITS STUDIO LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
trading as ;WHOLESALE, RETAIL & DISTRIBUTION OF CONSUMABLES, ACCESSORIES & PERIPHERALS.
3, PREMA NIVASA SCHOOL ROAD, KACHARAKANAHALLI, BANGALORE-560084
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
TO CARRY ON THE BUSINESS OF PROVIDER WHOLESALE, RETAIL & DISTRIBUTION OF CONSUMABLES, ACCESSORIES & PERIPHERALS.
2946553    21/04/2015
J.KULDEEP SURANA
trading as ;APEX LINKS
132, 1ST FLOOR, GOVINDAPPA NAICKEN STREET, CHENNAI - 600 001
MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. RAMESH KUMAR M. VEERANTHIRAN
NO.72, JERMIAH ROAD, VEPERY CHENNAI-600 007.
Used Since :01/04/2011
To be associated with:
2128866, 2128867
CHENNAI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF WHOLE SALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS, RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO FRUIT, PROVISION OF MARKETING ADVISORY SERVICES FOR MANUFACTURERS, ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES.
2951226  28/04/2015
MR VINEET AGGARWAL
SCO 20, 2ND FLOOR, SEC 16 FARIDABAD HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A & CO. REGISTRATIONS (ADVOCATES).
B.K.-27 (WEST) SHALIMAR BAGH, DELHI - 110 088.
Used Since :25/09/2014

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS IN RESPECT OF EDUCATION. INCLUDED IN CLASS- 35.
2952342  28/04/2015
M/S DEVINTEC ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
G. T. ROAD, VILLAGE PARAGPUR, JALANDHAR-144010, PUNJAB.
SERVICES
(a company duly registered under company's law)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since: 21/03/2014

DELHI
ADVERTISEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
OUTLETS AND SHOWROOMS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING AND MARKETING OF MEASURING TAPES,
COMPUTER SOFTWARE; RECORDING DISCS, AMPLIFIERS, ELECTRIC WIRES, CABLES, WELDING ELECTRODES, LIGHT
EMITTING DIODES (LED), LED DRIVERS, INVERTERS, DRY BATTERIES, CELLS, BATTERY CHARGERS, SWITCHES,
RECTIFIERS, SOCKETS, FUSES, RELAYS, TRANSFORMERS AND RADIO, ELECTRONIC MEASURING, TESTING,
WEIGHING, CALCULATING MACHINES, LIGHTING AND SOLAR APPARATUS, CFL LAMPS, BULBS, TUBES; ELECTRIC
IRON, GEYSERS, HEATERS, FANS, COOLERS, AC, REFRIGERATORS, R.O. SYSTEMS, VALVE, COCKS AND PIPE
FITTINGS FOR USE IN WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

AGILE AVENUES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: PROVIDING SERVICES OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
904, ORCHID BUILDING, BLOSSOM N SPRINGS, BANER PASHAN LINK ROAD, PASHAN, PUNE-411021

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since: 21/04/2015

MUMBAI
PROVIDING SERVICES OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
3038016  20/08/2015
E KHARID

trading as ;SANGAITAP
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietorship firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREM RAJA KUMARI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar East,Chennai- 600102
Used Since :01/02/2013

KOLKATA
ADVERTISING, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS
OF GOODS AND SERVICES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, MARKETING, RETAIL OR
WHOLESALE SERVICES, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS
3039668 24/08/2015
VARUN SHAH S/O. SH. SUSHIL KUMAR SHAH
trading as ;RAJ AMER CRAFT
B-40, TIMES SQUARE, CENTRAL SPINE, VIDHYADHAR NAGAR, JAIPUR-302039 Rajasthan
Service provider as
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/06/2015

AHMEDABAD
E-COMMERCE, WHOLESALE, RETAIL, DISTRIBUTION, EXPORT-IMPORT & ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, and OFFICE FUNCTION IN CLASS 35.
3042736 26/08/2015
RANJAN GHOSH
trading as ;H2m AYUSH Holistic Health Management
D - 161, Sushant Lok - 2, Sector - 56, Gurgaon - 122011, Haryana
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREM RAJA KUMARI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar East,Chennai- 600102
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, MARKETING, RETAIL OR WHOLESALE SERVICES, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS
OptRisk

3063356  22/09/2015

YOGESH AGARWAL

trading as; OptRisk Consulting

12A Sukea Row, Kolkata 700006

Management Consulting, Software and Utility

Proprietor

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Valuation Services; Risk Management; Analytics; Big Data; Data Analytics; STATISTICAL ANALYSIS; REPORTING SERVICES FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES; MARKETING ANALYSIS SERVICES; STATISTICAL DATA ANALYSIS; RISK ANALYTICS; system design; system testing; auditing; risk modelling,
3067602  30/09/2015
P.RAJENDR KUMAR
P.GNANASEKARAN
R.P.PRAJU

trading as ;KRISH ELEVATORS
63, MESTHRI PALANIAPPAN STREET RATHINAPURI, COIMBATORE - 641 027 TAMILNADU
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARYA SOLUTIONS
27/18, 1ST FLOOR, THIRUKUMARAPURAM 1ST STREET, ARUMBAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600 106

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES OF ALL KINDS OF ELEVATING APPARATUS, ELEVATOR CHAINS [PARTS OF MACHINES] ELEVATOR OPERATING APPARATUS AND LIFT OPERATING APPARATUS, ELEVATORS [LIFTS]
3068020 30/09/2015
BHERULAL CHOUHAN
trading as ;M/s. ABSQUARE CORPORATION
Sanjeet Naka, In front of Keshaw Palace, 1st Floor, Union Bank of India ATM, Mandsaur - 458001, Madhya Pradesh
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing services related to bringing together of a variety of goods, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods by means of electronics media through websites, advertising, marketing, business promotion, wholesaling & retailing services
RAHUL BHIMJIBHAI VAGHELA
A-105, Neelkanth Residency, Nr. Naranpura Railway Crossing, Naranpura, Ahmedabad 380013, Gujarat, India

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHTA LEGAL
402-04, SHILP-2, NEAR SALES INDIA, INCOME TAX CIRCLE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT

Used Since : 16/06/2014

AHMEDABAD
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, ADVERTISING; RETAIL AND WHOLESALE OUTLETS, THROUGH WEB SITES; ONLINE STORE
3092913   05/11/2015
CHANDNI CHAKRABORTY
trading as ; BLACK AND BLUE ENTERPRISES
A-67 THIRD FLOOR PANDAV NAGAR OPPOSITE MOTHER DIARY 110092
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
ON LINE TRADING ELECTONICS ITEMS
3096815   10/11/2015
SAURABH KUMAR  
F-5, MAIN ROAD, KALKAJI, NEW DELHI-110019  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
INDIVIDUAL  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SMART BRAIN  
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92  
Used Since :01/10/2015  

DELHI  
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
3099083  16/11/2015
SAVITRIDEVI INDUSTRIES LIMITED
trading as ;Savitridevi Industries Limited
POST ATPADI, Taluka Atpadi, District Sangli -416416
Service Provider
Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FORAM SHAH
57, Walchand Terrace, Tardeo Road, Mumbai - 400033
Used Since :01/11/2015
MUMBAI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, retail and wholesale and export.
ESAI & CO.,  
3108444  30/11/2015  
ESAI AND CO  
NO.38/40, 2ND FLOOR, NORTH BOAG ROAD, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 017  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
PROPRIETOR FIRM  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
ESAI LAW & CO  
NO.38/40,3RD FLOOR, DHANALAKSHMI ENCLAVE, NORTH BOAG ROAD, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI-600017  
Used Since :24/11/2015  
CHENNAI  
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
3118658  05/12/2015
TAP FOX DOT COM PRIVATE LIMITED
29, Okhla Industrial Estate, Phase III, New Delhi-110020
Service Provider
Company registered under Indian Companies Act, 2013
Used Since: 09/09/2015

To be associated with:
3118621, 3118623

DELHI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions, marketing, promotion services via communication networks, Award programmes, market research and information services
3126455  14/12/2015
KALPESH SHAH
34-VRINDAVAN SOCIETY, KARCHELIA,TA-MAHUWA, DI-SURAT PIN-394240
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SARVIK SINGHAI
D 326 LAXMINAGAR 110092
Used Since: 01/02/2015

AHMEDABAD
Providing an online platform for Promotional Coupon Code, Price Comparison, advertising, rewards and coupons multilevel marketing/advertising.
3137643   23/12/2015
LOOMSBERRY ARTS & CRAFTS PVT LTD
trading as ;Loomsberry
Loomsberry Arts & Crafts Pvt Ltd, Anjana, Tprra 23, Thampuratti Parambu Road, lind Cross Road, Edappally,Kochi 682024,Kerala
Service Provider
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREM RAJA KUMARI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar East,Chennai- 600102
Used Since :01/10/2015
CHENNAI
PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, ON-LINE
ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, MARKETING, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS
3146930   31/12/2015
CHAND KISHORE GOEL
OFF. NO. B-393 , ASHOK NAGAR SHAHDARA, DELHI - 110093
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO.460, KOHAT ENCLAVE PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI 110034
Used Since :30/12/2015

DELHI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MULTI LEVEL MARKETING.
VISHAL SINGH RANA
trading as ;K.R. FOREVER NATURAL CARE
B-71/72 MADHU SADAN COMPLEX OPP MEHRA PERTROL PUMP BADARPUR BOARDER 110044
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :28/11/2015
DELHI
RESELLER OF HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS.
3157361 11/01/2016
MARGDARSHEE HOSPITALITY & RETAILS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SHREE BAZAAR
Plot No-48, Jubilee Market, Badapadia, Paradip, Jagatsinghpur - 754142, Odisha
SERVICE PROVIDER
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :17/10/2014
KOLKATA
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSING OF
PURCHASE ORDERS, ADVERTISING / PUBLICITY, COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE FOR CONSUMERS
[CONSUMER ADVICE SHOP], IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER
NETWORK, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES,
MARKETING, RETAIL OR WHOLESALE SERVICES, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS
3157933  12/01/2016
AABID SURTI
C-16/003, Anuroop, Shantinagar, Sector-11, Mira Road (E), Thane - 401107, Maharashtra
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since: 28/07/1963
MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, import, export, organizing shows & exhibitions
3158107    13/01/2016
DANCO DAIRY PVT.LTD
ROOM NO 1, 1ST FLOOR, 62/70 MALLAM TERRACE, GRANT ROAD X LANE EAST, MUMBAI-400007.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
91/27, Pardiwala Premises, Sitaram Jadhav Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013
Used Since :30/12/2015
MUMBAI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL SHOP AND OUTLETS, DISTRIBUTION, FRANCHISING, ADVERTISING AND PROMOTIONS;
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS AND
TRADE FAIRS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, ON-LINE TRADING SERVICES TO FACILITATE THE
SALE OF GOODS BY OTHERS VIA A COMPUTER NETWORK, SYSTEMATIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER
DATABASES, PUBLICITY IN THE FIELD OF FOODS AND BEVERAGES, FMCG PRODUCTS.
KOTTAKKAL HERBALS AND COSMETOLOGICALS

3162980   19/01/2016
ABDUL RAHIM K.K
trading as; KOTTAKKAL HERBALS AND COSMETOLOGICALS
KARAM KUNDIL HOUSE, KODINHI(PO), MALAPPURAM, KERALA 676309.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUPARNA GOPAL.T.K
Ravikulam, Devinagar, Manali, Palakkad, Kerala - 678001
Used Since : 01/01/2016
CHENNAI
COSMETICS MARKETING AND ALL SERVICES INCLUDED
3163407    19/01/2016
ANIL KUMAR MAAN
15-A, BLOCK AC, SHALIMAR BAGH DELHI - 110088
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
806, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza-I, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, Delhi-110034, India.
Used Since :16/01/2016
DELHI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions as included in class 35.
3185471  15/02/2016
RAFEEK.R
trading as ;FEDAX
R.R.MANZIL ATTOOR, NEAR ATTOOR MASJID, KILIMANOOR, PAZHAYAKUNNUMMEL,ADAYAMON, TRIVANDRUM,
KERALA-695 614
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR FORM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCELLA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
TC:17/1254 (20), SL COMPLEX, OPP.SK HOSPITAL, EDAPAZHINJI, TRIVANDRUM-695006.
Used Since :29/01/2016

CHENNAI
"WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SALES OF COSMETICS, TEXTILE GOODS, TOYS BAGS, LEATHER, SPECTACLES, INCLUDED IN CLASS 35"
CAREER GLITZ
3188996   17/02/2016
MR. NIKHIL THAREJA
MUKTA DIGANI
trading as ;M/S CAREER GLITZ
1092/1, BASEMENT, MEHRAULI BUS TERMINAL, NEW DELHI-110030
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Used Since :01/01/2016
DELHI
MANPOWER SERVICES
Magarmach

3191716    19/02/2016
KENNETH HOPKINS
trading as ;Magarmach
2, Silver Croft, 16th Road TPS III, Pali Bandra-400050, Maharashtra.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :11/10/2015

MUMBAI

ADVERTISING, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, MARKETING, RETAIL OR WHOLESALE SERVICES, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS
3201639  03/03/2016
PRAKASH KUMAR JHA
trading as : Prakash Industries
Plot No. 119p, Industrial Area Pandaul, Madhubani, Bihar-847234
Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :01/06/2014

To be associated with:
3201638

KOLKATA
Trading and retailing of Machines and machine tools, motors and engines, machine coupling and transmission components, agricultural implements other than hand-operated, Concrete mixers, Tractor-towed harrows, reapers, rollers, forks, grapples.
3201947  04/03/2016
JAMSAB COMPUTERS PVT. LTD.
"JAMSAB", A/2, 2nd Floor, Jay Tower, Ankur Complex, Ankur Cross Road, Naranpura, Ahmedabad - 380013.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/02/1999
AHMEDABAD
Job Placement Services.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

3203513 05/03/2016
JASPER INFOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
238, First Floor, Okhla Industrial Estate, New Delhi – 110020, India
Service providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since: 01/12/2010

To be associated with:
3191886, 3191889

DELHI
Advertising: Online market place for buyers and sellers of goods and services featuring electronic products, fashion clothing, apparel, jewelry, home decor, art and general consumer merchandise and providing advertising and marketing services.
BIZBOOST PVT. LTD.
A-98, Gr. Floor, Madhuban, Delhi-110092
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADAN LAL & TRADEMARK CO
CHAMBER NO-22A, CIVIL WINGS, TIS HAZARI COURTS, DELHI 110054
Used Since : 01/01/2016

To be associated with:
3214107

DELHI
Advertising, Marketing, Online marketing, Management, business management and organization consultancy, professional business consultancy, consultancy regarding public relations communications strategy, consultancy regarding advertising communications strategy services.
INDIAMARG.IN

3268601   25/05/2016

TEJMEET SINGH SETHI
13/78, WEST PUNJABI BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110026
SERVICES
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BANSAL & BANSAL ASSOCIATES
204, KRISHNA TOWER-2, PLOT NO. 1, POCKET-7, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Advertising, business management, business administration and office functions including managing & organizing the departmental stores, shopping malls, shops, supermarkets, lifestyle store, online stores, retail outlets, Managements, Consultancy services, Online trading services using online techniques like internet, website, e-mails, e-marketing, telemarketing, E-Commerce services for buying & selling of goods & services, Liaison services, Import-Export services
JAASOOSEE
3270198   25/05/2016
UNIT 1 PRODUCTIONS PVT LTD
SHIVA- GROUND FLOOR, 77/6, NANDIDURGA ROAD, BANGALORE-560046
Service Provider
A company incorporated under the Laws of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMARJEET KUMAR
ARTLO, #714, SECTOR 15, PART-II, GURGOAN-122001

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Newspaper advertising, Newspaper subscriptions, News clipping services, Arranging newspaper subscriptions, Administration of newspaper subscription [for others], Newspaper subscription services for others, Advertising services relating to newspapers, Advertising in periodicals, brochures and newspapers, Subscriptions (arranging of) to books, reviews, newspapers or comic books, Arranging for the provision of advertising space in newspapers, Providing advertising space in periodicals, newspapers and magazines
3270211  25/05/2016
UNIT 1 PRODUCTIONS PVT LTD
SHIVA- GROUND FLOOR, 77/6, NANDIDURGA ROAD, BANGALORE-560046
Service Provider
A company incorporated under the Laws of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMARJEET KUMAR
ARTLO, #714, SECTOR 15, PART-II, GURGOAN-122001

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Newspaper advertising, Newspaper subscriptions, News clipping services, Arranging newspaper subscriptions, Admission of newspaper subscription [for others], Newspaper subscription services for others, Advertising services relating to newspapers, Advertising in periodicals, brochures and newspapers, Subscriptions (arranging of) to books, reviews, newspapers or comic books, Arranging for the provision of advertising space in newspapers, Providing advertising space in periodicals, newspapers and magazines
3280800   04/06/2016
GAUTAM KAPOOR
trading as JAGDAMBA PLACEMENT SERVICES
H.NO. 1149, SECTOR - 5, VASUNDHARA, GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH
SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV REGISTRATION CO.
87, FF, GAGAN VIHAR EXTN., DELHI-110051
Used Since :02/04/2010
DELHI
JOB PLACEMENT & CONSULTANCY SERVICES.
4PMART
3287982 20/06/2016
MOHAMMED ASLAM KALATHINGAL
trading as ;4PMART
DOOR NO. 8/592, KONDOTTY MUNICIPALITY, EDAVARINAPARA ROAD, KONDOTTY, KONDOTTY RO, PIN— 673638, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, STATE OF KERALA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLO PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :22/04/2016
CHENNAI
DISTRIBUTION IMPORT EXPORT SHOW ROOMS WHOLESALE RETAIL OUTLET ONLINE SUPER/ HYPERMARKET BAZAAR OF ALL GOODS INCLUDING FOOD ITEMS GROCERY RICE WHEAT POWDERS CONFECTIONERY BAKERY CHOCOLATES MILK DAIRY ICE CREAM EDIBLE OILS PICKLES JAM JELLIES SAUCES PIZZA CAKE NOODLES PUDDINGS TOFFEE CANDY FRUITS VEGETABLES NUTS HOME HOUSEHOLD KITCHEN APPLIANCES FURNITURE HARDWARE ELECTRICAL ELECTRONICS LIGHTING HEATING COOKING SANITARY METALLIC AND NON METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS CARPET CURTAIN MATS MATTRESS TOOLS RAZOR BOOKS STATIONERIES COSMETIC IMITATION AND JEWELLERY SPORTS TOYS FANCY FOOTWEAR TEXTILE READYMADE FMCG.
3300632  04/07/2016
J.LAKSHMI BAI BAFNA
PRAMOD BAFNA
J.PRAMIT BAFNA
trading as ;MORA SCALA GLOBAL FASHIONS
NO.19/B, BLOCK -A, 3RD FLOOR, HINDUSTHAN COMPLEX, B.V.K. BANGALORE
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HOLLA ASSOCIATES
#193, 'KASHI BHAVAN', 6TH CROSS, GANDHINAGAR, BANGALORE-560009.
Used Since :07/04/2014

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS DISPLAY, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING, IMPORTERS AND EXPORTS, BUYING AND SELLING AGENTS, WINDOW DISPLAY ARRANGEMENTS, DISPLAYING, STOCKING, SUPPLYING OF ALL TYPES OF TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, TEXTILE SHIRTINGS ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW, CHOICE AND PURCHASE IN A RETAIL OUTLET, SERVICES MAY BE PROVIDED BY RETAIL STORES. WHOLESALE, OUTLETS, THROUGH RETAIL, WHOLESALE, DISTRIBUTION AND ONLINE ORDER SERVICES, ONLINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, MAIL ORDER CATALOGUES, ELECTRONIC MEDIA, THROUGH WEB SITES, TELEVISION SHOPPING PROGRAMMES, E-COMMERCE
PST

3310258  13/07/2016
ORIENT CEMENT LIMITED
trading as ;ORIENT CEMENT LIMITED
Manufacturers and Traders
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDUS LAW
NO. 101, 1ST FLOOR, "EMBASSY CLASIC" NO.11, VITTAL MALLYA ROAD, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA-560 001.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions in relation to cements and cement products
3332287  09/08/2016
MARCAGE BUSINESS SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;MARCAGE BUSINESS SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
69 VELLALAR STREET, FIRST FLOOR, MOGAPPAIR WEST, CHENNAI-600037
Service provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since : 29/04/2016

CHENNAI
Business Process Outsourcing
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 ,   22/01/2018           Class 35

BED & COT
3346002    25/08/2016
SUNIL MT
trading as ;BED & COT
"Jyothi Nivas" VM 14/346, Sivagiri Road, Varkala Po, Trivandrum - 695141, Kerala
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/08/2016

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS, SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION FOR SALES PROMOTION, PRODUCT DEMONSTRATIONS AND PRODUCT DISPLAY SERVICES, COMMERCIAL TRADING AND CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICES, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES
ASHIM MATTHAN.
NIRVAN SAROJINI ROAD, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI-400056.
TRADER
AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
PROVIDING SERVICE RELATING TO TRADING OF GRAINS.
3371807   21/09/2016
AMANDEEP SINGH
WZ-170, Street-5, Virender Nagar, New Delhi-110058
Service Provider
Sole proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013
Used Since :02/06/2016

DELHI
Advertising, marketing and promotional services, Public relations services, Product demonstrations and product display services, Trade show and exhibition services, Provision of advertising space, time and media, Distribution of advertising, marketing and promotional material, Advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services, Commercial Trading and consumer information services, Retail and wholesale services, Administrative data processing, Business analysis, research and information services, Market research
Hafya

3372900  26/09/2016

EYYDYA HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
H. No :6-472, Kollamitta, Swathanthra Puram, Sulluapet (P.O), Nellore Dist, Andhra Pradesh - 524121

Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :19/08/2016

CHENNAI

3375073    29/09/2016
MAHESH L. SHAH
NO 63/4, GREENLEAF NEELA, APPT #202, 10"I MAIN, 15" CROSS, MALLESHWARAM, BANGALORE — 560003.
KARNATAKA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PATSON LEGAL KNOWLEDGE PROCESS PVT. LTD
No.1297, 3rd Floor, 30th main, B.S.K. 2nd stage, Bangalore- 560070.

Used Since :01/04/2016

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, PROMOTING AND CONDUCTING COMMERCIAL EVENTS, EXHIBITIONS OF FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS AND INTERIORS, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, RETAIL SELLING OR BUYING, ONLINE MARKET, OUTLETS, SHOWROOMS AND IMPORT AND EXPORT OF WOODEN OR (METAL OR FIBER FURNITURE AND FURNISHINGS . INTERIOR DECORATIVE PRODUCTS AND DESIGNS. ADVISORY SERVICES FOR OTHERS FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES IN THE FIELDS OF ARCHITECTURE, INTERIOR DESIGN AND URBAN PLANNING DESIGN. PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES IN THE FIELDS OF ARCHITECTURE, INTERIOR DESIGN, URBAN PLANNING DESIGN, OUTSOURCING SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ARRANGING PROCUREMENT OF GOODS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, OFFICE EQUIPMENT AND FURNITURE, INTERIORS, PROCUREMENT, NAMELY, PURCHASING FURNITURE AND FITTINGS, CONSULTATION FOR INTERIOR DESIGNING FOR OTHERS, DECORATIVE LIGHTING ITEMS USED IN OFFICE AND HOUSEHOLD INTERIOR. PROVIDING PURCHASE ADVISORY AND CONSULTING SERVICES TO CONSUMERS FOR THE PURCHASE OF OFFICE FURNITURE, INTERIOR DESIGN FABRICS, FITTINGS, AND OTHER DECORATIVE ITEMS. RETAIL FURNITURE STORES, ADVERTISING SERVICES, FOR THIRD PARTIES, IN CONNECTION WITH THE COMMERCIALIZATION AND SALE OF FURNITURE AND INTERIOR PRODUCTS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES,OPTICAL PRODUCTS, CLOCKS AND TIMEPIECES, JEWELRY, FURNISHING ARTICLES.
3375408  27/09/2016
ROY VARGHESE

trading as ; BLOCKS and PRINTS by Anu
Blocks & Prints, No. 6/848, HMT Junction, Kalamassery, Kochi - 683104, Kerala.
Service Provider

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since : 30/07/2015

CHENNAI

ADVERTISING, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES, MARKETING.
3384004   07/10/2016
KEVENTER AGRO LTD.
trading as :KEVENTER AGRO LTD.
SAGAR ESTATE, 4th Floor, 2 No. Clive Ghat Street, Kolkata 700 001, West Bengal, India.
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :20/07/2016

KOLKATA
Advertising, business administration and management, ecommerce, office functions, marketing and distributions, sales promotion, shop window and shopping malls, shopping complexes and multiplexes dressing, demonstration of goods, import-export agencies, advertising designing and panelling enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase of goods in an electronic retail store or wholesale outlets including promoting the concerts of others, dissemination of advertising matter.
3384562  08/10/2016

MOHAMMED MINHAJ UDDIN trading as; MOHAMMED MINHAJ UDDIN

D No: 19-2-101/A/3, Ground Floor, Tadban, Near Zoo Park, Hyderabad-500064, Telngana, India.
Wholesale services relating to automobile parts and accessories.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHAITANYA KRISHNA MURTHY GOGINENI
Flat No. 303, Anand Plaza, Behind Speakmint Hotel Sandhya, Opp: Collectorate office, Lakidi-ka-pool, Hyderabad-500004, Telangana, India

Used Since: 01/01/2016

CHENNAI
Wholesale services relating to automobile parts and accessories.
3388199  14/10/2016
M/S BOOKMYWISH E - COMMERCE PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/S BOOKMYWISH E - COMMERCE PVT. LTD.
BASEMENT,MIHIR TOWER,OPP. HIRABHAI TOWER,NEAR JAWAHAR CHOWK,MANINAGAR,AHMEDABAD - 380008,GUJARAT,INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/09/2016
AHMEDABAD
RETAILING, WHOLESALLING, ONLINE TRADING, ECOMMERCE SERVICES,IMPORTING AND EXPORTING SERVICES, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
3389552    17/10/2016
SITA PRIYANKA KOLLURI
trading as ;GREEN SCOOTER
4124, SOBHA CRYSANTHEMUMAPTS, OFFTHANISANDRA MAIN ROAD, HEGDE NAGAR, BANGALORE- 560077.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HANDICRAFTS TRADING ONLINE.
3390466  18/10/2016
NARENDRA R. BHORE
PARASNATH COMPLEX, B-7/B, GALA NO. 3, OVALI VILLAGE, BHIWANDI, THANE- 421302.MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada, Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
Retail, wholesale outlets, shop, showroom, online trading, marketing, sales promotions advertising,import and export for agriculture, horticulture and forestry,food products, Organic fertilizers ,Biofertilizers, Bioinsecticides, Biopesticides, Manures,Tissue , Culture,Irrigation,Nursery,Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains , live animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds, natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals, malt, nonalcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; services being included in class-35.
3391854    19/10/2016
M.S. REDDY STUDIOS PVT LTD
trading as ;M.S. REDDY STUDIOS PVT LTD
PLOT NO. 12, SITE-1, FILM NAGAR, ROAD NO. 7, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD- 500 033, TELANGANA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Plot No: 201, H No: 6-3-347/22/8, Near Sai Baba Temple, Dwarakapuri Colony, Panjagutta, Hyderabad, AP - 500 082
Used Since :14/10/2016
CHENNAI
ORGANISATION OF FASHION SHOWS FOR COMMERCIAL PURPOSES.
gintara

3394697  21/10/2016
RAJENDRA SINGH RAJPUT

trading as ;gintara

D 302, Goodwill Paradise, Sec-15 Plot No-24, Kharghar, Raigad - 410210, Maharashtra
SERVICE PROVIDER

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS, SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION FOR SALES PROMOTION, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES
3417314    23/11/2016
PRAKASH CHANDRA PROP. OF M/S. CAPRICORN DRUG INDIA.
trading as ;M/s CAPRICORN DRUG INDIA.
108A, GANJ PLAZA, HAZARATGANJ, LUCKNOW-226001, (UP)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF MEDICINES
AN INDIAN PROPRIETARY FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Used Since :01/11/2004

To be associated with:
2279171, 3416369

DELHI
PROVIDING RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES IN RESPECT OF PURCHASE AND SALE OF ALL TYPE MEDICINES
ITEMS, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO AYURVEDIC,
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
3430113    08/12/2016
UNLIMIT IOT PRIVATE LIMITED trading as ;UNLIMIT IOT PRIVATE LIMITED
502, PLOT NO.91/94, PRABHAT COLONY, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400055
Service Provider
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD P V
INDIALAW, APEEJAY CHAMBERS, GROUND FLOOR, WALLACE STREET, FORT, MUMBAI –400001 Ph :02222197400

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions
GADGET HERO'S

3431371 09/12/2016
PRASHANT NAYAK
trading as ; Results
4. C.I.E.M. Estate, Katchpada, Malad (W), Mumbai - 400064
wholesale and retail store service featuring electronics goods
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MONARCH GANDHI
A705, Jaswanti Allied Business Centre, Kanchpada Junction, Ramchandra lane Extn. Malad West Mumbai 400064
Used Since :16/05/2012
To be associated with:
2766110
MUMBAI
Advertising, On-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others, wholesale and retail store services featuring electronic goods
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL NO: 1833, 22/01/2018

3453832 10/01/2017
SHAILENDRA CHAUDHARY
VINHNU KUMAR CHAUDHARY
trading as; SHREE CHAUDHARY VEGETABLE
HOUSE NO. -20, CHAUHAN MOHALLA, NEAR FRUIT MANDI GATE, VILLAGE SARAI PIPAL THALLA, DIST. NORTH WEST DELHI, DELHI-110033.
TRADING
Used Since: 22/08/2016
DELHI
SUPPLIER OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
3463252  20/01/2017
SAJAN RAJ VASUDEV KURUP
3rd Floor, Room No. 40, 20th Road, Avinash House, Khar Danda Road, Khar (West), Mumbai- 400052
Service Provider
Indian National
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising services; advertising agency services; rental of advertising space
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 , 22/01/2018 Class 35

3468330  30/01/2017
MOHAMED HANIF
trading as ;REEHAA HERBALS
NO.55 NALLA THAMBI ROAD, PAMMAL, CHENNAI-600075.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C.N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING MATTERS
3486419    20/02/2017
SHIVAJI BHAGWAN KASARE
trading as ;KESARE ELECTRICALS
SHOP NO-19, RAJARAM STADIUM, NEAR S. T. STAND, ICHALKARANJI, KOLHAPUR-416115
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW SOLUTIONS
Survey No. 13/6, Near More Park, Shivane, Taluka-Haveli, Dist.-Pune-411 023
Used Since :13/06/2003

MUMBAI
DISPLAY, SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS USE FOR INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL AND
HOUSEHOLD PURPOSE
3496762    01/03/2017
RAJENDRA KUMAR
trading as ;Rajendra Kumar
C-39, Moti Prayag Garh Road, Meerut, U. P.
Service Provider
An adult Indian inhabitant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANOJ G. MENDA, ADVOCATE.
6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.
Used Since :08/05/2014

DELHI
Importers, Exporters, Wholesalers, Retailers, Online Retail Stores and Services for Clothing, Undergarments including but not limited to Compression Garments and Body Shapers; Advertising, Marketing and Promoting third party products and Clothing, Undergarments including but not limited to Compression Garments and Body Shapers; Bringing Together for the Benefit of others variety of goods to enable customers to conveniently view and purchase goods in a retail store or online.
3498117    02/03/2017
MB ACCESSORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
201, 2nd Floor, 67-68, Chandra Bhawan, Nehru Place, New Delhi 110019
Service provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463, 13TH CROSS, 10TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN, BANGALORE, 560027
Used Since : 23/02/2017
DELHI
Retail and wholesale services in relation to consumer electronics goods
3505056  04/03/2017
RAMAKANT DIRECTOR OF QCL CERTIFICATION PRIVATE LIMITED
95, BLOCK-E-3, MAIN 25 FEET ROAD, K.G., MOLAR BAND EXTENTION, BADARPUR BORDER, NEW DELHI-110044
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, CONSULTANCY FOR ISO CERTIFICATION, TRADE MARK, COPYRIGHT.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
S-557, 3RD FLOOR, OFFICE-10, HEERA COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since: 11/05/2016

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
3505057   04/03/2017
RAMAKANT
126-B, IIIRD FLOOR, KG,OPPOSITE STANFORD INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, BADARPUR BORDER,NEW DELHI-110044
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS,CONSULTANCY FOR ISO CERTIFICATION, TRADEMARK, COPYRIGHT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
S-557,3RD FLOOR,OFFICE-10,HEERA COMPLEX,SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :27/01/2017
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
JOHN PEREIRA, PRAKASH PEREIRA, VINCENT PEREIRA, ISHWAR PEREIRA, ANIL PEREIRA & ANAND PEREIRA trading as LUIS & CO
SHOP NO-AG-2, CASA IMMACULADA, BLDG; NEAR MARY IMMACULATE NORTH CHURCH, PANAJI, GOA-403001

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Used Since: 28/12/2016

MUMBAI
Display, Distribution, Retailing, Trading & Supply of Hardware Products, Gardening Products, Pipes, Taps, Water Connectors, Kitchen Items & Equipments, Gloves Soap Dispensers & Baskets
3507686   11/03/2017
MARUTI READYMADE AND CHILDRENWEAR
21, Dharmraj Socity, Beside Panchvati Park, NR. Canal, Thakkarnagar Road, Ahmedabad.- 382350
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAULIK ANILKUMAR BHAVASAR
3-KRUSHNAKUNJ APARTMENT, B/H. SARASWATI SCHOOL, RATANPARK ROAD, OPP. MUTTAMNAGAR, NIKOL,
AHMEDABAD-382350.
Used Since :10/03/2017
AHMEDABAD
Trading of Readymade clothing.
Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Business management and administration; showroom sale of readymade garments and designer garments
3521266    03/04/2017
ABHISHEKH MAHESHWARI
trading as ;SOCIAL SERVICES
34, PATWA STREET, BARA BAZAR, BAREILLY
BUSINESS
proprietor

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, business administration, marketing and retail outlet
3521268  03/04/2017
ABHISHIEK MAHESHWARI
trading as ;SOCIAL SERVICES
34, PATWA STREET, BARA BAZAR,BAREILLY
BUSINESS
proprietor

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, business administration, marketing and retail outlet
3521918   07/04/2017
CHANDRA SHEKHAR KSHEERASAGARE TRADING AS LDE GLOBAL
No.64, Ground & 1st Floor, 9th B Main, Khata No.10491G62, Chairman Layout, Doddabanasawadi, K R Puram, Bangalore-560043
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Advertising, Business Management, Retail services in relation to fashion accessories, Advertising services to promote public awareness in the field of social welfare, Demonstration of photographic equipment [for advertising purposes], Digital advertising services
3525765  13/04/2017

TOPAZ GLOBAL TRADING
TOPAZ GLOBAL TRADING, Door No. 18/511, Karanthur Post, Pin 673571, Wayanad Road, Kozhikode Dt, Kerala, india
Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.
Used Since :30/05/2016

CHENNAI
Business management, administration and office functions; trading, marketing, distribution, wholesale, retail, import and export of sanitary ware, equipments and apparatus for water supply, ceramics, tiles, building materials, hardware and electrical goods, decorative home appliances, textiles and readymade garments
3528235    18/04/2017
BLACK PEPPER TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;BLACK PEPPER TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
VINTAGE BUILDING, NO.1/2, LEFT A WING, 3RD FLOOR, KALYANAMANTAPA ROAD, JAKKASANDRA, KORAMANGALA-1ST BLOCK, BANGALORE-560034.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :11/04/2017
CHENNAI
TO CARRY ON THE BUSINESS OF PURCHASE, IMPORT, EXPORT, SELL AND DISTRIBUTE ALL TYPES OF HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, ELECTRONICS DEVICES, SEMI - CONDUCTORS AND ELECTRONICS INCLUDING EMBEDDED SOFTWARE AND VLSI (VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION) DESIGNS.
3528924 19/04/2017
MAULIKBHAI C. GODHASARA
trading as ;GURUKRUPA INTERIOR PRODUCTS
PLOT NO. 5, SURVEY NO. 201, MICRO ENGINEERING COMPOUND, S.I.D.C. MAIN ROAD, VERAVAL (SHAPAR) - 360024, DIST: RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH G. SABAD
YADUNANDAN 3-KISHANPARA B/H OLD CANCER HOSPITAL OPP SHREE PALACE RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3528909
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO SHOWROOM OF WHOLESALER, RETAILER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER, DISTRIBUTOR, MARKETING OF STAINLESS STEEL KITCHEN BASKET, ALUMINIUM BASKET AND KITCHEN ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
UPENDRABHAI C. GOTI (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS BEARDCARE MARKETING
D-1102, SHALIGRAM STATUS, BEHIND ROYAL SQUARE, UTRAN, SURAT-394105, GUJARAT.

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

RETAIL AND WHOLESALE OF IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES, DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERTISING MATTER, ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES, COSMETICS, RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING BEAUTY IMPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, PERFUMERY AND FRAGRANCES, DEODORANTS FOR HUMAN BEINGS, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, HAIR BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, FURNITURE, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, PHARMACEUTICALS, COFFEE MUGS, COMBS, READY-TO-WEAR CLOTHING, HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, HAIR OIL, HAIR WAX, SHOWER GEL, ONLINE RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO COSMETICS, COMPUTERIZED ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES.
3541561    04/05/2017
VCOMMISSION MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Regus, Level 4, Rectangle One, D-4 Commercial Complex, Saket, New Delhi, 110017, Delhi, India
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT TANEJA, CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
L-11, Ground Floor, Malviya Nagar, New Delhi - 110017
Used Since :12/04/2012
DELHI
Digital advertising and market agency.
FIRST AMERICAN (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
Ground to 7th Floor, Aveda Meta Building, No: 184, BBMP PID No: 82-105-8/1 Old Madras Road, Indiranagar P.O, Bangalore-560038
A company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO.
SUITE 305, DELTA WING RAHEJA TOWERS # 177 ANNA SALAI CHENNAI-600002

 Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3544521, 3544523

CHENNAI
Back office functions, back office support, business management, business administration, advertising.
MR. IMRAN ALAM, TRADING AS A PROPRIETOR OF PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM MS R & D INTERNATIONAL
Min 335/1, 335/2, Right side portion, ground floor, 100 feet road, Ghitorni, New Delhi-110030
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAGAR KUMAR PRADHAN
43, AJANTA APPARTMENT, 36, I.P. EXTENTION DELHI 110092
Used Since: 01/03/2017

DELHI
Retail services in this class
TOPSY
3548962    15/05/2017
ANWAR SADATH
trading as ;TOPSY FOODS
MUNDAKKAMANNIL HOUSE, CHERUNNOOR, VELIMUKKU POST, TIRURANGADI TALUK, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT,
STATE OF KERALA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :26/07/1999
CHENNAI
DISTRIBUTION IMPORT EXPORT SHOW ROOMS WHOLESALE RETAIL OUTLET ONLINE SUPER/HYPERMARKET
BAZAAR OF BAKERY PRODUCTS BISCUITS BREAD RUSK CAKES PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY SNACKS CANDIES
TOFFEES CHOCOLATES GROCERY RICE WHEAT POWERS MILK DAIRY ICE CREAM EDIBLE OILS PICKLES JAM
JELLIES SAUCES PIZZA CAKE NOODLES PUDDINGS FRUITS VEGETABLES NUTS FMCG.
SEGO

3548964    15/05/2017

V.ABDUL KADAR

trading as ;SEGO BAKERY

MUNDAKKANANNIL HOUSE, THAYYILAKADAV, VELIMUKKU (P.O), THIRURANGADI TALUK, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, PIN - 676 317, STATE OF KERALA, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

P.P.A. SAGEER

TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639

Used Since :07/06/2007

CHENNAI

DISTRIBUTION IMPORT EXPORT SHOW ROOMS WHOLESALE RETAIL OUTLET ONLINE SUPER MARKET OF ALL GOODS INCLUDING FOOD ITEMS GROCERY RICE WHEAT POWDERS CONFECTIONERY BAKERY CHOCOLATES MILK DAIRY ICE, CREAM EDIBLE OILS PICKLES JAM JELLIES SAUCES PIZZA CAKE NOODLES PUDDINGS TOFFEE CANDY FRUITS VEGETABLES NUTS HORTICULTURE, FLORICULTURE AND SERICULTURE, FOREST, PLANTATION, ORGANIC PRODUCTS FMCG.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018, Class 35

3550137 16/05/2017
RAMESH BABU PERIKETI
Ramesh Babu Periketi S/o Mattaiah (Late), Takkellapadu (Village), Kesanupalli (Post), Dachepalli (Mandal), Guntur - 522414, Andhra Pradesh.
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

ADVERTISING, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, MARKETING
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 , 22/01/2018 Class 35

3554816  23/05/2017
KUMARI ANITA
SHAKTI PARK, NALASUPRA, THANE, MAHARASHTRA - 401202
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TEJAS CERTIFICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
201-A, BASANT COMPLEX, 38,VEER SAVARKER BLOCK, SHAKARPUR,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
RETAILING, WHOLESALING, DISTRIBUTORSHIP, SALES, MARKETING OF PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES PRODUCTS, ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION, CONSULTATION SERVICES FOR MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
3560543   31/05/2017
GLOBAL PRANA
4/18, Poddar Nagar, Ground Floor, Kolkata - 700068
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Trading Of Electronic Products
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833,  22/01/2018    Class 35

3561467    01/06/2017
NADEEM SHAH KHAN
trading as ;SHINE FASHION
A-26, SANJAY PARK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMMERCIAL TRADING AND CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICES NAMELY RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES IN RELATION TO READYMADE GARMENTS, TEXTILE AND WEARING MATERIAL, ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES.
3561662  01/06/2017
DR. ANANT NARAIN SINGH, THE KASHI NARESH
FORT RAMNAGAR, VARANASI, UTTAR PRADESH-221008, INDIA
A citizen of India. Also known as The Kashi Naresh of Benares Estate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001
Used Since :01/04/1911

DELHI
OFFICE MANAGEMENT, OFFICE ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
115, Orion Business Park, Next to Cine Wonder Mall, Ghodbunder Road, Thane (W), Mumbai-400607
A company registered under Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh
Used Since :23/02/2015

MUMBAI
BUSINESS CONSULTING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION, BUSINESS APPRAISAL CONSULTANCY, JOB CONSULTANCY, PLACEMENT SERVICES, CAREER ADVISORY SERVICES, RETAILING OF EDUCATIONAL & TRAINING PRODUCTS, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS; PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION VIA A WEB SITE; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE; TELEMARKETING SERVICES
3564800  06/06/2017
BHARAT SATWANI
24, GANESH VIHAR, MODEL TOWN, MALVIYA NAGAR, JAIPUR- 17
INDIVIDUAL, INDIA NATIONAL PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL SONI
C-365, NIRMAN NAGAR, KINGS ROAD, JAIPUR-302019. RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ADMINISTRATION OF FLYER PROGRAMS, ADMINISTRATION OF CONSUMER LOYALTY PROGRAMS, ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCESSING OF PURCHASE ORDERS, ADVERTISING / PUBLICITY, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, BUSINESS
INQUIRIES, BUSINESS EFFICIENCY EXPERT SERVICES, BUSINESS INVESTIGATIONS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT FOR
FREELANCE SERVICE PROVIDERS, PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION VIA A WEB SITE, MARKETING RESEARCH,
ORGANIZATION OF TRADE FAIRS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, PRESENTATION OF GOODS FOR
RETAIL PURPOSES, WEB INDEXING FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES INCLUDING IN CLASS 35
3565039  06/06/2017
SENVION BIOTECH
Shop No. 2, Shree Ram Market, Near Gaushala, Main Gaushala Road, Karnal-132001, Haryana
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, Marketing, Retailing, Whole selling & Trading services relating to Medicinal & Pharmaceutical preparations; Dietetic Substances adapted for medical use

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD BIOTECH
3565151   07/06/2017
M/S I.D. ENTERPRISES
510/31, GALI NO6, NEW COURT ROAD, ASHOK VIHAR, SONIPAT, HARYANA131001
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, ONLINE AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES.
3567820  09/06/2017
Patanjali Ayurved Ltd.
D-26, Pushpanjali, Bijnawan, Delhi-110061, India
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Lalji Advocates
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since: 25/02/2008

DELHI
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD.
D-26, Pushpanjali, Bijwasan, Delhi-110061. India.
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since: 25/02/2008

DELHI
3567890  09/06/2017
VAIBHAV VERMA S/O SHRI UDAI KUMAR VERMA
C-23/28, Kabir Chaura ,DAV College, Varanasi - 221001,U.P., (India)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P.,M-
09877034747,09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Business operation of shopping centers for others, Comparison shopping services, Operating an on-line shopping site ,
Providing door-to-door shopping services, Providing home shopping services, Provision of a web site featuring
commercial information on shopping, Online marketing services, Online ordering services, On-line customer-based social
media brand marketing services, Planning, design, development, maintenance, tracking and reporting of online marketing
activities for third parties
3567937  10/06/2017
DIPANWITA PRAHARAJ, TRADING AS: BHAGYA SATHI
50, BOSE PARA ROAD, KOLKATA-700008, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
single firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
ACTIVITIES WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS SHOW ROOMS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING AND MARKETING OF GOLD AND DIAMOND ORNAMENTS SILVER ARTICLES GIFT AND NOVELTY ITEMS MADE FROM PRECIOUS METAL JEWELLERY AND IMITATION OF JEWELLERY ELECTROCUTED JEWELLERY
FRIEND SOURCING PRIVATE LIMITED
KAVERI AND CO., UGF 02 OMAXE NRI CITY CENTER SEC OMEGA, GREATER NOIDA - 201308, Uttar Pradesh, INDIA
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV KUMAR SARDANA
H. No. 409/29, Dev Nagar, Gali No. 03, Sonepat 131 001
Used Since: 03/11/2015
DELHI
Advertising, Management, Branding and Promotion and Marketing related to Sports & Fitness Services and Products.
3573565 19/06/2017
MANU.M.S
trading as ;PASSION SATTVIC DIET
SURYAPRABHA, TC-19/1020(2), ELANKATHILVILA LANE, THAMALAM, TRIVANDRUM, KERALA - 695 012, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCELLA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
TC:17/1254 (20), SL COMPLEX, OPP.SK HOSPITAL, EDAPAZHINJI, TRIVANDRUM-695006.
Used Since :14/04/2016
CHENNAI
DISTRIBUTION, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SALES OF ORGANIC FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
3575687  21/06/2017
WADHAWAN SPORTS HOLDINGS PVT LTD
4TH FLOOR, HDIL TOWERS, ANANT KANEKAR MARG, STATION ROAD, BNADRA EAST, MUMBAI 400051
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDING MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION IN SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
3575731   21/06/2017
TRANSPARENT BLONDE LLC
1 Central Park West, Apt 25G, New York, New York 10023, United States of America
A Delaware limited liability company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
On-line retail store services featuring jewelry and watches; Promoting the goods and services of others; Retail store services featuring jewelry and watches; Retail jewelry stores; advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Publicity; Demonstration of goods; Shop window dressing; On-line advertising on a computer network; Presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; Business management assistance; Import-export agencies; Sales promotion for others; Procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; Personnel management consultancy; Relocation services for businesses; Compilation of information into computer databases; Auditing; Sponsorship search
3577800  23/06/2017
SUNIL MELWANI PROPRIETOR OF M/S ROYAL CREATIONS
SHOP NO 1-6-254, BESIDE RITHIKA, PARKLANE, SECUNDERABAD- 500003.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN
145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-88

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
IMPORT, EXPORT, WHOLESALE, RETAIL, MARKETING AND ONLINE TRADING E-COMMERCE OF COSMETICS AND
MAKE-UP ACCESSORIES (SERVICES)
SEJALBEN VIJAYBHAI BHUVA
ARJUN INTERNATIONAL 33, VANDANA SOCIETY-2, BEHIND SARDAR PATEL SCHOOL, NANA VARACHHA, SURAT-395006 GUJARAT INDIA
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIKEN DINESHBHAI SHAH
811/812, 1st floor, Aradhana Building, Hiramodi Street, Udhana Darwaja, Surat-395002.
Used Since :07/12/2015

AHMEDABAD

Import-export agency services for fruits, vegetables, grocery, processed food
3578242    24/06/2017
PEZHVILA SAJEEV KOCHUMMAN
PEZHVILA VEEDY, POOYAPPALLY, KOLLAM - 691537
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL,
41/785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMNER ROAD, COCHIN-35,KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
OFFICE FUNCTION, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, E-COMMERCE, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
3578730    26/06/2017
PANKAJ TANWANI
Plot No.17, Anand Colony 1st Opp. Golimar Sadan Amer Road Near Jaipur Heritage Hotel Jaipur 302002, Rajasthan
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :02/05/2017
AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKETING, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES
3578944  27/06/2017
MS. RHEA NAIN
B – 23, Queens Apartment, Pali Hill Road, Bandra (W), Mumbai – 400 050.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. PRAJAKTA P. KAREKAR
Office No 8, 1st Floor Lucky Mansion, Opposite Manthan Plaza, Santacruz East, Mumbai 400055.
Used Since: 13/05/2017
MUMBAI
Online retail business.
THE Farmers\* STORE

3579524   27/06/2017
RAHUL PABREJA
Plot No. 325, Siffin Apts, TPS III, Dr. Ambedkar Rd, Bandra West., Mumbai -400050, Maharashtra
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :06/06/2017

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKETING, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018

3579743 28/06/2017

ANKIT SINGH trading as SANITIZATION
101, HAKIKAT NAGAR, GTB NAGAR, DELHI-110009
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHU SUDAN BHAYANA
927, LAWYERS CHAMBER, ROHINI COURT COMPLEX, ROHINI DELHI-110085

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SALE OF AIR PURIFIERS AND SANITIZERS
3579768  28/06/2017
AMIT PRIYADARSHI
501, SG ALPHA TOWER II, SECTOR-9, VASUNDHARA GHAZIABAD, U.P.-201012, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :20/06/2017
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, WHOLESALE,
DISTRIBUTION TO CARRY ON THE BUSINESS OF E-COMMERCE AND RETAIL SERVICES BY ONLINE SALES,
PURCHASE, MARKETING AND TRADING SERVICES RELATING TO PROJECTOR AND MOBILE DEVICE INCLUDED IN
CLASS 35.
3579904  28/06/2017
ASMITA PENDSE JAKATE
trading as ; ASMI ARTS AND CRAFT
B1/3, PRANJALI SOCIETY, M.G. ROAD, OPP. GODBOLES HOSPITAL, THANE (WEST), 400602. MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
3580816 29/06/2017
RAGHAVENDRA PUTHRAN
ROOM NO. 402, ANUPAM TOWER, SUBHASH ROAD, KUMBHARKHAN PAADA, DOMBIVLI WEST - 421202
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING (NON VOICE SERVICE)
SUPREME PETRO FOAM (P) LTD.
MOTI NAGAR, P.O. KHANNA-141401, DISTT. LUDHIANA (PB.)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :10/05/2004

DELHI

Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Online Marketing, Import & Exports relating to Mattresses, Cushions, Quilts, Pillows & Blankets.
SUPREME PETRO FOAM (P) LTD.
MOTI NAGAR, P.O. KHANNA-141401, DISTT. LUDHIANA (PB.)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2004

DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Online Marketing, Import & Exports relating to Mattresses, Cushions, Quilts, Pillows & Blankets.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

3582528 01/07/2017

YAMUNA INDUSTRIES., AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM.
SURVEY NO – 171,172, PLOT NO – 3, S.I.D.C. MAIN ROAD, NR. DHANRAJ CEMENT, B/H. MARUTI METAL. VERaval (SHAPAR), DIST :RAJKOT. GUJARAT-INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, 2ND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, O/S. RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380022.
GUJARAT - INDIA.

Used Since :04/12/2009

AHMEDABAD

SERVICES RELATED TO PROVIDING, IMPORTERS, EXPORTERS, PROCESSORS, JOB WORKERS, DEVELOPMENT OF PVC PIPE, U-PVC PIPE, PLUMBING PIPES AND FITTINGS, ITS ACCESSORIES, RAW MATERIALS MADE OF PVC POLYETHYLENE AND FIBER, S.S/M.S/BRASS HARDWARE, METAL HARDWARE (TELESCOPIC CHANNEL), TAPS (FAUCETS),COCK, BATHROOM FITTING, SANITARY FITTING, BRASS PARTS AND BRASS COMPONENTS, FERROUS METAL AND OR OTHER MATERIAL INCLUDING PLASTIC, HDPE AND OTHER MATERIAL, COMBINATION OF SAID MATERIALS USED IN HARDWARE SANITARY, CONSTRUCTION, IRRIGATION AND TRADE, COMMERCE OR INDUSTRIES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 35
3582686  01/07/2017
CAMPUS ACTIVEWEAR PVT. LTD.
D-1, MAIN ROHTAK ROAD, UDYOG NAGAR, DELHI-110041, INDIA
A company organized and existing under the Indian Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, business management; business administration; office functions; retail services; online retail services;
wholesale services; retailing and wholesaling services for footwear, footwear accessories; marketing and promotional
services.
ACTIVE-COOL TECHNOLOGY

3582692  01/07/2017
CAMPUS ACTIVEWEAR PVT. LTD.
D-1, MAIN ROHTAK ROAD, UDYOOG NAGAR, DELHI-110041, INDIA
A company organized and existing under the Indian Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, business management; business administration; office functions; retail services; online retail services; wholesale services; retailing and wholesaling services for footwear, footwear accessories; marketing and promotional services.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS TECHNOLOGY EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3583298  03/07/2017
DUDE SERIOUSLY
A-103 LAXMI NARAYAN APARTMENT, RAMCHOWK, GHOD DOD ROAD, SURAT - 395007 GUJARAT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOMBASAWALA ASSOCIATES
1/98, GR. FLOOR, GOLANDAS BUILDING, GOLANDAS STREET, NANPURA, SURAT - 395 001, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PROMOTIONAL SERVICES ON BEHALF OF OTHERS, PROMOTIONAL SERVICES IN THE FORM OF ONLINE ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATION, PROMOTIONAL SERVICES IN THE FORM OF SHARING OF MULTIMEDIA CONTENT VIA THE INTERNET AND OTHER COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, ADVERTISING SERVICES.
3583674  03/07/2017
DEVRAJ CHOUDHARY TRADING AS TASTE SPICES
Vill. Khor, Post Jalam Pura, Tehsil & District Chittorgarh, Rajasthan - 312612
Proprietorship firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since: 21/06/2017

AHMEDABAD
Trading, Packing, Distribution, Import and Export of Spices.
3583695   03/07/2017
PANCHMUKHI STEEL FURNITURE MART
B-3 MOTI, NAGAR SANGANER ROAD, BHILWARA, RAJASTHAN – 311001, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :11/06/2017

AHMEDABAD
RETAILING, WHOLESALING, ONLINE TRADING, E-COMMERCE SERVICES, IMPORTING AND EXPORTING SERVICES, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ADVERTISING SERVICE RELATING TO FURNITURE.
3583748  03/07/2017
BEENEXT DISTRIBUTION PRIVATE LIMITED
20, GODAVARI APARTMENT, ALAKNANDA, KALKAJI, NEW DELHI-110019
DIRECTORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVIN KUMAR PRASAD
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :08/02/2016
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, RETAILING,
WHOLESALE AND DISTRIBUTING, SELLING OF NETWORK EQUIPMENT, AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENTS, SCIENTIFIC,
SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION),
LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF
SOUND OR IMAGES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35,
Zonix

3583768   03/07/2017
PAWAN KUMAR DILAWARI TRADING AS ZONIX INTERNATIONAL CO.
Shop No.208,2nd floor, DLF City Centre Mall,IT Park Chandigarh-160101
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Retail and wholesale service of all types of gift items, Ceramic gift items, zinc alloy gift items, teddy bears, resin gift items, table lamps, photo frames, lather bracelet, watches and table clocks, undergarments, stationery and watches, garments, artificial jewellery and accessories
3583863  04/07/2017
KUNDANMALL SETHIA
8/9, TILJALA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700046, WEST BENGAL
A REGISTERED HINDU UNDIVIDED FAMILY FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AUROMAA ASSOCIATES
AA-13, Ground Floor, Prafulla Kannan, Krishnapur - West, Kolkata - 700101, West Bengal, India

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
RETAIL SERVICES PROVIDED BY BAKERY AND PATISSERIE SHOPS
ANKIT SHARMA (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS KELVIN PLANCK
1172, H. No. 3/3, Shriram Colony, Ankpat Marg, Ujjain - 456010, Madhya Pradesh
Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since :17/02/2016

MUMBAI
Bringing together a variety of goods (Excluding transport thereof), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; by means of electronic media through website
3584097    04/07/2017

ATHENTA TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
K-2031, 2ND FLOOR, CR PARK, NEW DELHI,
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL ORBIT
E-968 SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI - 110034
Used Since : 01/07/2016

DELHI
HELP IN THE WORKING OR MANAGEMENT OF A COMMERCIAL UNDERTAKING, COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL
MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, COMPILATION OF
STATICS, OUTSOURCING SERVICES [BUSINESS ASSISTANCE].
ATHENTA TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
K-2031, 2ND FLOOR, CR PARK, NEW DELHI,
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL ORBIT
E-968 SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI - 110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, BUSINESS PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERVICES, COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, COMPILATION OF STATISTICS, OUTSOURCING SERVICES, HELP IN THE WORKING OR MANAGEMENT OF A COMMERCIAL UNDERTAKING SYSTEMIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, UPDATING AND MAINTENANCE OF DATA IN COMPUTER DATABASES.
3584138  04/07/2017
RAMAKANT AGARWAL
SINGHASAN HOUSE, BAWARI GATE, SIKAR, 332001 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN

Used Since :21/05/2017

AHMEDABAD
TRADING, MARKETING, WHOLESALE, RETAIL AND FRANCHISEE BUSINESS OF READYMADE GARMENT, HOSIERY, SAREE, LEHNGA AND WESTERN WEAR FOR LADIES WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
3584320 04/07/2017
RENU AGARWAL
trading as ;MAISHAA
METRO HEIGHTS, 2ND FLOOR, SEVOKE ROAD, SILIGURI-734001, W.B., INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Used Since :15/04/2017
KOLKATA
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT, SALES & PROMOTIONAL SERVICES, RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES OF FURNITURE BEING IN INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
VISION FLORIST

3584366  04/07/2017

NIRANJAN KUMAR MISHRA
NO. 2, (ADJ. TO HERITAGE STATE FRESH) 1-8-47, 137), SINDHI COLONY, P.G. ROAD, SECUNDERABAD, - 500003, TELANGANA STATE.

TRADINGS AS VISION FLORIST

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C .N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

RETAIL AND WHOLESALE OF FLOWERS
3584710  04/07/2017
MEDICS INTERNATIONAL LIFESCIENCES LIMITED
PLOT NO. KBC-31, SECTOR-B, LDA COLONY, KANPUR ROAD, LUCKNOW-226012 (U.P.)
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANY LAW

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF HOSPITALS; ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT OF HOSPITALS; MEDICAL BILLING SERVICES OF HOSPITALS; MEDICAL COST MANAGEMENT; MAINTAINING PATIENT MEDICAL RECORDS AND FILES; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS, MEDICINE AND APPRATUS; ADVERTISING SERVICES TO PROMOTE PUBLIC AWARENESS OF MEDICAL ISSUES
CREATE.WIN.REPEAT

3584841  05/07/2017

APARNA NAGARAJAN
FLAT 233, SHINE ON BLOCK 2, RAHAT BAGH, BANGALORE, 560093
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

promotion, advertising and marketing of on-line websites
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

ANKIT GOEL
5/3 EXCLUSIVE BAHAR, SAHARA STATES, JANKIPURAM, LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH-226021.
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL. NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING SERVICES FOR THE PROMOTION OF E-COMMERCE, PROVISION OF INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO E-COMMERCE BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
You Reflect
3585010  05/07/2017
SAJID K P TRADING AS SAJ TRADING
9/334-N, 1st floor, P.T Complex, Mavumkunn, Tirur, Malappuram (Dt) Kerala - 676101
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/04/2012
CHENNAI
Trading of Imitation jewellery, Bags, Perfumes, Footwear, Cosmetics.
3585159  05/07/2017
PICWELL PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.
F-503, SURYAM ELEGANCE, NR. SILVER HABITAT, NR. MADHAV FARM, RING ROAD, ODHAV, AHMEDABAD - 382 418.
GUJARAT. INDIA.
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Used Since :02/03/2017
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES OF ADVERTISING, EXPORTING, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, TRADING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
SERVICES RELATING TO PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATION, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND
NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
3585169  05/07/2017
M/S SEEME NETWORK PVT LTD
D-301,Westend Village,North Bhusari Colony,kothrud,Pune-411038
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VERONICA CONSULTANTS
Plot no-23,Unit no-2, Gananjay Society,Kothrud,pune-411038

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising and Marketing Consultancy
3585239  05/07/2017
HARMAN MOTOR COMPANY
DOOR NO. 17/202, A2-A5, SYNERGY TOWERS, CHOORNIIKARA GRAMA PAHCHAYATH, CHOORNIIKARA P.O,
COMPANIPPADY, ALUVA.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/ 785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35,KERALA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
USED CAR SHOWROOM, SALE OF CARS, VENICLES.
3585321  05/07/2017
V.MURUGAN (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS LEATHER STYLE
No: 56, Jeyam Hall, Race Course Road, Coimbatore - 641018, Tamil Nadu
Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, services of enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase goods provided by retail stores and wholesale services related to Men's clothing, women's clothing, children's clothing, inner garments, nightwear
AKANKSHA THAKRAL PROPRIETOR OF FLOAT BABY SPA.
A-1/82, JANAKPURI, NEW DELHI-110058, INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE MARKETING, EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOM AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF BABY CARE MEDICINES AND COSMETICS, BABY CARE PRODUCTS, BABY CLOTHING AND BABY FOOTWEAR, BABY GYM, BABY TOYS AND PLAYTHING ARTICLES.
SUMIT SURGICAL
3585601  05/07/2017
RAJIRANI NAIR
PLOT NO. 82, PKT ¬J, SECTOR 4, DSIIDC BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI¬110039
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK SHARMA
B5/163, SECTOR-7, ROHINI, DELHI - 110083
Used Since :01/05/2015
DELHI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, OFFICE MANAGEMENT, ADVERTISING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS ENGAGED IN PROVIDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING OF MULTIPARA MONITOR, ECG MACHINE, DEFIBRILLATOR, VENTILATOR, PULSE OXIMETER, FETAL MONITOR, HOSPITAL FURNITURE, OT EQUIPMENTS, NURSERY EQUIPMENTS, PHOTO THEARPY, SYRINGE PUMP, ULTRA SOUND AND XRAY MACHINE, LED OT LIGHTS, HALOGEN LIGHTS, OPERATION THEATRE TABLE, MEDICAL VENTILATOR, SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS
3585775   06/07/2017
NETWORK18 MEDIA & INVESTMENTS LIMITED
Express Trade Tower, Plot no. 15-16, Sector 16 A, Noida, Uttar Pradesh-201301
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/07/2015
To be associated with:
3585758
DELHI
Advertising, business, management, consultancy, administration, office function, marketing, retailing, research & analysis related to finance, insurance, share market, economics, budget, real estate affairs, entertainment, education and topics of general interest
3586060  06/07/2017
MULAKAMPILLY OUSEPH JOHNSE [PROPRIETOR] TRADING AS JUEE ENTERPRISES
2101, Richmond, Hiranandani Gardens, Powai, Mumbai – 400 079
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAYA A MANGHWANI
D-7, SHEEL APTS., 16TH ROAD, BANDRA -W, MUMBAI-400050
Used Since: 28/10/2016
To be associated with:
3399706
MUMBAI
Retail chain of Stores, Departmental Store, Showroom, Wholesaler, Traders, Importers and Exporters, Online Sale of Goods, Presentation of Goods on communication media for Retail Purpose, Online Advertising on a computer network in relation to Garments and Hosiery, Articles of Clothing, Footwear, Headgear.
3586164      06/07/2017

THE RAMCO CEMENTS LIMITED
Auras Corporate Centre, 5th Floor, 98A, Dr. Radhakrishnan Road, Mylapore, Chennai – 600004, Tamil Nadu
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since: 05/08/2013

CHENNAI
the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; Business management; Business administration; Office functions; Retail and whole sale services in respect of Building materials; Business development; Business administration; Business organisation; Business management; office functions; Administration of the business affairs of franchises
PROWIN
3586218 06/07/2017
MANOJ SHRIMAL
CH-207, Scheme No. 74-C, Vijay Nagar, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001
Indian Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, Wholesale services for foodstuffs, Retail services for foodstuffs, Online advertisements, Advertising via electronic media, Product marketing, Business marketing, Online marketing, Marketing, Direct advertising, Advertising, Office administration, Office functions & Business management of wholesale and retail outlets.
THE LITTLE EASY

3586571    07/07/2017

VISHESH SHAH
404 ACME REGENCY, S.V. ROAD, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI 400056 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HARIANI & CO., ADVOCATES
ALLI CHAMBERS, GROUND FLOOR, HOMI MODY, 2ND X LANE, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; ADVERTISING MATERIAL (UPDATING OF -); BUSINESS INFORMATION; DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING;
INFORMATION (BUSINESS -); PUBLICITY; PUBLICATION OF PUBLICITY TEXTS; RADIO AND TV ADVERTISING AND
COMMERCIALS, ALL OTHER SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
3586785  07/07/2017
SANYOGITA READYMADE GARMENT MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES
ARRAH GARDEN RESIDENCY, ARRAH GARDEN, NEAR JAGDEO PATH, PATNA- 800014, BIHAR INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Business Administration, Management, Manufacturing And Other Functions For All Types Of Clothing, Footwear, Headgear, Ready to wear Dress Materials
3586920  07/07/2017
P RAM KUMAR
The Social Media Doode, 18, East Coast Road, Neelangarai, Chennai - 600041
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK
NO 2/496,2ND FLOOR, NAKKERAR SALAI, MOGAPPAIR EAST, CHENNAI - 600037
Used Since :22/09/2015
CHENNAI
Marketing; marketing research; market studies; sales promotion for others; search engine optimisation for sales promotion; advertising agency services.
3586980  07/07/2017
SHASHWAT TRIVEDI
J1/127 A Flat A3 Krishna Mandir Lane, Malviya Nagar, New Delhi - 110017
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT TANEJA, CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
L-11, Ground Floor, Malviya Nagar, New Delhi - 110017

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Marketing Design Events
KUNDAN JEWELLERS

3587351 08/07/2017

KUNDAN JEWELLERS
2-E, SARABHA NAGAR, LUDHIANA (PB.)

PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since: 01/03/2008

DELHI

Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Online Marketing relating to Silver, Gold & Diamond Jewellery, Imitation Jewellery & Precious Stones for the State of Punjab only.
3587407  08/07/2017
SACHIN RAMDAS KAPADNE TRADING AS DELTA IRRIGATION
Pl. No. K – 74, MIDC, Jalgaon - 425003
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :14/09/2010
MUMBAI
DISPLAY, DISTRIBUTION, RETAILING & SUPPLY OF PIPES ACCESSORIES & DRIP ACCESSORIES
DHIRAJ HARISHCHANDRA GANDHI
SHUDDH DESI FASHION, 56, GROUND FLOOR, RAHUL RAJ MALL, DUMAS ROAD, SURAT - 395007
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Used Since :15/08/2016

AHMEDABAD
TRADING, MARKETING AND SHOWROOM OF TEXTILE GOODS, SAREES, DRESS MATERIALS & READYMADE GARMENTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

3587525  08/07/2017
S.S. ARUMUGAMSAMY, SOLE PROPRIETOR TRADING AS HOTEL PANDIA'S
No : 527, T.H. ROAD, OLD WASHERMENTPET, CHENNAI – 600021, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADHI LEGAL SOLUTIONS
ALPHA TOWERS, OLD NO.96, ARmenian street, 1ST FLOOR, SHREE KALIKAMBAL TEMPLE BACKSIDE, PARRYS,
CHENNAI - 600001.
Used Since :24/04/1995

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT OF HOTELS, ONLINE SERVICES FOR PROVIDING OF VEG - NON VEG FOOD, DRINK
JAGAN OPTICAL CO.

3587708   08/07/2017

LALIT KUMAR SHARMA PROPRIETOR OF JAGAN OPTICAL CO.
542, 1st FLOOR, MAHESH NAGAR, JAGADHARI ROAD, OPP. LOCAL BUS STAND, AMBALA CANTT. - 133001, HARYANA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS
3/112, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092

Used Since :18/11/2008

DELHI

OPTICAL SHOP, RETAIL & WHOLESALE SERVICES, RETAIL SHOP OF FRAMES, LENSES, SPECS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS OPTICAL CO. EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
BLUEWAX

3587778  08/07/2017
SUBHASH CHANDER TRADING AS A.G. DUNG HOSIERY
B-24, 4863/1, NEW ATAM NAGAR, SUNDER NAGAR, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/1997

DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Online Marketing, Import & Exports relating to Hosiery & Ready-made Clothing.
De blessy eventi

a life style exhibition

3587807 08/07/2017
JASLEEN KAUR TRADING AS DE BLESSY EVENTI
98-B, MODEL TOWN EXTN., LUDHIANA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since 01/05/2017

DELHI
Advertising & Sales Promotional Services; Creative Ventures, Outdoor Advertising & Arrangement of Trade Fairs & Exhibitions for Commercial Purpose.
3588119  10/07/2017
RENOWN ENGINEERING,
Partnership firm

**Address for service in India/Attorney address:**
EASY TRADE SOLUTION
561/3498, GUJARAT HOUSING BOARD, OPP. POLICE STATION, NEW BAPUNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 024 - GUJARAT

**Proposed to be Used**
AHMEDABAD

Retail and Wholesale of SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS, AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS, CASH REGISTERS, MOBILE, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
3588151 10/07/2017
RAM BABU SHAW
Trading as: S.T. PRODUCTS
184/3, J.N. MUKHERJEE ROAD, SALKIA, HOWRAH-711106, WEST BENGAL.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DAS & ASSOCIATES
16/15/3,OLABIBITALA 1ST BYE LANE, HOWRAH 711 104, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/04/2013

KOLKATA
ADVERTISING, MARKETING, TRADING, WHOLESALLING, GROSSERY SHOP, DEPRTMENTAL STORES, STITCHED & UNSTITCHED TEXTILE GOODS TO RELATING CLOTHINGS, HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
3588177 10/07/2017
NIZAM TAILORS
SCO-17, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-17-E, CHANDIGARH-160017
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :05/12/1974
DELHI
Wholesale & Retail Agency Services, Promotion, Online Marketing And Distribution Of Clothing, footwear, headgear.
SNACKED
3588195  10/07/2017
VIDHI KAPUR
1, Rashid Mansion, Dr. Annie Besant, Worli Point, Worli, Mumbai - 400018, India
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRASHANT KUMAR & CO.
WA-121/B5, ROHINI COMPLEX, SHAKARPUR, NEW DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services
SANDEEP BHATT
SHOP NO 137, B.M.C. MARKET, OPPOSITE RAILWAY STATION, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 092, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising; business functions, marketing, online trading, export marketing, retailing of class 26 Hair nets, Hair extensions, hair style, hair clips, hair accessories Hair ornaments, hair rollers, hair fastening articles, Back-hairpieces fixing pins, Bands for the hair, Barrettes, Bows for the hair, Clam clips for hair, Claw clips, Decorative articles for the hair Elastic for tying hair, Elasticated hair bands, Hair buckles, Hair pins, Hair curl clips
PARISHI DIAMOND

3588330  10/07/2017

PARISHI DIAMOND
FP-91, SUB PLOT-2, NEAR VENUS JEWEL, VASTA DEVDI ROAD, KATARGAM, SURAT-395004 GUJARAT INDIA
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIKEN DINESHBHAI SHAH
811/812, 1st floor, Aradhana Building, Hiramodi Street, Udhana Darwaja, Surat-395002.
Used Since :07/12/2006

AHMEDABAD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES OF DIAMONDS AND DIAMOND JEWELLERY, IMPORT EXPORT SERVICES OF DIAMOND AND DIAMOND JEWELLERY
AFTAB ARSHI KHAN TRADING AS AUGUST SEAFOOD
612, Srishti Plaza Commercial Complex, Saki Vihar Road, Powai, Maharashtra - 400072
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since : 01/01/2007

MUMBAI
Retail services for seafood.
3588490  10/07/2017
UMAKANT SHAMRAO FULZELE
Gini Bellissimo, D 204, Dhanori, Pune - 411015
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune -411 046
Used Since :01/01/2017

MUMBAI
Providing a web-based system and online portals in the field of consumer-to-business commerce for consumers to enter.
Measure Your Success with FREEMANS

3588589  10/07/2017
FMI LIMITED
FEROZEPORE ROAD, LUDHIANA-141 001, PUNJAB.
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/07/1997

DELHI

RETAIL SERVICES & WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP CONNECTED WITH MEASURING TAPES AND INSTRUMENTS; MEASURING RULERS; SCALES; ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC GOODS; DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS; DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES; ADVERTISING; TRADE FAIRS & EXHIBITIONS FOR ADVERTISING AND COMMERCIAL PURPOSE; PROMOTION OF GOODS & SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH VARIOUS MEDIA; DOOR-TO-DOOR SHOPPING SERVICES; MARKETING RESEARCH & STUDIES.
3588657   10/07/2017
KARUNAKARS CONGLOMERATE LLP.
KG-1/531, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES, ON-LINE SERVICES, RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES OF PROTEIN SUPPLEMENTS, MILK SOLIDS, NUTRITIONAL PRODUCTS, MILK PRODUCTS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

3588962 11/07/2017
MOHAMMED NAIEM
WARD NO 2, NEAR PURANI CHUNGI NAKA, CHAKCHAIN PURA SWAI MADHOPUR
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MONIKA TAPARIA
183, Ganesh Vihar, Sirsi mod, sirs road, Jaipur 302012
Used Since: 30/06/2017
AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISEMENT, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTION INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
3589591   12/07/2017
AKUOM BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
F-107, 1ST FLOOR, ANJANA TOWER-1, L.S.C, SAVITA VIHAR, DELHI-110092
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AEGIS INC
117, SUPERTECH RESIDENCY 5/6 A, VAISHALI, GAZIABAD-201010, UP
Used Since :21/04/2017
DELHI
business management, business administration, office functions
3589635  12/07/2017
DURJOY KUMAR PODDAR
44 jibon mohini ghosh park 300 mg road kolkata 700082, West Bengal
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :13/08/2012

KOLKATA
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, EMPLOYMENT AGENCY SERVICES, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT
DOTIVALA
3589782  12/07/2017
MR. CYRUS JAMSHED DOTIVALA
ARDESHIR KOTWAL ROAD, MAKKAI BRIDGE, NANPURA, SURAT- 395 001, GUJARAT INDIA
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIKEN DINESHBHAI SHAH
811/812, 1st floor, Aradhana Building, Hiramodi Street, Udhana Darwaja, Surat-395002.
Used Since :01/10/1969
AHMEDABAD
WHOLESALE, RETAIL AND ON-LINE SERVICES FOR BAKED GOODS, CONFECTIONERY, BREAD AND BUNS FALLING IN CLASS 35
3589783  12/07/2017
MR. CYRUS JAMSHED DOTIVALA
ARDESHIR KOTWAL ROAD, MAKKAI BRIDGE, NANPURA, SURAT- 395 001, GUJARAT INDIA
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIKEN DINESHBHAI SHAH
811/812, 1st floor, Aradhana Building, Hiramodi Street, Udhana Darwaja, Surat-395002.
Used Since :01/10/1969

AHMEDABAD
WHOLESALE, RETAIL AND ON-LINE SERVICES FOR BAKED GOODS, CONFECTIONERY, BREAD AND BUNS FALLING IN CLASS 35
3589906  12/07/2017
M/R MOHAMMAD MOIZUDDIN
Khaja Building-70, No.12-2-709/C/70, 2nd Floor, Off:201, Nanalnagar, Hyderabad District,Telangana,-500028, INDIA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Export and Import Services related to Paper
3590052  12/07/2017
AUMNI SOURCE RETAIL SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
6/1 Sivaram Nagar, KSG College Road, Uppilipalayam Post, Coimbatore - 641015, Tamilnadu
SERVICE PROVIDER.
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :28/05/2014
CHENNAI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions
3590146    12/07/2017
L.INDRANI AMMA, TRADING AS TAKKAR CHICKEN
SF.NO.29/A3A, KONGALNAGARAM PUDUR, KONGALNAGARAM POST, UDUMALAI - 642 205, TIRUPUR DIST, TAMILNADU.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Whole Sale and Retail Trading in Meat, Fish, Poultry not Live, Meat Extracts and Eggs.

Transliteration : TAKKAR CHICKEN MEANS FANTASTIC CHICKEN
3590172  12/07/2017
MR. TADIKAMALLA VENKATA RAMANA KISHORE
D. No. 23-28/1-C, Tirumalaraju Street, G. S. Raju Road, Mutyalampadu, Vijayawada - 520 011
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Business Management, Sales, Marketing, Distributing and Trading of Pharmaceutical Goods, Dietary and Nutritional supplements, Multivitamins and food supplements.
3590413  13/07/2017
PANKAJ SHARMA
trading as ;GLOBAL INDIA CONNECT
E-1/17, MODEL TOWN, DELHI 110009 INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BUSINESS REPRESENTATION ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018
Class 35

3590494    13/07/2017
PRACHI CHOPRA
C-4, Chirag Enclave, New Delhi- 110048
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Trading and online retail services relating to clothing, footwear, headgear, home décor articles, furniture; demonstration of goods and services by electronic means, also for the benefit of teleshopping and home shopping services.
JOBSLIDE

3590637  13/07/2017

CHANDAN BARNWAL
AT+ POST- BARHAT, ANCHAL-BARHAT, DISTRICT-JAMUI, BIHAR-811313, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

ADVERTISING, MARKETING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, PROMOTIONAL CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS ORGANIZATION & PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS RESEARCH, COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AGENCIES, HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT AND RECRUITMENT SERVICES, EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES, PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING FOR THE SELECTION OF PERSONNEL.
3590673  13/07/2017
AMALDEV TONY
trading as ;ICINGS BAKERS
OUSHADHI JUNCTION, M.C ROAD, PERUMBAVOOR ERNAKULAM (DIST) 683 542 , KERALA , INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRG ASSOCIATES
4TH FLOOR, D.D VYAPAR BHAVAN KADAVANTHRA - 682020, ERNAKULAM, KERALA
Used Since  :30/11/2007
CHENNAI
RETAIL SALES OF BAKERY PRODUCTS; RETAIL OUTLET BAKERY, RETAIL WHOLES BUSINESS OF CAKE, PASTRY, CONFECTIONARY, AND SNACKS.
3590679   13/07/2017

MRS.LEENA TRIPAT OBEROI
Turning Point, 4th floor, J.P.Road, Andheri-West, Mumbai-400058,
An Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
providing the services of retail sale, wholesale and franchise outlets, stores and shops for the sale of chocolates, cakes, bread and items made from bread, biscuits, confectionary items, bread rolls, ice cream, sweetmeats, foodstuffs, pasta, sweets, flour preparations (wheat, maida, rice, gram, rawa); pudding, custards, mousse, sandwiches, burgers, buns, indian breads, pies, puffs, savouries and sweets; all kinds of ready to eat preparations
3590722   13/07/2017
A FRESH PERSPECTIVE
501, Ellora Fiesta, Plot No. 8, Sector - 11, Sanpada, Navi Mumbai - 400705, Maharashtra
Partnership Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since :01/07/2016

MUMBAI
Advertising agencies, business promotion
Bansal Dairy Farm

3590734  13/07/2017
MR. AMARDEEP SINGH PROPRIETOR OF BANSAL DAIRY FARM
VPO Sihala, Tehsil Samrala, Dist. Ludhiana-141125 (Punjab)

Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI

Distribution of goods for advertising purpose, advertising, Marketing, Wholesale & Retail Services for Milk & Milk Products
YAMUNA
3590809  13/07/2017
MR. YOGESH NAMDEO MHASKE TRADING AS YAMUNA AGRO SERVICES
C/O, Shri Namdeokaka Mhaske Patil Shetkari Sankul, Kolhar Road, Babhleshwar, Tal. Rahata Dist. Ahmednagar - 413 737.
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhunmal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :15/03/2007
MUMBAI
DISPLAY, DISTRIBUTION, RETAILING & SUPPLY OF AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENTS
3591088  13/07/2017
V.A. MOHAMED MANSOOR ALI
NO. 12, THANJAI SALAI, THIRUVARUR-610 001, TAMIL NADU.
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, READYMADE GARMENTS, CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, SHIRTS, TEE-SHIRTS, PANTS, TROUSERS, DRESSES, READY-MADE CLOTHING, SARIS, SARONGS, PYJAMAS, SKIRTS, HOSIERY, UNDERCLOTHING, UNDERPANTS, UNDERWEAR, VESTS, BRASSIERES, PETTICOATS, SUITS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, OVERCOATS, KNITWEAR, NECKTIES, BELTS, CAPS, GLOVES, SCARFS, SHAWLS, SOCKS AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES
3591162 14/07/2017
SHRI BHAGWAN NAIN
PLOT NO. 81, PKT-J, SECTOR 4, DSIIDC BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI110039
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK SHARMA
B5/163, SECTOR-7, ROHINI, DELHI - 110083
Used Since :24/10/1999
DELHI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, OFFICE MANAGEMENT, ADVERTISING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS ENGAGED IN PROVIDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING OF MULTIPARA MONITOR, ECG MACHINE, DEFIBRILLATOR, VENTILATOR, PULSE OXIMETER, FETAL MONITOR, HOSPITAL FURNITURE, OT EQUIPMENTS, NURSARY EQUIPMENTS, PHOTO THEARPY, SYRINGE PUMP, ULTRA SOUND AND XRAY MACHINE, LED OT LIGHTS, HALOGEN LIGHTS, OPERATION THEATRE TABLE, MEDICAL VENTILATOR, SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
3591678   14/07/2017
SUJIN JAKASH
7/2, SIEFL Building, Sargunaveethi, Nagarcoil
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, Advertising services relating to cosmetics, Wholesale services in relation to dietary supplements, Retail services in relation to dietary supplements.
3591715  14/07/2017
SHUBHAM MAHESHWARI
B-27, PATH NO-5, JAMNA NAGAR, AJMER ROAD, SODALA, JAIPUR- 302004, RAJASTHAN
INDIVIDUAL, INDIA NATIONAL PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL SONI
C-365, NIRMAN NAGAR, KINGS ROAD, JAIPUR-302019. RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/12/2013

AHMEDABAD
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION
CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS EFFICIENCY EXPERT SERVICES, BUSINESS INVESTIGATIONS, BUSINESS ASSISTANCE,
OFFICE FUNCTIONS AND ADVERTISEMENT INCLUDING IN CLASS 35
3591850  14/07/2017
JADAV RAHUL KISHORBHAII
B/20, SHANTINIKETAN BUSINESS CENTRE, BESIDE DOMINO'S PIZZA, GANGOTRI CIRCLE, NIKOL, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since: 01/07/2017

AHMEDabad
RETAILING, WHOLESALING & TREASING SERVICES OF ICECREAM PRODUCTS, MILK & MILK PRODUCTS.
FASTCASH

3591994  15/07/2017

AGS TRANSACT TECHNOLOGIES LTD
601/2, Trade world, B-Wing, Kamala City, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel (West), Mumbai 400 013

Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:

KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI-400 023.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

rental of vending machines; computer data processing; computer database management; advertising for others; rental of advertising space; rental of office machines and equipment
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 ,  22/01/2018           Class 35

3592068    15/07/2017
SMT. C. SHEELA
No. 72, C Dr. Ambedkar Street, Velandipalayam (PO), Coimbatore – 641025, Tamil Nadu, India.
tm-01

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIK PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Retailer, Wholeseller, Distributors, Online Selling, Showroom, Import and Export of Readymade Garments.
3592200  15/07/2017
AMNISH PHARMACEUTICALS
SHOP NO-12, ARORVANSH TRUST, JAWAHAR NAGAR, SRIGANGA NAGAR (RAJ)- 335001
Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Marketing, Retail or wholesale of Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans. pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
3592217  15/07/2017

SANKIT BATRA
509, 2ND FLOOR, WEST PARMANAD COLONY, MUKHERJEE NAGAR, DELHI-09
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUJI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Wholesale services relating to automobile accessories, Retail services provided by automobile parts and accessories stores, Publicity, promotional and marketing services relating to vehicles, Retail or wholesale services for two-wheeled motor vehicles, Retail services in relation to car accessories, Consultancy services relating to advertising, publicity and marketing, Advertising services relating to motor car, Advertising services relating to the motor vehicle industry, Mobile phone connectors for vehicles, Vehicle tracking apparatus, Batteries for vehicles, Multimedia connectors for vehicles, Vehicle automatic driving control devices, Batteries, electric, for vehicles, Automobile stereo adapters, Helmets for motorcyclists, Videotape recorders for automobiles, Polish, Automobile polishes, Car polish, Polishing powders, Cleaning, washing and polishing preparations, General purpose cleaning, polishing and abrasive liquids and powders, Vehicle cleaning preparations, Automotive cleaning preparations, Cleaning and fragrancing preparations, Perfumery and fragrances, Retail services in relation to bicycle accessories, Retail services for cleaning preparations.
RAJAN ENGINEERS
SURVEY NO.-275, PLOT NO.-18,GALAXY IND.AREA, OPP. SAMRAT METAL,SHAPAR(VERAVAL)-360024,TAL: KOTDA
SANGANI, DIST: RAJKOT.(GUJARAT)INDIA.
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA
COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT

Used Since :16/04/1996

AHMEDABAD

SHOP, RETAIL, TRADING, WHOLESALE, DISTRIBUTIONS, MARKETING OF AXEL (AUTO PARTS), HUB(AUTO PARTS)
TROLLY WALL, TROLLY DOOR AND TRAILOR PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
Nutravedic Essentials

3592782  17/07/2017
AKUMS DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
304, MOHAN PLACE, LSC, C-BLOCK, SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI 110034

Company
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Business management; Business administration; Office functions
JUST RAJPUT

3592977  17/07/2017

GHANSHYAMSINH INDRASINH ZALA
TALUKA-DHRANGADHRA, VAYA-RAJCHARAD - 363320

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, ADVERTISING AND DIRECTORY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PROVIDING A WEB PAGE FEATURING LINKS TO THE WEBSITES OF OTHERS; ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS, SERVICES, BRAND IDENTITY AND COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND NEWS OF THIRD PARTIES THROUGH PRINT, AUDIO, VIDEO, DIGITAL AND ON-LINE MEDIUM; COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND DIRECTORY AGENCY; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMMERCIAL INFORMATION DIRECTORY ON THE INTERNET; TELEPHONE DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE SERVICES; TELEPHONE DIRECTORY INFORMATION
ENJOY

3593092    17/07/2017
R. B. DYECHEM PRIVATE LIMITED.
VIDYA BHAWAN, GHASS MANDI, HATHRAS (U.P.) INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/01/2001

To be associated with:
3321175

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, FRANCHISEE DISTRIBUTION, IMPORT, EXPORT AND PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES BY MEANS OF PRINT AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA (THROUGH WEB SITES OR TELEVISION SHOPPING PROGRAMMES) IN RELATION TO DYES, COLOURS, KUMKUM, SINDOOR, ABIR AND GULAL.
3593103    17/07/2017

PARTH JAYANTILAL TANK
B. 48, ST. 5, R K NAGAR, B/H RANI TOWER, KALAWAD ROAD RAJKOT- 360005
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERTISING, MARKETING, THE BRINGING TOGETHER FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS SELLING VARIETY OF GOODS LIKE BOOKS, MOVIES, PERIODICALS, ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS THROUGH INTERNET BASED RETAIL STORES; SELLING, MARKETING AND ADVERTISING THOSE GOODS AND/OR SERVICES AS WELL AS THE GOODS, SERVICES AND ON-LINE WEBSITES OF OTHERS; SYSTEMATIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES
3593172   17/07/2017
BYWIN GLOBAL PRIVATE LTD.,
No.8, First Floor, Balaji Nagar, 3rd Street, Royapetta, Chennai-600014
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Wholesale, Retail, sale, Online sale, Import and export of Agricultural Products.
3593278  17/07/2017
SURYA PRAKASH PULIPAKA
No.131, 7th Cross, Ashwath Nagar, Opp Hanuman Temple, Near Kalamandir, Marathahalli, Bangalore - 560037
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/03/2012

CHENNAI
Accounting consultancy, Business consultancy services.
3593316  17/07/2017
CAMPUS ACTIVEWEAR PVT. LTD.
D-1, MAIN ROHTAK ROAD, UDYOG NAGAR, DELHI 110041, INDIA
A company organized and existing under the Indian Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3582685
DELHI
Advertising, business management; business administration; office functions; retail services; online retail services; wholesale services; retailing and wholesaling services for footwear, footwear accessories; marketing and promotional services.
3593665  18/07/2017
MILI TRADING PVT. LTD.
16 OM NIWAS, 2ND PANJRAPOLE LANE, MUMBAI-400004, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS. ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCESSING OF PURCHASE ORDERS, ADVERTISING/PUBLICITY, BUSINESS INFORMATION, PROVIDING BUSINESS
INFORMATION VIA A WEB SITE, COMPUTERIZED FILE MANAGEMENT, DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS, DISTRIBUTION OF
SAMPLES MARKETING
AQEEQ YAQQOBB
H 4/2, DLF, PHASE 1, GURUGRAM - 122002 (NCR)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PROVIDING RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES IN RESPECT OF PURCHASE AND SALE OF COSMETICS AND MEDICINE ITEMS, GROCERY ITEMS, NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION
3593810  18/07/2017
Teamwork Arts Private Limited And News Laundry Media Private Limited.
Companies duly incorporated under the Laws of India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LAW FIRM LLP
C-139, Defence Colony, New Delhi - 110024

Used Since :28/04/2017

DELHI
Advertising services including on-line advertising on a computer network, organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes, organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes, outdoor advertising, public relations, publication of publicity texts, publicity, radio advertising, radio commercials, rental of advertising space, rental of advertising time on communication media, sponsorship search, television advertising, television commercials;
Business management services including business management assistance, business management of performing artists.
3593875  18/07/2017

SH. SIDDHARTH GUPTA S/O SH. DINESH GUPTA
C/o M/s Ganpati Creation, 179 – G, Bhai Randhir Singh Nagar, Ludhiana-141012 (Punjab)
Individual/Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE", 54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since : 01/07/2017

DELHI
Trading, wholesale, retail, export, import, marketing, distribution, shops, showrooms, online selling, advertisement, business administration & business management services relating to Clothing including Readymade Garments, Hosiery Garments, Ladies wears, Men’s wears, Kids wears, jackets, coat pants, tie, barmuda's, under garments, innerwear, night suits, shirts, T-shirts, gloves, head gear, muffler, caps, socks, swim suits, sweaters, wearing apparels included in class 35
PATANJALI BHEEM
3593906  18/07/2017
PATANJALI PARIDHAN PVT. LTD.
KRIPALU BAGH, KANKHAL HARIDWAR, UTTRAKHAND-249408, INDIA.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :15/07/2017
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration & Business Management Activities, Online Marketing, Export & Import, Wholesale & Retail Outlets and Shops Including Services Relating To Distribution, Trading and Marketing of Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; Ladies and Gents Hands Bags, Purses, Wallets, Umbrella Accessories, Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other classes); padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile materials, Yarns and threads, for textile use, Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers, Hosiery and Readymade Garments, Under Garments, Headgear, Neckwear and Footwear, Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial flow.
PATANJALI YOGI
3593918  18/07/2017
Patanjali Paridhan Pvt. Ltd.
Kripalu Bagh, Kankhal Haridwar, Uttarakhand-249408, India.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :15/07/2017

DELHI

Advertising, Business Administration & Business Management Activities, Online Marketing, Export & Import, Wholesale & Retail Outlets and Shops Including Services Relating To Distribution, Trading and Marketing of Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; Ladies and Gents Hands Bags, Purses, Wallets, Umbrella Accessories, Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other classes); padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile materials, Yarns and threads, for textile use, Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers, Hosiery and Readymade Garments, Under Garments, Headgear, Neckwear and Footwear, Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial flow.
PATANJALI JEANIOUS
3593933  18/07/2017
PATANJALI PARIDHAN PVT. LTD.
KRI PALU BAGH, KANKHAL HARIDWAR, UTTRAKHAND-249408, INDIA.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since :15/07/2017

To be associated with:
3469084, 3469089, 3469119

DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration & Business Management Activities, Online Marketing, Export & Import, Wholesale & Retail Outlets and Shops Including Services Relating To Distribution, Trading and Marketing of Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; Ladies and Gents Hands Bags, Purses, Wallets, Umbrella Accessories, Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other classes); padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile materials, Yarns and threads, for textile use, Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers, Hosiery and Readymade Garments, Under Garments, Headgear, Neckwear and Footwear, Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial flow.
SNIDHIN K
C/O ANOOP P, FB1, BLOCK 3, SILVER GARDEN APARTMENTS, KANNADIKKAL, VENGERI P.O, KOZHIKODE-673010, KERALA IN.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ONLINE MARKETING SERVICES (RELATED TO ENTERTAINMENT AND NEWS).
CHANDRALOK

3594405    19/07/2017
UMESH S/O. SH. TARA CHAND
C/o. TARA CHAND, ARUNADAY SCHOOK KA PICHE, BIKANER-334401 RAJASTHAN
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, E-COMMERCE, BUSINESS INFORMATION, TRADE CONSULTANCY AND SUPPORT SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDING IMPORT AND EXPORT AGENCY, RETAIL OUTLETS AND DEPARTMENTAL STORES, PROMOTION OF SERVICES RELATED TO THE FIELD OF READYMADE GARMENTS, CLOTHING IN CLASS 35.
REIKI CRYSTAL PRODUCTS

3594642  19/07/2017
SHARANJIT TRADING AS : REIKI CRYSTAL PRODUCTS
DP-163, UPPER GROUND FLOOR, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-110034
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :27/01/2017

DELHI

online and retail store for Agate jewellery and other products made from agate, precious and semi-precious stones like Pyramids, Balls, Obelisks, Pendants Bracelets, Malas, Trees, Showpieces, precious and semi-precious stones and all other products made from them, ankle bracelets; bangle bracelets, bracelet charms, necklaces, pendants, amulets, brooches, charms for jewellery, statues of precious metal, pendulums of precious and semi precious stones Feng Shui, Spiritual Healing Products, Vastu Products Rock salt lamps, Pyramids show piece, Camphor Lamps, Brass items, Singling Bowls, Tumble Stones, Grids, Oils, toys.
JANAK SONS KNITWEAR PVT. LTD.
trading as ; JANAK SONS KNITWEAR PVT. LTD.
749, CHOWK SAIDAN, LUDHIANA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. K. DHINGRA, ADVOCATE.
39, G. T. ROAD, MILLER GANJ, LUDHIANA - 141 003.
Used Since : 04/06/2003
DELHI
SERVICES RELATING TO MANUFACTURING, MARKETING, EXPORTING OF HOSIERY GOODS, READYMADE GARMENTS, KNITWEARS, AND ADVERTISEMENT THEREOF.
3594737  19/07/2017
S. GURBACHAN SINGH TRADING AS UNICO ELECTRONICS.
34/37, OLD RAJINDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110060, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since: 01/04/2016
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE MARKETING,
EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOM AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES
RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE;
COMPUTERIZED ROBOTS FOR PERSONAL OR HOBBY USE; BATTERIES; BATTERY CHARGERS; LABORATORY
ROBOTS, SELF BALANCE SCOOTERS, ELECTRIC RIDES AND ELECTRIC SKATE BOARD, E-VEHICLE, HOVERBOARD
(ELECTRIC) AND BATTERY OPERATED VEHICLES, GAMES AND PLAYTHING, GYMNASI C AND SPORTING ARTICLES,
TOYS, BALLOONS, GLOVES GUARDS, DECORATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS TREES, ALL KINDS OF EQUIPMENT USED IN
HOCKEY, FOOTBALL, CRICKET, BOXING, TENNIS, SQUASH, BADMINTON, CYCLING, SHOOTING AND RIDINGS.
3594771  19/07/2017
ABIDA BEGUM CHARITABLE TRUST
trading as ;ABIDA BEGUM CHARITABLE TRUST
3-4-336/1, LINGAMPALLY, KACHIGUDA, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
TRUST
Used Since :11/05/2015

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
3594994  19/07/2017
GETRICH ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
737, Two Exchange Square, Connaught Place, Central, Hong Kong
A company incorporated under the laws of Hong Kong

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PRODUCTION ADVERTISING FILMS, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, PAY PER CLICK ADVERTISING
LEAD PRESCHOOL

3595149  20/07/2017
LEADERSHIP BOULEVARD PRIVATE LIMITED
411, Dheeraj Heritage, S.V.Road, Opp. Milan Subway, Santacruz (West), Mumbai 400054
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX MANTIS
D-4, B-Wing, 4th Floor, Barodawala Mansion, 81, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400018
Used Since :01/01/2016

MUMBAI
Business management consultancy, business organization consultancy, business administration, office functions, personnel recruitment and placement services, personnel management consultancy, running and management of education franchises.
3595264    20/07/2017
LAMANTUS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
F-107, 1ST FLOOR, AJNARA TOWER-1, L.S.C, SAVITA VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110092
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AEGIS INC
117, SUPERTECH RESIDENCY 5/6 A, VAISHALI, GAZIABAD-201010, UP
Used Since :11/05/2017

DELHI

business management, business administration, office functions, PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
3595371  20/07/2017
MRS. SNEHA PREMNATH DUBE TRADING AS: NEW ERA ENTERPRISES
60/A, 001/002, MANGAL VANDAN SOCIETY, EVERSHEY CITY, VASAI (E), DIST- PALGHAR - 401205, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RETAIL, WHOLESALE, TRADING, ADVERTISING, MARKETING, IMPORT, EXPORT OF SANITARY NAPKINS & MATERNITY PADS
3595528    20/07/2017
RAJIV CHAWLA
B-22, Rudrapur Indl. Estate Kichha Bye Pass Road, Rudrapur, Distt. Udham Singh Nagar, Uttarakhand – 263153
sole proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADASTRA IP PVT LTD
B2-1050, Spaze iTech Park

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
online selling of Supplements & Food Products, Sports and Gym Wear, Swim wear, GYMs and recreational & Sports equipment's.
WHOLESOME SPICES
7-2-4/D/A, Old Canteen Building, Ground Floor, Sanath Nagar Industrial Estate, Sanath Nagar, Hyderabad-500 018, Telangana, India

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:

CHENNAI
Retail & Wholesale Services for Foodstuffs, Online wholesale store services featuring foodstuffs, Online retail store services featuring food preparation implements.
GANI SHOPPEE

3595947    20/07/2017

V.M.ABDUL HAMEED

M/s. GANI SHOPPEE, DOOR NO. 66, SHOP NO. 6, PONDY BAZAAR, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI – 600017, TAMIL NADU.

SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Used Since :01/01/2007

CHENNAI

WHOLE SALE AND RETAIL OF TRAVELLING BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, LAPTOP BAGS, LEATHER LADIES BAGS, RAIN COATS, BELT, SUITCASE, HELMET, PURSE, SHOES, FOOTWEAR
DEEP 7 DAYZ
3596163  21/07/2017
DEEPAK GUPTA
trading as ;DEEPAK GUPTA
91, SECTOR-08, FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121006
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word separately.
ALLON

3596774  21/07/2017
ALLON TRAINING AND CONSULTING LLP
Flat -15 F, B- Block, Heera Infocity, Kuzhivila, Karimanal P.O, Trivandrum, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala, 695583, India
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :15/05/2017

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKETING, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY, PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CONSULTANCY
3596777  21/07/2017
INFINIMINDS PRIVATE LIMITED
2nd Floor, "Jivam Edifice", No.23.KPTCL Road, Opp. HNR Ind. Estate, Kasavanahalli,Sarjapur Road, Bangalore, Karnataka, India, 560035
A Private Limited Company as well registered under the M S M E Development Act 2006

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELTA LEGAL SERVICE.
15, OLD NO. 6, 7TH WEST CROSS STREET, SHENOY NAGAR, CHENNAI- 600 030.
Used Since :08/12/2016

CHENNAI
Business management, business administration, office functions and to carry on activities & business in end to end HR (Human Resource) & Consulting including Recruitment and selection, manpower placements skill profiling, out placements & manpower relocation, temporary appointments, market surveys setting up & implementing HR strategies, HR planning & right sizing, organization design, payroll, Business & Professional services, Transformation Solutions, AR, Financial, BPO and Audit in relation to business
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Business management assistance
3596838  21/07/2017
TARVINDER SINGH PROP. OF LUMBER LIFE
12-13/5, CHOWK QUTAB ROAD, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Import, EXPORT, WHOLESALE, RETAILING, DISTRIBUTION, PROMOTING GOODS AND SERVICES OF FURNITURE,
Manufacturing of all kinds of wooden & Steel Household Furniture, Cabinets & Office Furniture. BUILDING MATERIAL FOR
INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR APPLICATION, IN PARTICULAR PLASTIC BOARDS, AND LAMINATED PLASTIC BOARDS AS
WALL AND FURNITURE SURFACING AS WELL AS FOR WALL COVERING AND WALL PANELLING, WOODEN BOARDS,
FIBERBOARDS WITH UPGRADED SURFACES, EXTERIOR CLADDING WPC WOOD & DECKING WOOD INCLUDING IN
CLASS-35.
R. SARANYA, TRADING AS PAI
NO.2A, M N S NAGAR MAIN ROAD, VALAYANKADU, TIRUPUR - 641 603, TIRUPUR DIST, TAMILNADU.
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WHOLE SALE AND RETAIL TRADING IN CLOTH BAGS, HOSIERY AND READY MADE GARMENTS, ONLINE SALES,
ONLINE MARKETING AND PROVISION OF INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO E-COMMERCE.
BAWA LAL PERFUMERY COMPANY

3597079  22/07/2017

MRS. POOJA MANCHANDA TRADING AS BAWA LAL PERFUMERY COMPANY.
C-13, BHAGWAN DASS NAGAR, EAST PUNJABI BAGH, DELHI-110026, INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since: 01/06/2016

DELHI

Advertising, Business Administration & Business Management Activities, On-Line Marketing, Exporter & Importer, Wholesale & Retail Outlets, Showroom And Shops Including Services Relating To Distribution, Trading And Marketing Of Cosmetics, Perfumery, Fair complexion creams for cosmetic use; Brilliantine, White Petroleum Jelly, Cold Cream, Facial Gel, Makeup Kit, Hair Removing Cream, Foundation, Face Wash, Facial Creams, Hanky Perfumes, Shampoo, Hair Gel, Talcum Powder, Bindi, Kajal, Face Scrubs, Face Packs, Mehandi, Shaving Cream, After Save Lotion, Shaving Gel, Shaving Foam, Hair Oil, Lipstick, Rose water for cosmetic purpose; Rose Oil, Deodorants, Nail Polish Remover, Lip Gloss, Lip balm, Lip Guard, Cleansing Milk, Sindoor, Bleach Cream, Massage Cream, Hand Wash, Hair Color, Soap, Eye Liner, Waving, Curling Preparations and Mascara
LAXMAN K. RAJPUROHIT
F-8 APMC MARKET-1, PHASE, SECTOR-19 VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI-400703
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

BUSINESS OF PROVIDING SERVICES OF A VARIETY OF GOODS ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS; SUCH SERVICES MAY BE PROVIDED BY RETAIL STORES, WHOLESALE OUTLETS, THROUGH MAIL, ORDER CATALOGUES AND OTHER MEDIUMS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

3597761  24/07/2017
Mr. VIPIN PAVITHRAN
GEETHAM, ERUVATTY P. O., (VIA) KADIRUR, THALASSERY – 670 642, KERALA STATE, INDIA
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS’ ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS (RETAILING, TRADING)
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

3597949 24/07/2017
ANIRUDDH A. BASU
10 VC, BALLYGUNGE PLACE, GARIAHAT, KOLKATA-700019
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. CHATTERJEE & ASSOCIATES
349/3,INDIRA GANDHI ROAD,KONNAGAR,HOOGHLY,PIN 712 235,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/2015

KOLKATA
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions & business management consultancy as included in class 35
3597984  24/07/2017
MR. GAURAV TRADING AS CASEMANTRA.
11795/6, SAT NAGAR, KAROL BAGH, DELHI-110005, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE MARKETING,
EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOM AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES
RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF CAR ACCESSORIES, BIKE ACCESSORIES, MOBILE
PHONE ACCESSORIES, READYMADE GARMENTS, CLOTHING, FASHION ACCESSORIES, COSMETICS, JEWELLERY,
ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY, BAGS, PURSES, WALLETS, SUNGLASSES AND FOOTWEAR.
DE GRANDEUR

3598018  24/07/2017

FOOD FUSION HOSPITALITY LLP
203, Plot No. 13, Shree Sharda CHS Ltd, Malad (W), Mumbai - 400064, Maharashtra
Limited Liability Partnership registered under the Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Advertising, marketing, business management, business promotion, business administration related to hotel
NEW E ZONE MARKETING PVT. LTD.
trading as ;NEW E ZONE MARKETING PVT. LTD.
B-16, KIRAN GARDEN, MAIN MATIALA ROAD, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K. GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.
Used Since :01/07/2017
DELHI
RETAIL WHOLESALE MARKETING OF AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, MACHINE (BCM), BED MASSAGER, SAUNA BELT, ACUPRESSURE TREATMENT PRODUCT AND FOOD SUPPLEMENT
MERGER WARE

3598167    24/07/2017
DHARMENDRA SINGH
PRESTIGE PALMS BLOCK, E 333 , ECC ROAD, WHITEFIELD, BANGALORE - 560 066. INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASHREE DEVCHOUHDHURY
17/3, VISHAL COMPLEX, 1ST FLOOR, , CAMBRIDGE ROAD, ULSOOR, BANGALORE-560008.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BUSINESS CONSULTING , MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, SUPERVISION AND ADVISORY SERVICES; BUSINESS CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS ACQUISITION AND MERGERS.
DHARMENDRA SINGH
PRESTIGE PALMS BLOCK, E 333 , ECC ROAD, WHITEFIELD, BANGALORE - 560 066 , INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASHREE DEVCHOUHDURY
17/3, VISHAL COMPLEX, 1ST FLOOR, , CAMBRIDGE ROAD, ULSOOR, BANGALORE-560008.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3598167

CHENNAI
BUSINESS CONSULTING, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, SUPERVISION AND ADVISORY SERVICES; BUSINESS CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS ACQUISITION AND MERGERS.
DIVISIVE
3598331  24/07/2017
PARESH RAJENDRA JAIN
RAJRATAN EXCLUSIVE, 395397, 2nd Floor, RAJSADAN, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI-400002
RAJRATAN EXCLUSIVE
proprietor

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising; Business intermediary services for the sale and purchase of goods and services, Auction services, Classified advertising services, Sales promotion, Retail department stores, Online retail store services, Providing an online commercial information directory, information via the Internet or other computer or communications networks; Providing an online searchable database in the field of consumer goods; Providing consumer products, Catalogue services, department store services and retail stores services in respect of dress material, textile fabrics and all kind of clothes, apparels readymade, footwear, headgear garments, fashion accessories, jewelry, watches, leather goods.
RAIPUR SMART CITY LIMITED
OUTDOOR STADIUM CAMPUS, INFRONT OF BUDHA TALAB, RAIPUR, (C.G.).

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PUBLIC RELATIONS
PENARDO BIOTECH

3598569    24/07/2017
HARISH SHARMA
#1155, SILVER CITY HEIGHTS, ZIRAKPUR, DISTT MOHALI, PUNJAB-140603
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, trading in Pharmaceuticals.
3598656   25/07/2017
VIRENDRA DUBE
709-C WING, UPVAN TOWER, Opp.SHETH JUGGILAL PODDAR ACADEMY, UPPER GOVIND NAGAR, MALAD EAST,
MUMBAI-97
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UMESH CHANDRA JOSHI
OFFICE NO.304, JAI GANESH VISHWA, VISHRANTWADI, PUNE-411015.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TELEPHONE SETS, MOBILE PHONES, MOBILE BATTERIES, MARKETING SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF DIGITAL
NETWORKS, GIFT NOVELTY, TRADERS OF ELECTRICAL GOODS / SERVICES, SHOPPING CENTRE, SUPER MARKETS,
DEPARTMENTAL STORE, GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
KARA

3598828  25/07/2017
SURESHKUMAR DALPATRAJ SOLANKI
153/F, 1ST FLOOR, GOPALNAGAR, PARVATPATIA, SURAT, GUJARAT
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SURESH P. VAISHNAV, ADVOCATE .
205, SURYA PLAZA, NR. GUJARAT SAMACHAR PRESS, UDHNA DARWAJA, SURAT-2, GUJARAT.
Used Since :07/09/2015

AHMEDABAD
ONLINE SERVICE WHOLESALE & RETAIL SERVICE OF TEXTILE & TEXTILE PIECE GOODS
3598923  25/07/2017
ALAN WILLIAM BROOKS
102 Central Road Avalon NSW 2016 Australia
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARTIK PUTTAIAH
INVN TREE IP SERVICES, NO.399, 15TH CROSS 5TH MAIN, SECTOR 6, HSR LAYOUT, BANGALORE-560102.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

curriculum vitae generation; project management services; employee appraisals; business management assistance; business management and organization consultancy; business efficiency expert services; business appraisals; business organization consultancy; advisory services for business management; payroll preparation; personnel management consultancy; personnel recruitment; psychological testing for the selection of personnel; registration of written communications and data; word processing; writing of curriculum vitae for others/ writing of résumés for others.
3598991  25/07/2017
BLUE SHADES HORIZON HEIGHTS LLP
Shop No. G-7, A-31, Kanchean Apartment, Tilak Nagar, JAIPUR- (302004) RAJASTHAN LLP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since :12/07/2017

AHMEDABAD

Online advertisements, Online ordering services (E-Commerce), online retail services and wholesales-retails services, relating to clothing, Readymade Garments, Textile pieces goods, & Online retail store, import- export, marketing services in class 35.
SH. SIDHANT GAUR PROPRIETOR OF M/S HERBAL REMEDIES
E-232, SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH NAGAR, PAKHOWAL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141012, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2017

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION,
MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO AYURVEDIC AND HERBAL MEDICINES.
ABDUL SAMATH ABDUL GANI GOLANDAJ TRADING AS MOHD ENTERPRISES
Flat no. 209, Bldg No.A-12, Gokuldham HSG SOC. Millind Nagar, Pimpri, Pune - 17
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Trading and Marketing of Synthetic resin adhesives for industrial purposes, Woodworking adhesives for industrial use, Adhesive wall decorations of wood
3599257   25/07/2017
RICA SPA
C.da Valcorrente, 95032 Belpasso, Catania, Italy
A Company incorporated under the laws of Italy
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADWITYA LEGAL LLP
E-47 THIRD FLOOR, ANAND NIKETAN NEW DELHI 110021
Used Since :18/01/2005
DELIHI
RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING COSMETICS; DEODORANTS AND
PERFUMERY FOR PERSONAL USE; ESSENTIAL OILS; SKIN, EYE, NAIL AND HAIR CARE PRODUCTS; OILS, CREAMS
AND LOTIONS FOR PERSONAL USE; TOILETRIES; SOAPS; HAIR REMOVAL, SHAVING PREPARATIONS AND
DEPILATORY PREPARATIONS; DENTIFRICES.
3599419    26/07/2017
KAJAL SAVLA
trading as ;ZHAISHA
D 30 PREMVARSHA, SAHAR ROAD, NEAR BISLERI COMPANY, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI 400099
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ONLINE SERVICES FOR SALE AND PURCHASE - (E COMMERCE FACILITY)
3599705  26/07/2017

SHAHIDA KANORWALA

trading as ;KANORWALA ENTERPRISES

9, CHIKALWALS, UDAIPUR - 313001, RAJASTHAN, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

ONLINE, RETAIL AND WHOLESALE TRADING BUSINESS.
BUILDERS HUB
3600480  27/07/2017
SUBIN THOMAS
Parackattu House, Parumala P.O, Thiruvalla, Pathanamthitta Dist, Kerala - 689626
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JOHN MATHEW & ASSOCIATES,
S/14, EMPIRE BUILDING OLD RAILWAY STATION ROAD COCHIN 682018 KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
IMPORT AND EXPORT, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL SERVICES; ON-LINE TRADING SERVICES TO FACILITATE THE SALE OF GOODS BY OTHERS VIA A COMPUTER NETWORK AND PROVIDING EVALUATIVE FEEDBACK AND RATINGS OF SELLERS GOODS AND SERVICES, THE VALUE AND PRICES OF GOODS, SELLERS PERFORMANCE, DELIVERY, AND OVERALL TRADING EXPERIENCE IN CONNECTION THERewith, MARKETING (ONLINE), MAIL ORDER SERVICES BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA, WEB SALES;
3600669    27/07/2017
SHRI RANI SATI SILK MILLS PVT. LTD.
S-2392-2393, 2nd floor, New Textile Market, Ring Road, Surat-395002 (Gujarat)
Company Registered under the Company Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD, SURAT-2
Used Since :01/04/2005

AHMEDABAD
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

3600670 27/07/2017
C. M. CREATIONZ
C. M. House, Plot No A-11, A-12, Mangal Group Society, Ved Road, Near Ved Darwaja, Surat-395004 (Gujarat)
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD, SURAT-2

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Retail Show room Services including Textile Fabrics, marketing of goods of Branded companies, Readymade garments for ladies, ladies suits, under garments, Clothing, gents and Kids, School Uniforms, Woolen Cotton, Silk and Hosiery items, Footwear, Head gear articles, Bed sheets, table cover, linen, leather jackets
MACVIZ LIFESCIENCES
3600732  27/07/2017
NEERAJ JAIN
C-36, PANDAV NAGAR, MEERUT, U.P.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS
3/112, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING, RETAIL & WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION OF MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
SHLOKA

3600901  28/07/2017

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING, RETAIL OUTLET, IMPORT & EXPORT, E COMMERCE & SHOWROOM FOR TEXTILE, SAREES & READYMADES DRESSES.
BLUEBERRY RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY PRIVATE LIMITED

3601086  28/07/2017
S. SAKTHIVEL
trading as; BLUEBERRY RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY
NO.7, CHAKARAVARTHY NAGAR, NARAYANA PURAM, PALLIKARNAI, CHENNAI - 600 100, TAMIL NADU
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
AMERICAN CONNECTIONN
3601722  28/07/2017
MANISH DEVNANI, TRADING AS, FASHION POINT
A-4, EARNING POINT COMPLEX, A.J. HOMES, KOLAR ROAD, BHOPAL (M.P.) - 462001
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.
Used Since :21/03/2016
MUMBAI
RETAIL BUSINESS OF READYMADE GARMENTS AND CLOTHS, RETAIL SHOWROOM OF READYMADE GARMENTS AND CLOTHS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
MUKESH MOHANLAL SHAH
SHOP NO. 39, MARUTI MANDIR LANE, 5th KUMBHARWADA LANE, MUMBAI – 400 004, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI , NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/06/1998

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKETING, SUPPLIER OF FERROUS & NON FERROUS METALS, STAINLESS STEEL
TOSWIM (BJ) TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.
ROOM 717, BUILDING 5, COURTYARD 5 NO.5, JINXING WEST ROAD, DAXING DISTRICT, BEIJING, CHINA
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE; ADVISORY SERVICES FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES; SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS; COMMERCIAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE LICENSING OF THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK; IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES; MARKETING.
SH. PAWAN KUMAR TRADING AS SHRI BALAJI CEMENT INDUSTRIES
Gaushala Road, V.P.O. Jai Singh Wala, Near Bagha Purana, Moga (Punjab).

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE", 54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).

Used Since: 01/04/2015

DELHI

Trading, wholesale, retail, export, import, marketing, distribution, shops, online selling, advertisement, business administration & business management services relating to Cements included in class 35
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

SH. PAWAN KUMAR TRADING AS SHRI BALAJI CEMENT INDUSTRIES
Gaushala Road, V.P.O. Jai Singh Wala, Near Bagha Purana, Moga (Punjab).

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE", 54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).

Used Since: 01/04/2015

DELHI

Trading, wholesale, retail, export, import, marketing, distribution, shops, online selling, advertisement, business administration & business management services relating to Cements included in class 35
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

3602472    30/07/2017
MRS. POOJA BANSAL TRADING AS KATYAYANI ENTERPRISES.
481/4, BALJEET NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110008, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/07/2016

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ONLINE MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS, CHEMIST SHOPS, INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING, MARKETING OF GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, GYMNASTIC AND SPORTING ARTICLES, HEALTH & FITNESS EQUIPMENTS, HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS, INSTRUMENTS & APPARATUS USE IN PHYSIOTHEREPY, HEALTHCARE & WELLNESS CLINICS.
BEROUJ

3603180  31/07/2017
EICHER GOODEARTH PRIVATE LIMITED
Raghuvanshi Mansion, Raghuvanshi Mills Compound, 11-12, Senapati Bapat, Lower Parel, Mumbai City, Maharashtra, India, 400013
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Retail store services and online retail store services featuring clothing, housewares, home accents and furnishings
3603668  01/08/2017
ASHOK DHARNIA
trading as ;BRAJ CHEMICAL AND MINERALS
MILE STONE NO. 252, N.H. 89, BIKANER - JODHPUR ROAD, DESHNOKE, DIST - BIKANER - 334801 (RAJ)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TCI REGISTRATION SERVICES
TCI REGISTRATION SERVICES A- 207, VIDHYADHAR NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADING OF CHEMICALS FROM MINERALS, WHITE MINERALS CHEMICAL AND RELATED ITEMS, MINERALS PRODUCTS.
CALICUT KALYAN CARDS

3603671   01/08/2017

MR. SAJEESH EDALATH, UDAYAM, 5/2352, POST KARAPARAMBA, THADABATTU THAZHAM, PIN 673010, KOZHIKODE
M/s.CALICUT KALYAN CARDS, 18/144, Rahmath mahal building, Post Chalappuram, Kallai Road, Kozhikode Dt, Pin 673002, Kerala, India

proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.

Used Since :09/02/2009

To be associated with:
3603670

CHENNAI

Showroom for the sale of event cards; marketing, trading, distribution, and sale of event cards.
3603673  01/08/2017

M/S. MKENZY
Door No 12/476-H, Koya Paramba Lane, South Beach Road, Kozhikode DT, Pin 673001, Kerala, India
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.
Used Since: 01/07/2017

CHENNAI
Wholesale, retail, marketing, trading, distribution, export, import and showroom sale of goods being automobile parts and accessories
USISPF

Priority claimed from 25/07/2017; Application No.: 87542156; United States of America

3603896 01/08/2017

US-INDIA STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP FORUM, INC.
2709 Olive Street NW, Washington, DC 20007, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
a Delaware non-profit corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ROBIN MARK GROSER
D-1/5, DLF QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE-I, GURGON

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Association services, namely, promoting the interests of businessmen and businesswomen, in International Class 35.
DEALZUZU.COM

3605109   02/08/2017

SANDIP MITTAL
KOTHI NO 233, PHASE 2, MOHALI, PUNJAB - 160055
IT ENABLED AND ONLINE SERVICES
Proprietor
Used Since :12/06/2017

To be associated with:
3605075

DELHI
advertising, online and offline discount coupons, online and offline deals, online and offline offers, marketing, sales, services consisting of the registration, rating, composition, compilation, evaluation of services provided by different service provider and sellers of products and services via online and offline; trading channels, marketing research and studies, business management and administration, online and retail store featuring different good and services, evaluation and analysis of service provided by different service provider and merchants,
3605872    03/08/2017
SHISHIR KABRA
27 PATEL SOCIETY, OPP TO POLICE COMMISSIONER OFFICE, SHAHIBAUG, AHMEDABAD, 380004
sole proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEGH LEX SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
204 'A' WING, MITTAL TOWERS 6, M G ROAD, BANGALORE-560001
Used Since: 23/12/2015

AHMEDABAD
ONLINE PORTAL FOR PROVIDING END TO END SOLUTIONS FOR GARDENING, E-Commerce activities selling and trading of agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and green; seeds, natural plants and flowers.
LOOTMELA
3609809  10/08/2017
ROBIN JAIN
#26, 1ST FLOOR 2ND CROSS, VINAYAKA NAGAR ROOPENA AGRAHARA, BANGALORE - 560068
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Provision Of An On-Line Marketplace For Buyers And Sellers Of Goods And Services, Advertising / Publicity, Advertising Agency Services / Publicity Agency Services, Providing Business Information Via A Web Site, Marketing, Commercial Administration Of The Licensing Of The Goods And Services Of Others, Retail Or Wholesale Services For Pharmaceutical, Veterinary And Sanitary Preparations And Medical Supplies
Dream2Cool
3622250  28/08/2017
PRITI CHAURASIA
KH NO-124/6, House No-3447/7, Ground Floor,Gali No-91, B-Block, Sant Nagar, Burari, Delhi-110084
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH SHARMA
Ch.No. 391, PATIALA HOUSE COURT, NEW DELHI-110001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Online Selling
TANMAY SAR, trading as BORDERLESS OFFICE LLP
22C, S/F, POCKET A-3, KALKAJI EXTN., NEW DELHI-110019
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since: 16/06/2016

DELHI
INTERNET BASED RECIPES LISTINGS, CONTESTS, RELATED ACTIVITIES ON FOODS AND RECIPES.
ASTROVASTUNUMERO

3634552  13/09/2017

ABHISHEK KISHORE

669, AAKRITI VILLA, ELDECO UDAYAN SEC II, RAE BAREILLY ROAD, LUCKNOW UP INDIA 226025

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VANCHINATHAN

No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Publicity and Advertisement, Business consultancy service, Business efficiency services, Business Organization, Office function
Pokeryaar
3639309  20/09/2017
CLUB EMPIRE TECH PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO. H-8, APSARA APARTMENTS, 67, PARK STREET, KOLKATA Kolkata WB 700016
SERVICE PROVIDER
PRIVATE LIMITED
Used Since :10/09/2017
DELHI
Advertising, marketing and promotional services Commercial trading and consumer information services as in class 35
Business assistance, management and administrative services Business analysis, research and information services
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 , 22/01/2018 Class 35

3655767 12/10/2017
SUNIL KUMAR RAVI
ARACKAL PAVATHITTA, NIRANAM.P.O, KADAPRA, THIRUVALLA, PATHANAMTHITTA 689 621, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. JAYACHANDRAN
SECURE AND SECURE, 54/3048, TEMPLE ROAD, KADAVANTHA, KOCHI-682020, KERALA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OF PROVISION STORE, MALL, VARIETY OF GOODS, KIDS
3659109  17/10/2017
RAHUL VERMA PROPRIETOR RAHUL JEWELLERS
SHOP No.1900/96/35, STREET No. 2, SATGURU NAGAR, DABA LOHARA, Ludhiana -141003. Punjab
PROVIDER.
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT,
B-336, BHA RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
RETAIL & WHOLESALE SHOP, SHOWROOM, IMPORT, EXPORT, ADVERTISING, MARKETING, SELLING ONLINE
MARKETING, EXIBITIONS, BUSINESS PROMOTION SERVICES RELATED TO PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS
AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES: JEWELLERY, GOLD
JEWELLERY, SILVER JEWELLERY, DIAMOND JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES AND ImitATION JEWELLERY;
WATCHES, WATCHBANDS, WATCHSTRAPS, WATCHCHAINS, WATCH CROWNS, WATCH BRACELETS & WATCH
POUCHES
3667162  01/11/2017
STARBUCKS CORPORATION
2401 Utah Avenue South, Seattle, Washington 98134, USA
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Washington, U.S.A

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Used Since :18/10/2012

To be associated with:
1236681, 1236682, 1240923

DELHI
Business administration; business management assistance; franchising, namely providing commercial assistance in the establishment and/or operation of restaurants, cafes, coffee houses, tea houses, and snack bars; retail store services in the field of coffee, tea, food, beverages, coffee and espresso makers, tea makers, tableware, kitchenware, books, musical recordings, wallets, travelling bags, shopping bags, handbags, jewelry, clothing and hats, toys, including stuffed toys; wholesale distribution (excluding the transport thereof) of food, beverage, housewares, and kitchenware; on-line retail store services featuring food, beverage, housewares, and kitchenware; administration of incentive award program through the issuance and processing of discounts in the nature of loyalty points for purchase of a company’s goods or services.
TIMES FERTILE CONVERSATIONS

3670113  04/11/2017
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Used Since: 16/06/2017

MUMBAI

Advertising And Publicity, Advertising Services; Business Management; Management Of Events, Sessions And Expert Consultations On A Wide Variety Of Topics, Business Administration; Office Functions And Services Related Thereto.
3670888  06/11/2017
FITTONN E COMMERCE PRIVATE LIMITED
AG-30, ASPEN GREEN, NIRVANA COUNTRY, SECTOR 50, GURGAON - 122018
THE TRADE MARK ACT - 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ONLINE MARKET PLACE FOR ALL TYPES OF FASHION PRODUCTS I.E. RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES RELATING TO JEWELLERY, CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR
FIRST LOVE SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD.
A-402, Silver Arrow, Road No. 2, Sunkernagar, Kalina, Santacruz East, Mumbai-400098
A Company organized and existing under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.
Used Since :31/07/2016

MUMBAI
Wholesale And Retail Services; Departmental Stores; Retail Services In Relation To Clothing, Accessories, Footwear, For Men, Women And Children; Online Retail Store Services; Advertising; Marketing; Import And Export Service; Business Administration; Advertising; All Included In Class 35.
UFLEX LIMITED
305, 3RD FLOOR, BHANOT CORNER, PAMPOSH ENCLAVE, GREATER KAILASH-I, NEW DELHI
a Public Limited Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHAV AGARWAL
KG-115, KAVI NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201001.UP.
Used Since :02/05/2016

DELHI
All marketing & media communications like, Press Releases-Online, Offline, Website, Social Media Platforms, Advertising, Office functions, Business Administration, Business Management, Technical Manual, Corporate Brochure, Corporate Presentation, Corporate Videos, Events & Exhibitions, Conferences, Stationary and Promotional Items, Email Communications, Internal & External Brandings & Posters
DABANG SMASHERS
3680703  17/11/2017
DOIT SPORTS MANAGEMENT (INDIA)PRIVATE LIMITED
15TH FLOOR,TOWER 2,WING-A ONE INDIABULLS CENTRE LOWER PAREL,SENAPATI BAPAT MARG,ELPHINSTONE ROAD,MUMBAI-400013
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF SPORTS PEOPLE, SPORTS PERSONALITIES AND PROMOTION OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS AND EVENTS
ARZAAN IMPEX & INFRATECH (OPC) PVT LTD
High Street Mall, 1st Floor, Shop No. B58, Kapurbawdi, Thane (W) – 400 606.
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
import and export of Dry fruits namely Saffron, Almond, Pistachio, Cashew and Food products namely Goat meat, Onion (Sliced & Chopped), Onion Powder.
Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Providing services in relation to Television Advertising, Television Commercial, Commercial information and advice for consumers, Communication Media, modeling for Advertisement or Sales Promotion, Production of Advertising Films being included in Class-35.
3682836    20/11/2017
RAHUL RAJKUMAR SHIVNANI
B. K. No: 110, 1st Floor, Padma Niwas, Shani Mandir Road, Ulhasnagar – 421 001
Proprietary Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. K. ASSOCIATES
104/2C, 2nd Floor, Lawrence & Mayo House, 276, D. N. Road, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RETAIL STORES, WHOLESALE OUTLETS, BUYING AND SELLING THROUGH MAIL ORDER CATALOGUES, ELECTRONIC MEDIA NAMELY WEBSITES, TELEVISION SHOPPING PROGRAMMES; IMPORTING, EXPORTING, MARKETING, RESELLING, DISTRIBUTING, TRADING OF CLOTHING AND READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING INNERWEAR NAMELY BODICES [LINGERIE], PANTIES AND BRASSIERES, CAMISOLES, CORSETS, SHAPE WEAR NIGHTWEAR, NIGHT GOWNS, HOSIERY, JEANS, KIDS WEAR; FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
3682838   20/11/2017
VENUGOPAL ADTHYA
5C, Rear Block, Sri Sai Subodaya Apartments, No. 66, East Coast Road, Thiruvanmiyur, Chennai-600041, Tamil Nadu
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :14/11/2017

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
3683735  21/11/2017
JINEEL RAJESH SHAH
200/201, NARSING CHS, OPP CORPORATION BANK, 4TH ROAD, KHAL (W), MUMBAI- 400052

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

business management assistance, Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
3684030  22/11/2017
YASHODA FOODS
Pahanda Road, Village - Bhothli, Tehsil - Patan, Amleshwar, Dist., Durg - 490042, Chhattisgarh
Registered Partnership Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Bringing together of a variety of goods (excluding the transport thereof), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; by means of electronic media, through website
3684125   22/11/2017
FIN BRANDS LLP
6A, Pushpak, 11th Floor, Flat No 6112, S.S. Co-operative Housing Society, Sion East, Mumbai 400037
Registered Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGANK AND BASUTKAR LAW PARTNERS
111, Om Tower, 11th floor, Plot No. 89, S. V. Road, Opp. Near Balbharti School, Opp. HDFC Bank, Kandivali West, Mumbai 400067

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, business management, business administration and office functions.
3684235  22/11/2017

K.MANI
M/s. AVTHAR CERAMICS No. 1, Avthar Nagar, Palani Road, Dindigul-624002.
single firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.
Used Since :01/04/2003

CHENNAI
Wholesale, Retail sale, online sale, import and export of Ceramics Tiles, Bathroom Fittings, Sanitary Fittings, Granites, Home Appliances and Building Materials.
3684435  22/11/2017
MUSAMMIL PADINHARE MANNAYODAN (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS M FAB
Door No:5/3403,C50,4TH Floor,Space Mall, Mavoor Road, Kozhikode - 673004, Kerala
Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPTURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :18/12/2010
CHENNAI
Retail services related to textiles and readymade clothing
YUZCARE
3684899   22/11/2017
YUZDERM PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
1/116, Dewan Tower, Wing No. 5, Opp Parvati Cinema, Navghar, Vasai West- 401202
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Retail services in relation to pharmaceutical preparations.
STENROZ BIOTECH

3685841  23/11/2017

STENROZ BIOTECH
SCO NO. 101, FIRST FLOOR, BALAJI ENCLAVE, PATIALA ROAD, ZIRAKPUR (PB.)
PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :21/11/2017

DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration & Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Trading, Marketing, Online Marketing, Import & Exports relating to Medicinal Preparations & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
3686631    24/11/2017
SHAKTI NATH UPADHYAY
35/1002, Seawood Estates, NRI Complex, Palm Beach Marg, Nerul, Navi Mumbai, Mumbai - 400706 Maharashtra
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHAWAL KANT SINGH (COMPANY SECRETARY)
A -233 GROUND FLOOR BUNKAR COLONY ASHOK VIHAR PHASE IV DELHI 110052
Used Since :30/03/2016
MUMBAI
Trading, export and import of Cosmetic and wellness products and its devices
3686784   24/11/2017
SHILPA DUGAR TRADING AS MANIPURA AYURVEDA
40, Burtolla Street, 2nd Floor, Kolkata – 700007
Proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/04/2017
KOLKATA
Trading of oil and cosmetics
CLAMY
3687055  24/11/2017
RAJU PARMA MAJERI.
Flat No. 3H/161 Kalpatru Aura, Opp. R City Mall, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (West), Mumbai-400 086, INDIA
Indian Inhabitant.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Services relating to retail, wholesale & selling of lipstick, makeup-kit, nail polish, nail polish remover, makeup remover, blusher, eye shadow, compact powder, eyeliner, kajal, cosmetics; foundation, maskara, primer, concealer, lip gloss, lip powder, hair oils, talcum powder & beauty cosmetics cream, perfumery, liquid soaps, shampoos, soaps; body wash, face wash, after shave lotion, creams, gels, lotions, cosmetic preparations, face pack bleaching preparations & other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring & abrasive preparation through a retail outlet, store or mall; retail services relating to aforementioned goods sold online through web sites; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers & sellers of aforesaid goods & services; presentation of goods on communication media for retail purposes being services included in class 35.
ELEMAGE WELLNESS
3687603   25/11/2017
SUPRIYA MODY
UNICHEM LABORATORIES LTD, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 2nd Floor, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai – 400 026
Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, business management and organization consultancy, marketing research, publication of publicity texts, business research, distribution of samples, retailing & distribution of medicines; food, health supplements, television commercials, television advertisements.
M/S: SUBHAM FOODS & PACKERS
WB PLAZA, 2ND FLOOR, NEW COTTON MARKET, HUBLI 29, KARNATAKA, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THARA & THARA
NO. 69/14, 2ND FLOOR, KASTURIBA NAGAR, 2ND CROSS STREET, ADYAR, CHEANNAI - 600 020.

Used Since : 25/10/2017

CHENNAI

3688868    27/11/2017
HONDA CARS INDIA LTD.
409, Tower B, DLF Commercial Complex, Jasola, New Delhi -110025
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAGAR CHANDRA & ASSOCIATES
2/48, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, SARVAPRIYA VIHAR, NEW DELHI 16

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Pertaining to advertising, marketing and promotional services.
3689378  28/11/2017
RAJANISH T. BARASARA
trading as ;ASPINO INTERNATIONAL
SHOP NO. 3, CERAMIC PLAZA - 1, FIRST FLOOR, 8-A NATIONAL HIGHWAY, TRAJPAR, MORBI, GUJARAT INDIA
Used Since :09/06/2014
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO SHOWROOM OF WHOLESALER, RETAILER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER, DISTRIBUTOR, MARKETING OF TILES, SANITARYWARE PRODUCTS AND WATER SUPPLY INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
3689420  28/11/2017
ASWIN C
SHAKTI TOWERS -1 ,766, ANNA SALAI, CHENNAI - 600 002.
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES.
KUKUNO HOUSE

3690693   30/11/2017

AKASH
11255/9, Street No. 3, Dori Walan, Karol Bagh, New Delhi-110005

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GEETIKA SHARMA
9274, C-9, Vasanat Kunj, New Delhi

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Retail services in relation to mobile phones, on-line trading services in which seller posts products to be auctioned and bidding is done via Internet.
Scift
3690878  30/11/2017
BHAVNA KANORIA
trading as ;GIFTISTREE
UNIT T6C, C WING, 5TH FLOOR, PHOENIX HOUSE, S.B.MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI-400013 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES.
RAVINDRA LALJI SONKAR
4A, DUBEY BHAVAN, RAMPYARI MARG, J.M.ROAD, NEAR ABHYUDAY BANK, BHANDUP (WEST), MUMBAI-400078
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING, MARKETING, IMPORT AND EXPORT OF SAFETY PRODUCTS, HOUSE HOLDS ITEMS FOR CLEANING AND STATIONERY PRODUCTS
BOUQUET FLORAL PRODUCTS

3691556   30/11/2017
JAFFAR BASHA SHEIKH trading as BOUQUET FLORAL PRODUCTS
KARSHAN CHAWAAL, ROOM NO 2, SHASHTRI NAGAR KALIAN, KOLEKALYAN, SANTACRUZ EAST, MUMBAI 400055
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
ZHANNA MUKADAM CHAWL, NIKLAW WADI, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 069.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, RETAILING, TELEMARKETING, TELEVISION ADVERTISING AND SALES SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
GSPU AND ASSOCIATES

3691595  30/11/2017

PRINCE.N.RAVI
FLAT.NO.6A, ARTECH SAMRUDHI, SYAM MANOR, THAMPURANMUUKKU, VANCHIYOOR.P.O, TRIVANDRUM, KERALA-695035

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCELLA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
TC:17/1254 (20), SL COMPLEX, OPP.SK HOSPITAL, EDAPAZHINJI, TRIVANDRUM-695006.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES RELATED TO ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERISED ACCOUNTING, ACCOUNT AUDITING, TAX AUDITING, BOOK-KEEPING, CHARTERD ACCOUNTANCY BUSINESS.
3692391  01/12/2017
MANOJ ENTERPRISES
Plot No. 20, 14/1 Vikas Nagar Neemuch (M. P.) Pin – 458 441
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAWDE MEGHA ASHOK
C-339,ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSE PVT. LTD , V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI 400 037

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Marketing, Advertising, Retail and wholesale, import and export services relating to poppy seeds.
3692822 01/12/2017
EBIX INC
1, EBIX WAY, JOHNS CREEK, GEORGIA- 30097
A DELAWARE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KC & CO.
A-37, WELCOME APARTMENT, SEC-9, ROHINI, DELHI 110085

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING,BUSINESS MANAGEMENT,BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION,OFFICE FUNCTIONS
3693375  02/12/2017
SAHIL
MALIKPUR (138), ACHHEJ, JHAJJAR, HARYANA - 124106
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHAL GAMBHIR
HOUSE NO.207/15, MASHAD MOHALLA, SONIPAT-131001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, Marketing And Business Services
3693423  02/12/2017
AJAY RANA
E - 52, GK - 2, GURUDWARA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110048
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3693420

DELHI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
3693610    04/12/2017
NARAYAN RAMAKRISHNA PRABHU
trading as ;INTEQCO ENTERPRISES
UNIT NO. - 209, 2ND FLOOR, SHIVAI PLAZA PREMISES CO.OPERATIVE SOCIETY LTD., NEAR MAROL INDUSTRIAL
ESTATE, MAROL, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI - 400059. MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DISTRIBUTION RETAIL MARKET PLACE ONLINE OF BODY SPONGES, KITCHEN SPONGES, BATH SPONGES, CLEANING
SPONGES, NATURAL SEA SPONGES, FACIAL CLEANSING SPONGES, MAKEUP SPONGES
3693692   04/12/2017
ALOK BHARDAJ
FLAT NO.-602, BLOCK NO-21 HERITAGE CITY, MG ROAD GURGAON 122002
SERVICE PROVIDER

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, CONSULTANT FOR ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE & TRANSFORMATION
Cute Station

3693795  04/12/2017

OMNI EDGE RETAIL PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO. 912 AND 914, 9TH FLOOR, CORPORATE ANNEXE, SONAWALA RD, GOREGAON- (EAST) MUMBAI-400 063
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PROVIDING SERVICES OF RETAILERS, DISTRIBUTORS, DEALERS, WHOLESALERS, IMPORTERS, EXPORTERS OF ALL TYPES OF MERCHANDISE, ARTICLES, CLOTHING, ETHNIC WEAR, JEWELLERY, ACCESSORIES, FOOTWEAR, GIFTS, ARTIFACTS, SPORTS / OUTDOOR LIFESTYLES AND TO OPERATE MALLS, HYPERMARKETS FOOD GROCERY SUPERMARKETS AND DEPARTMENTAL STORES, ON-LINE SHOPPING, ONLINE MARKETING OF CONSUMER AND OTHER GOODS, INTERNET ADVERTISING AND MARKETING, CREATING VIRTUAL MALLS, STORES, SHOPS, CREATING SHOPPING CATALOGUES, ONLINE TRADING IN AND OUTSIDE INDIA, BUSINESS INFORMATION, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES THROUGH VARIOUS MEDIA INCLUDING ONLINE MEDIA, INTERNET AND WEBSITE INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
Scream & Shout

3693796    04/12/2017
OMNI EDGE RETAIL PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO. 912 AND 914, 9TH FLOOR, CORPORATE ANNEXE, SONAWALA RD, GOREGAON- (EAST) MUMBAI-400 063
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PROVIDING SERVICES OF RETAILERS, DISTRIBUTORS, DEALERS, WHOLESALERS, IMPORTERS, EXPORTERS OF ALL TYPES OF MERCHANDISE, ARTICLES, CLOTHING, ETHNIC WEAR, JEWELLERY, ACCESSORIES, FOOTWEAR, GIFTS, ARTIFACTS, SPORTS / OUTDOOR LIFESTYLES AND TO OPERATE MALLS, HYPERMARKETS FOOD GROCERY SUPERMARKETS AND DEPARTMENTAL STORES, ON-LINE SHOPPING, ONLINE MARKETING OF CONSUMER AND OTHER GOODS, INTERNET ADVERTISING AND MARKETING, CREATING VIRTUAL MALLS, STORES, SHOPS, CREATING SHOPPING CATALOGUES, ONLINE TRADING IN AND OUTSIDE INDIA, BUSINESS INFORMATION, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES THROUGH VARIOUS MEDIA INCLUDING ONLINE MEDIA, INTERNET AND WEBSITE INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
TUGBOAT

3693872   04/12/2017
THINK TANK DIGITAL MEDIA PVT.LTD.
JMJ HOUSE, ORCHARD AVENUE, HIRANANDANI GARDENS, POWAI MUMBAI- 400 076 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, CREATIVE AGENCY, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS,
BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
3697514 07/12/2017
CMBK CONSULTANCY PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO 002 SY NO 138, 391 GROUND FLOOR, ICE QUEEN AMBER BUILDING, AREKERE MICO LAYOUT, BANNERGHATTA MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE 560076, KARNATAKA, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Used Since: 17/08/2015

CHENNAI
AUDITING AND ACCOUNTING, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, BUSINESS ANALYSIS SERVICES, TAX CONSULTATIONS (ACCOUNTANCY), IMPORT EXPORT CONSULTING, ADMINISTRATION OF BUSINESSES, CONSULTANCY RELATING TO BUSINESS PROMOTION AND MANAGEMENT, MARKETING AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT OF INVENTIONS, BRAND CREATION SERVICES, MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE IN BUSINESS AFFAIRS, STRATEGIC ADVICE RELATING TO COMPANY AFFAIRS, MANAGEMENT ADVISORY SERVICES FOR BUSINESSES.
3697580    07/12/2017
TAPAS RANJAN PANDA
Plot No. N3/443, Flat No. 102, B N Enclave, Nayapalli, Bhubaneswar, IRC Village, District Khorda, Odisha - 751015
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Business consultancy and advisory services; Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions
ANIL KUMAR
ANIL TRADERS, VISHWAS COMPLEX, KISHAN GARH ROAD, SHAHABAD MARKANDA, DISTT KURUKSHETRA,
HARYANA 136135
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV KUMAR SARDANA
H. No. 409/29, Dev Nagar, Gali No. 03, Sonepat 131 001
Used Since : 24/06/2015

DELHI
TRADING, MARKETING, RETAIL, WHOLESALE, ADVERTISEMENT RELATED TO GENERAL LIGHTING SERVICE;
COMPACT FLUORESCENT [CFL] BULBS; LIGHT EMITTING DIODE [LED], BULBS; TORCHES; FLASHLIGHTS AND PARTS
THEREOF; REFLECTORS, COOLERS, FANS, EXHAUST FANS, COOLER PUMPS, ELECTRIC KETTLE, ELECTRIC
TANDOOR AND THEIR PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, TUBES; ELECTRIC BULBS, TUBES, EMERGENCY LIGHTS,
SPOTLIGHTS; STREET LIGHTS; AND FIXTURES, AIR DRYERS, COOKERS, ELECTRIC COFFEE MACHINES, ELECTRIC
STREAMER, ELECTRIC KETTLES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 , 22/01/2018  Class 35

K.S. ARVIND
trading as ;MATRUSRI EDUCATIONAL ACADEMY
DNO: 2-1-290/5/1, LANE OPP VIJAYA BANK, NALLAKUNTA, HYDERABAD - 500 044, TELANGANA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAKSHA LAW ASSOCIATES
DOOR.NO. 20/312, ROAD NO. 12, WEST VENKATAPURAM, DINAKAR NAGAR, SECUNDERABAD - 500015 (A.P.)

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1363879, 1363880, 1363881, 1363882, 1363883, 1364395, 1571799, 2481177, 2481187

CHENNAI
PROVIDING OF ADVERTISING, MARKETING, PUBLICITY, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT , OFFICE FUNCTIONS RELATED TO EDUCATIONAL SERVICES.
3697761 08/12/2017
ARCHANA GOPINATH
trading as ;THE READING ROOM
TC 4/996, OPPOSITE KOWDIAR PALACE WALLS, KOWDIAR - AMBALAMUKKU ROAD, KOWDIAR, TRIVANDRUM KERALA, INDIA - 695 003
SERVICE PROVIDER
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BASIL AJITH
CHAMBER 22, MRRA-B5, DHARMADESON LANE, VANCHIYOOR, TRIVANDRUM, KERALA, INDIA-695035.

Used Since :21/09/2017
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
3697919  08/12/2017
TRANSMOGYFIERS DIGITAL STRATEGIC CONSULTING LLP
401, KRISHNA SHOPS & OFFICES COMPLEX, NR NEW VAISHALI SOCIETY, OPP DEVASHISH BUSINESS PARK,
BODAKDEV AHMEDABAD 380054 GUJARAT INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEMAL PRAKASHBHAI SHAH
A/702, DHANANJAY TOWER, OPP. SHYAMAL RAW HOUSE, SATELITE ROAD, AHMEDABAD- 380 015, GUJARAT

Used Since: 14/09/2017

AHMEDABAD
DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS AND MARKETING ADVERTISING BUSINESS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS IN CLASS 35.
3698791 09/12/2017

SANTOSH PAWAR
2/33, At Village Handikera, Tq Humnabad, Bidar - 585418, Karnataka
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :02/04/2014

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKETING, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES
3698805  09/12/2017
KSHIPRA VALLEY NATURALS
125 SHAGUN TOWER, ABOVE APNA SWEETS, AB ROAD (INDORE)

new application

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AKHIL KACHOLIA
1/7 MAHESH NAGAR OPP. SONTU MONTU SCHOOL, INDORE

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Online and Offline Advertising, Marketing, Social Media Marketing, Business Management, Business Administration, Office Functions of food and Foodstuff, Providing Consumer Product Information Relating to Food or Drink Products, Online wholesale store services featuring foodstuffs, Retail services for foodstuffs, Retail Services Relating to Food, Wholesale Store Services Featuring Foodstuffs, Online Retail Store Services Featuring Foodstuffs, Retail Services in Relation to Bakery Products, Wholesale Services in Relation to Foodstuffs, Wholesale Services in Relation to Food Preparation Implements and Supply Chain Management Services, Systematization of Information into Computer Database, Online Trading Services to Facilitate Sale of Goods Via Computer Network and Providing Evaluative Feedback and Rating of Customers, Retail and Online Retail Store Services Related to Food and Foodstuff and Overall Trading Experience in Connection Therewith and All other Services.
3698950  09/12/2017
PICK N HOOK ONLINE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
SWATHI RESIDENCY APARTMENT, 4TH FLOOR, PLOT NO. 3, NIRMALNAGAR ROAD, ONGOLE - 523002
THE TRADEMARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3271861
CHENNAI
provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services
3698954  09/12/2017
ROUND NECKS COTTON PVT LTD
22, PADI PUDU NAGAR, MAIN ROAD, ANNA NAGAR WEST EXT, CHENNAI- 600101
THE TRADEMARK ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
3698986 09/12/2017
INFOCREDIT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
6TH FLOOR, EMPRESA, 2ND ROAD, KHAR (W), MUMBAI- 400052
THE TRADEMARK ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
3699232  11/12/2017
SUKHWINDER SINGH
H.NO.102, Village Ranjitgarh, Bandra, Hingna,Mansa-151506
An Indian National

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Outsourcing services in the field of business operations; Advertising and business advice; Business consultancy relating to advertising; Business management, Marketing, Business Administration; Web site optimization
3699300  11/12/2017
UDITA GUPTA TRADING AS : FASHION BIZZ
65/3, PRAGATI NAGAR, KISHAN GARH, AJMER MADAN GANJ, KISHANGARH AJMER - 305801, RAJASTHAN
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since : 26/06/2015

AHMEDABAD
RETAIL STORES, WHOLESALE OUTLETS, THROUGH MAIL ORDERS, CATALOGS OF HANDICRAFT ITEMS, TEXTILE & TEXTILE GOODS, HOME FURNISHING & HOME DECOR, FOOTWEAR AND GARMENTS, CLOTHING, BABY PRODUCT, ACCESSORIES, ELECTRONIC & ELECTRICAL ITEMS, KITCHEN & TOILETRY PRODUCTS.
THE SECRET KITCHEN

3699412   11/12/2017
VARUN DAYANAND GUJARAN
trading as ;VAMA HOSPITALITY
1/SUNDER NIWAS, TILAK MANDIR ROAD, OPP. SAI BABA MANDIR, VILE PARLE EAST MUMBAI400057, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUSINESS ASSISTANCE, MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES, ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES
3699489  11/12/2017
REENA JAIN (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS M. D. WOODS
UG - 11, Silver Estate, Minalshree, 19/1, Y.N. Road, Indore - 452003, Madhya Pradesh
Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, services provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets, export, import related to plywood, veneers, laminates, mica, flush door, block board, decorative mouldings, acrylic resins, acrylic sheets, asbestos fibres, pvc (poly vinyle chloride) sheets, furniture, woods, wood cork, reed, cane, wicker
3699569  11/12/2017
GLOBAL INDIA TRADING CO.
681 Sector-7 Avas Vikas Colony Bodla Sikandra Agra 282007
PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Bringing together for the benefit of others selling various kinds of goods including finished jewellery, jewellery raw materials, craft materials.
3699570  11/12/2017
MANISHA SINGH
trading as ;ANANTANITYA
193, 1ST FLOOR, VINOBA PURI, LAJPAT NAGAR-II, NEW DELHI-110024
SERVIC PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHAUHAN CONSULTANCY COMPANY
2F-1 MOHAN BABA NAGAR TAJPUR ROAD BADARPUR BORDER NEW DELHI-110044
Used Since :01/11/2017

DELHI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ONLINE TRADING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADING
3699951  11/12/2017
RAJENDRA KUMAR MANEKCHAND JAIN
KANKU MANSION 18 JAIPRAKASH ROAD KANKU MANSION, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI- 400058
Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRISE LEGAL
B-703 Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp Infini Mall, Andheri(West) , Mumbai 400 053

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Online and Offline Retail of Jewellery.
3699972  11/12/2017
SHUBHAM GARG
1857 SECTOR-46 GURGAON
SOLE PROPRITORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK NASA
Vivek Nasa Advocate, Patent Agent and Legal Consultant, 1029 Sector 7 Extn Gurgaon 122001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
advertising services, online retail store services, online retail sale of furniture items imported goods hardware and sanitary goods & other household goods, Retail department stores; Retail on-line department stores; retail online services; Retail convenience stores; Retail on-line convenience stores; Computerized on-line ordering featuring general merchandise and general consumer goods household items, online services provided by means of a global computer network, on-line ordering services; Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions; Business intermediary services for the sale and purchase of goods and services
3700002   11/12/2017

HARI BHARDWAJ
FIRST FLOOR, A-114, NEAR SHASTRI BOOTH, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI, 110052
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MOHIT GULATI
GM & ASSOCIATES, A-341, DDA COLONY, CHOWKHANDI, TILAK NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110018.
Used Since :24/11/2017

DELHI

RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES IN RELATION TO COFFEE, TEA, FOOD, FOODSTUFF, AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTION AND ADVERTISING
Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Online marketing services; on-line trading services to facilitate the sale of goods by others via a computer network; On-line retail and wholesale distributorship services featuring general merchandise and general consumer goods included in class 35.
3700085   12/12/2017
STRATEGY ADVERTISING AND MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
AK 270, GROUND FLOOR, SECTOR II, SALT LAKE
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BiswaJit Sarkar, Advocate.
42-A, Dhan Devi Khanna Road, Kolkata - 700 054.
Used Since: 01/03/1995

To be associated with:
1244388

Kolkata
ADVERTISING, MARKETING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS
ELITISM ULTRA
PHARMACEUTICALS
3700128  12/12/2017
RAM NARESH PROP. OF ELITISM ULTRA PHARMACEUTICALS.
AO: PLOT NO-26, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, HSIIDC, BARWALA-133001, (PANCHKULA), CHANDIGARH.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO-9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, WHOLE SALES, RETAILER, DISTRIBUTION OF MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, BABY FOODS, SURGICAL GOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS, MEDICAL EQUIPMENTS, HOSPITAL ITEMS IN CLASS-35.
SR-FISA

3700129 12/12/2017
MR. ASIF MALIK PROP. OF AL MALIK ENTERPRISES.
SHOP NO- 107, MARKAJ, MASJID ROAD, KAILA BHATTA, GHAZIABAD.
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, SERVICES, SHOWROOMS, WHOLE SALER, RETAILER, MARKETING AND ONLINE SALE- PURCHASE, OF KEY RING, PHONE ACCESSORIES, TOYS, ARTIFICIAL JEWELRY, CROCKERY, WALLET LADY BAG, ELECTRONICS ITEM, BEDSHEETS, CURTAINS, CUSHION COVER, DOOR MATE ETC, HANDICRAFT ITEM ALL TYPE
3700190  12/12/2017
M/S. KARTHIKEYA RETAIL PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
2-1-145, ROAD NO. 7, JANAPRIYA NAGAR, MIYAPUR, HYDERABAD- 500049, TELANGANA, INDIA.
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

ONLINE, RETAIL AND WHOLESALE BUSINESS OF APPARELS, EYEWEAR AND FOOTWEAR, ADVENTURE SPORT EQUIPMENT AND FRUIT JUICES.
VERSATILE BONDS PVT. LTD.
B-241, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1, NEW DELHI-110028, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1627265

DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration & Business Management Activities, Exporter & Importer, On-Line Marketing, Wholesale & Retail Outlets, Showroom And Shops Including Services Relating To Distribution, Trading And Marketing Of Adhesives used in industry, Chemicals used in industry, Adhesive materials in the form of bands [other than for household, medical or stationery use], Adhesive packaging tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes, Stopping materials and Insulating material.
3700300  12/12/2017
NAND NANDINI
PLOT NO. 02, TRIVENI VIHAR COLONY, BRAHMPURI BUS STAND, JAIPUR- 302002
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since :20/08/2014

AHMEDABAD
RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND FRANCHISE BUSINESS OF BEDSHEETS, CUSHION COVER, DECORATIVE ITEMS, DUVET COVER, JEWELLERY, DECORATIVE UMBRELLA INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
3700361  12/12/2017
SHEETAL MISHRA TRADING AS M/s FORTUNE TRADERS
6A, BLK. AF, SHALIMAR BAGH, DELHI-110088.
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL. NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions; Organisation of advertising events; Event planning and management for marketing, branding, promoting or advertising the goods and services of others.
3700418  12/12/2017
ASHISH KUMAR GUPTA
HOUSE NO 306 A, OPP BOL BUM COMMUNICATION, GORAKHPUR-273001
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services
3700445  12/12/2017
MILKUSH E-RETAIL & MARKETING LLP
REGUS BUSINESS CENTER, 16 TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER, CUFFE PARADE, COLABA, MUMBAI -400005
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
YSS GLOBAL TRADE PVT. LTD.
RM NO.3, KOHINOOR APPARTMENT, DATTAPADA ROAD, BORIVALI EAST, MUMBAI-66
PVT. LTD.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TRADE OF CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, GYMNASTIC AND SPORTING ARTICLES
NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; DECORATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS TREES
3700482  12/12/2017

RENJITH KUMAR
LEKSMI BHAVAN, ELENJUMMOODU, POWDIKONAM P.O, TRIVANDRUM, KERALA-695587
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
ARCTIC MART LLP.
H NO. 788, 208/B, KHNO. 282, GALI NO 13, UTTRAKHAND ENCLAVE, SHASTRI PARK - 2, NATHU PURA, DELHI- 110084
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANDEEP GUPTA
363, Aggarwal Modern Bazar, C-33, Lawrence Road, Delhi-110035.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
CHIDAMBARAM THANU.K, PROPRIETOR TRADING AS SECUNAT CONTROLS & AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
NO:12/50, MIDDLE STREET, THAZHAKUDY, KANYAKUMARI DIST-629901, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADHI LEGAL SOLUTIONS
ALPHA TOWERS, OLD NO.96, ARMENIAN STREET, 1ST FLOOR, SHREE KALIKAMBAL TEMPLE BACKSIDE, PARRYS, CHENNAI - 600001.

Used Since :01/05/2017

CHENNAI

ADVERTISING, WHOLESALE, RETAIL SALE, MARKETING, ONLINE SELLING, IMPORT AND EXPORT FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, RECORDED, MONITORS, (COMPUTER, HARDWARE), COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES, INTERCOMMUNICATION APPARATUS, TRANSPONDERS, VIDEO RECORDERS, CAMCORDERS, MONITORING APPARATUS, ELECTRIC, RECEIVERS (AUDIO AND VIDEO), CHIPS, (INTEGRATED CIRCUITS), BIOMETRIC SYSTEMS, ACCESS CONTROL, SMART CARDS, RFID READERS, CCTV , IP CAMERA AND, WIFI CAMERA.
3700580   12/12/2017
V F C CONSULTANCY PRIVATE LIMITED
42, FIRST FLOOR, DHABA COMPLEX, BHIWADI, ALWAR - 301019 (RAJASTHAN)
COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH GUPTA
E-167/A, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHMIE, JAIPUR - 302001 (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since: 05/08/2015

To be associated with:
3700579

AHMEDABAD
Advertising, Business Management, Business Administration And Office Functions.
3700583  12/12/2017

YOGESH B. THAKKAR TRADING AS KENTOSSA PHARMACEUTICALS
F/4, PAAK-II, OPP.-SHRIJI ENCLAVE, ABOVE SBI BANK, ANANDNAGAR TO RAMDEVNAGAR ROAD, SATELLITE,
AHMEDABAD-380 015. GUJARAT. INDIA.
A SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380
013. GUJARAT. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

SERVICES OF ADVERTISING, EXPORTING, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, TRADING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
SERVICES RELATING TO PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS,
NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS AND COSMETIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
3700587    12/12/2017
M/S. NROOTZ
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/ 785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35,KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ONLINE MARKETING, E-COMMERCE, ONLINE SALES AND PROMOTION, ONLINE PUBLICITY.
3700612  12/12/2017
PAWAN KUMAR GARG TRADING AS PAWAN GARMENTS
B-531, NALBANDA GALLI, HAZURI ROAD, LUDHIANA-141008 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since: 01/04/1988

DELHI

Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Trading, Marketing, Online Marketing, Import & Exports relating to Hosiery & Ready-made Clothing including School Uniforms.
KHENI JIGNESHBHAI KALUBHAI (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS PRINVEL ENTERPRISE
G-5, AVANTI FLATS, LABHESHWER BHUVAN, L.H ROAD, SURAT- 395006, GUJARAT.
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

ONLINE MARKETING, ONLINE ADVERTISING, ONLINE WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING, COMPUTERIZED ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES, ONLINE WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES FEATURING MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS.
GABANI

3700664    12/12/2017
KISHOR KUMAR LALJIBHAI GABANI
B/316, TIRUPATI SOC, OPP.PANI NI TANKI, YOGICHOK, NANAVARACHA, SURAT.
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Retail services, Wholesale services, Advertising, Business management services, Administration of businesses, Business administration services, Providing office functions, Office functions services.
3700707  12/12/2017
MR. BIPUL KUMAR
Office No-01 First Floor, Shiva Complex, Kalgidhar Enclave, Baltana, Mohali 140604
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DRASHTI ANANDPRAKASH SHARMA
51 "K" GOVT. COLONY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL SEVA SAMAJ, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, marketing and promotional services Commercial trading and consumer information services namely Retail and wholesale services in relation to Herbal Products And Beautycare Products, Auctioneering services, Rental of vending machines, Brokerage services, Business contact services, Collective buying services, Commercial evaluation services, Competition arrangements, Distributorship services, Import and export services, Mediation and negotiation services, Ordering services, Price comparing services, Procurement services for others, Subscription services Business assistance, management and administrative services Business analysis, research and information services And rental, hire and leasing in connection with the aforesaid, included in the class; and advice, consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in the class.
3700751 12/12/2017
SANTHOSH KUMAR K
KALATHIL HOUSE, MUHAMMA P.O., MUHAMMA, ALAPPUZHA, KERALA - 688525
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Advertising; Business Management; Business Administration; Office Functions
FizzWizz

3700799   12/12/2017

ASHWANI SONI
TRADING AS M/S FIZZWIZZ R/O ALHA CHOWK, GANDHI NAGAR, MAHOBA, UP-210427
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL LESE LAW FIRM
PLOT NO. 285, SECTOR-14, GURGAON, HARYANA - 122 001, INDIA
Used Since :01/01/2017

DELHI
Advertising, Business Consulting Brand management, Content production for Advertisement, Marketing services provided means of digital networks
HOLIN

3700889   12/12/2017

PINAKIN VINUBHAI BHAKTA

Bhakta Faliya, Post - VAV - 394326, Taluka - Kamrej, District - Surat.

a sole proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:

KARNI TRADE MARKS.

4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Wholesaling, Retailing and Distributing; Offering for Sales and Sales of Goods in the Retail and Wholesale Trade; Establishment and/or Operation of Retail Mailing; Promoting of the Goods and Services of Others by arranging for Sponsor; Import and Export of Merchandise; Selling of Merchandise in wide variety of Products; Advertising; Franchises Services; Business Management and Administration; Office Functions; Organization of Exhibition and Trade Fair for Commercial or Advertising Purpose; Professional Business Consultancy; Business and Marketing Research; Class - 35.
3700904 12/12/2017
SORENTO GRANITO PVT.LTD.A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
8-A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, OLD GHUNTU ROAD, MORBI-363642, GUJARAT-INDIA
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1884227, 1884228

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO SHOWROOM, EXPORT, IMPORT, TRADING AND RETAIL, OUTLET ENGAGE TO
SANITARYWARE, BATH ACCESSORIES, SANITARY PRODUCTS, CERAMIC PRODUCTS, CERAMIC TILES, CERAMIC RAW
MATERIALS AND BUILDING MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS – 35
KRISNANSH SAREE
3701248  13/12/2017
KRISNANSH SAREE
B-3035-36, 1ST FLOOR, MILENNIUM TEXTILE MARKET, RING ROAD, SURAT-395002 GUJARAT INDIA
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMC INTELLECTUAL SERVICES
First Floor, Aaradhna Building, Near Karnataka Bank, Hiramodi Sheri, Udhna Darwaja, Surat - 395002
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3696616
AHMEDABAD
WHOLESALE, RETAIL AND IMPORT EXPORT SERVICES OF TEXTILE GOODS, SAREES, DRESSES, READY TO WEAR CLOTHING AND YARNS
3701336  13/12/2017
KAMNA SHEKHAWAT TRADING AS : KAMNAZ
D-601-602, KRISHNA KAYERI YAMUNA NAGAR, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/2016

MUMBAI
RETAIL STORES, WHOLESALE OUTLETS, THROUGH MAIL ORDERS, CATALOGS OF PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR
ALLOYS; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES;
MR. SANDIP KUMAR J. BARIYA TRADING AS-KISHAN GROW INDUSTRIES
D-3 PRANAV BUNGLOWS, B/H SANIHYA SUPLEX, AJWA WAGHODIA RING ROAD VADODARA-19
NO
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVKAR ASSOCIATES
103 gold plaza,M.G. road indore

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
TRADING OF COSMETIC, HEALTH & SANITARY PRODUCT
3701404  13/12/2017
ANERI GRUH UDHYOG
48, SHAKARNAGAR SOCIETY, STATION ROAD, BOTAD
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HIREN THAKKAR & ASSOCIATES
HIREN THAKKAR & ASSOCIATES 603B CENTRAL BUSINESS SPACE NR.PARTH RESIDENCEY OPP. FORTUNE LANDMARK HOTEL USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD GUJARAT, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Retail services provided by grocery stores including in class 35
HOUSE OF SENSATION

3701619   13/12/2017
MAA SUSHMA ENTERPRISES
COMMERCIAL OFFICE SPACE NO.: 201, 2ND FLOOR, RAWAT CITY APARTMENT, DANAPUR, PATNA, BIHAR, PIN - 801503
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
Ground Floor, Shyam Kishori Homes, Behind: Hotel Rajasthan, Frazer Road, Patna, Bihar, PIN - 800001 IN

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
ECOMMERCE, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MAIL ORDER, ONLINE RETAIL
3701635  13/12/2017
PADMA RAMESH
PLOT NO-1, FOURTH SOUTH, MAIN ROAD (GROUND FLOOR), NEELANKARAI, CHENNAI - 600115
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions e-commerce
3701717  13/12/2017
SAMBHAV SETHI
H.No 500, Street No.3, basti hazoor singh, opp Govt primary school, PIN 152123
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANika JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Online retail services relating to handbags, ready made garment, jewelry, Watches
PLAYWIN

3701756   13/12/2017

PAN INDIA NETWORK LIMITED
135, CONTINENTAL BUILDING, DR. ANNIE BESANT ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018, INDIA.
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH M BHAGNARI
BLOCK NO. A-168/335, NEAR GURU NANAK HIGH SCHOOL, KURLA-CAMP ROAD, ULHASNAGAR-421004,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1874206, 3449706

MUMBAI

PRESENTATION OF GOODS AND SERVICES ON COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA FOR RETAIL PURPOSES, IN RESPECT OF
LOTTERY SERVICES AND LOTTERY PRODUCTS; RETAIL OR WHOLESALE SERVICES FOR LOTTERY SERVICES AND
LOTTERY PRODUCTS; LOYALTY CARD SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE
FUNCTIONS; CUSTOMER SERVICE AND RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT; ADVERTISING; MARKETING; PUBLICITY;
WRITING OF PUBLICITY TEXTS; PUBLICATION OF PUBLICITY TEXTS; PRODUCTION OF INFOMERCIALS; ONLINE
ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING
TIME ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA; OPINION POLLING; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS AND TRADE FAIRS FOR
COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES.
3701865    13/12/2017
MONISHA MUKHERJEE
Flat 305, Vars All Seasons Apts, 6th Cross, Old Airport Road, Konena Agrahara, Vimanapura Post, Bangalore - 560017
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :11/10/2017
CHENNAI
Retail services for clothing.
unboxdealz
3701868 13/12/2017
QUBELEX EXIM LLP
ADITYA GOLD CREST, GC-208, 2ND FLOOR, VAIBHAV KHAND 2, INDIRAPURAM GHaziabad UP 201010
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Sales promotion for others
B. B. MINERALS & METALS

3701869   13/12/2017
MR. SHIV JAGDISHCHANDRA GUPTA TRADING AS B. B. MINERALS & METALS
Plot No. 59, Rajeshwar Park, Belatarodi Road, Besa T Point, Near Honda Showroom, Nagpur - 440 034
Sole proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Dealer and Traders of Ferro Alloys, Ferro Silicon, Silicon Manganese, Charcoal, Quartz and other minerals
3701957  13/12/2017
KAVITA ANKUSH BORUDE
6, Acropolis Apt, ITI Rd, Aundh, Pune, 411007
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248,
HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :01/04/2006

MUMBAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions, Retail business services, Franchise business services.
3701976 13/12/2017
YAMU’S PANCHAYAT
92, NDMC Market, Outer Circle, Cannaught Circus, Opp. Haldirams, New Delhi-110001
Sole Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAISWAL HARSHIT AND COMPANY
Banthra Bazar, Kanpur Road, Lucknow-227101
Used Since: 01/04/1994

To be associated with:
3048894, 3048896

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ONLINE MARKETING,
WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND
MARKETING OF PAN, SWEET SUPARI, SMOKING ARTICLES, HUKKA, PRE ROLLED SMOKING CONES, CIGAR,
CIGARETTES, TOBACCO PRODUCTS, BIDI, QIWAM, CHEWING TOBACCO, KHAINI, SNUFF, MATCH BOX, DRY FRUITS,
CONFECTIONERY ITEMS, AYURVEDIC TABLETS, FOOD PRODUCTS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATER, FRUIT DRINKS,
FRUIT JUICES & NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; PAN SHOPS & DEPARTMENTAL STORES
3702049  13/12/2017
KAVITA REKHA JAIN
BL-51(W), First Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi-110088
An Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASWAL ASSOCIATES
59 HARMONY APARTMENTS POCKET-1 SECTOR-4 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110078

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Advertising; Online Advertising On A Computer Network; Organisation Of Promotions Using Audiovisual Media;
Promotional Marketing Services Using Audiovisual Media; Preparing Audio-Visual Presentations For Use In Advertising;
Business Management; Business Administration; Provision Of An Online Market Place For Buyers And Sellers Of Goods
And Services, Presentation Of Goods On Communication Media For Retail Purpose; Retail And Sale Of Software,
Mobile applications, downloadable computer programs, Electronic Books, Downloadable, Downloadable Multimedia Files,
Downloadable Musical files, Downloadable digital books, Downloadable Audio & Video files, Downloadable Image files,
Downloadable electronic greeting cards for sending by regular mail, Postcards, Picture Postcards, Print Letters,
Informational Letters, Greeting Cards, Musical Greeting Cards, Pop-up Greeting Cards, File Holder, Cases /Covers For
MONEY CAPITAL HEIGHT RESEARCH INVESTMENT ADVISERS PVT. LTD.
Plot No.21, II Floor, Usha Nagar Extension, Near Ranjit Hanuman Temple, Above State Bank of Patiala, Indore, Madhya Pradesh 452009, India
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :31/05/2011

MUMBAI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions related to Printed matter; insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs included in class 35
SHOP DIRECT TV LIMITED
AUTO CARS COMPOUND, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD - 431005, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP, RETAIL AND ORDERING SERVICES, TELEMARKETING CONNECTED WITH ELECTRICAL STIMULATION APPARATUS DEVICES AND ARTICLES USED AS AIDS TO BODY SLIMMING, BODY MASSAGING AND MUSCLE TONING, ELECTRIC MASSAGE APPARATUS FEATURING BODY BELTS AND PADS USED FOR SLIMMING PURPOSES, HEALTH AND FITNESS BELT, SHAPING BELT, SHAPING SWEAT BELT ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS, ADVERTISING; DISTRIBUTION OF CREDIT AND DISCOUNT CARDS; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS AND TRADE FAIRS FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS, DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES
3702271   14/12/2017
MOHD. SHAHZAD TRADING AS M/s D.K.ENTERPRISES
8739, WARD NO-14-B, SIDHI PURA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005.
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Online advertising services.
3702370  14/12/2017
MANOHARAN.V  
DEVI BHAVAN, TC 23/425, VALIYASALA GRAMAM, VALIYASALA TRIVANDRUM, KERALA  
PROPRIETORSHIP  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
EXCELLA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS  
TC:17/1254 (20), SL COMPLEX, OPP.SK HOSPITAL, EDAPAZHINJI, TRIVANDRUM-695006.  

Proposed to be Used  
CHENNAI  
DISPLAY, IMPORT & EXPORT, EXHIBITION, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SALES OF POOJA ARTICLES, STONES AND JEWELLERY
3702383  14/12/2017
EXDION SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
5th Floor, STC Trade Center, 7/A, Nandini Layout, Bangalore-560096
A private limited company, incorporated under the provisions of Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL BANGALORE
NO 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3373701, 3373703

CHENNAI
Compiling of information into computer databases; Compilation of data into computer databases; Collating of data in computer databases; Automated data processing.
UNIVIEW

3702537  14/12/2017

UNIVIEW SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD
4126, NAYA BAZAR, NEAR PILLI KOTHI, DELHI-110006

PROPRITOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
F-175, 30 FUTA ROAD, KHAJURI KHASS DELHI 110094

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

WHOLESALE SERVICES AND RETAIL SERVICES ELECTRONIC DOOR LOCKS AND ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS, WIRELESS CALLING SYSTEM, GUARD TOUR PATROLLING SYSTEM, INTRUDER ALARM SYSTEMS, ELECTRONIC SAFES, BUILDING SECURITY SYSTEM, ENTRANCE & PARKING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IN CLASS-35.
DODA MODA

3702538  14/12/2017
NARENDRA KUMAR JAIN
M/S ARHAM TRADING COMPANY AT-6292, IST FLOOR, STREET NO-3,BLOCK NO-6, DEV NAGAR,KAROL BAGH DELHI-110005
PROPRITOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
F-175, 30 FUTA ROAD, KHAJURI KHASS DELHI 110094

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
WHOLESALE SERVICES AND RETAIL AGENCY FOR MEN’S, WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S IN CLASS-35.
3702583 14/12/2017

ZHOOYI MEDIAWORKS INDIA PVT. LTD
trading as :ZHOOYI MEDIAWORKS INDIA PVT. LTD
X/37 AB3, TULSI TOWER, KCRA LANE 5 KAKKANAD , KOCHI - 682 030 , KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRG ASSOCIATES
4TH FLOOR,D.D VYAPAR BHAVAN KADAVANTHRA - 682020, ERNAKULAM, KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF SOCIAL MEDIA, PROMOTIONAL SERVICES RELATED TO FILMS, BRAND CREATION SERVICE ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION, PROVIDING MARKETING CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF SOCIAL MEDIA, PRODUCTION OF CINEMA COMMERCIALS, ADVERTISING, CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILM ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PUBLICITY MATERIALS, PROMOTIONAL CONSULTANCY, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
VICCI

3702680  14/12/2017
SH. PARVEEN NAYYAR TRADING AS VOILET EXIM.
B-17, EAST AZAD NAGAR, OPP. MCD PRIMARY SCHOOL, DELHI-110051., INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, EXPORTER & IMPORTER, ONLINE MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOM AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS.
LONGMAN E COMMERCE PRIVATE LIMITED
S-341/T/F OUTER RING ROAD, PANCHSHEEL PARK, NEW DELHI - 110016
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
SVIMO

3702885   14/12/2017

SAKSHI KOHLI GOSWAMI
54, SARWAL COLONY, OPP DEWAN JANJ GHAR, JAMMU-180005

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ONLINE RETAIL SERVICE TO MOBILE ACCESSORIES
STAPLE BASKET

3702904    14/12/2017

M.V. ROshan Varma

# 135, 7th Cross, 4th Main, APMC Yard, Yeshwanthpura, Bangalore - 560022

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

Nadar Venila

C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Retail services for rice, cereals, pulses, processed food.
3702963  14/12/2017

OFF-WHITE LLC
c/o Gelfand, Rennert & Feldman, LLP, 360 Hamilton Ave., #100, White Plains, New York - 10601, USA
A United states limited liability company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
3703138  15/12/2017
YAHYA P.K
trading as ;E TONE
PARAMBAN KULANGARA, KUMMANKODE, NADAPURAM,P.O, KOZHIKODE - 673 504, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.P. BIMALDAS,ADVOCATE
ROOM NO.2, HOTEL WHITE LINES, KALLAI ROAD, CALICUT

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
EVENT MARKETING, EVENT MARKETING SERVICES, ELECTRONIC STOCK MANAGEMENT SERVICES, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
HAPPYPERKS.COM
3703383    15/12/2017
VAKKY IDEAS PVT LTD
No-16, 4th Floor,6th Block, Koramangala, Bengaluru - 560095, Karnataka
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Electronic commerce services, namely, providing information about products via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes, advertising, marketing, business promotion and retailing services
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Advertising, marketing, Business management, business administration, sales promotion, wholesale and retail services related to dried fruits
3703609    15/12/2017
PADMANABHAN LOGU
trading as ;SHYAM EVENTS
NO.3, 9TH STREET, VENKATESHWARA COLONY, KODUNGAIYUR, CHENNAI - 600 051, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SINGLE FIRM
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
TO PROVIDE THE EVENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES.
DEBASMITA DEBATA
FLAT-108, FIRST FLOOR, POCKET-C, BLOCK L, DDA LIG FLAT, MOLARBANDH, NEW DELHI - 110044

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Business Service, Human Resources Consultancy, Marketing Consultancy, Employment Consultancy, Business Consultancy, Executive Search Services, Executive Search And Placement Services, Executive Search And Selection Services, Promotional Advertising Relating To Philosophical Training, Career Advisory Services (Other Than Education And Training Advice), Career Information And Advisory Services (Other Than Educational And Training Advice)
S.S.T.B
3703758  15/12/2017
SHAIKH JAHID AHAMED NOOR MOHAMED
B-808, VINIT TOWER, VERSOVA LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (W), MUMBAI-400 052, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SOLE APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
E-COMMERCE, ONLINE, RETAIL SERVICES CONNECTED TO READYMADE GARMENTS, FOOTWEAR, BELTS FOR CLOTHING CAPS (HEAD GEAR)
3703774  15/12/2017
ASIM SHARAD MILMILE
SHREE VILLA, HOUSE NO 101, SMURTI NAGAR, KORADI ROAD, BEHIND TULI PUBLIC SCHOOL, BOKHARA, NAGPUR-441111
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWATI R JAIN
18E444, ICICI BANK LANE, CHOPASANI HOUSING BOARD, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, PIN 342008
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical and medical preparations and supplies
3703813  15/12/2017
FEDERATION OF INDIAN DIRECT SELLING INDUSTRIES
K-233, Upper Ground Floor, Vijay Vihar, Phase-2, Sector-4, Rohini, New Delhi-110085
SOCIETY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JANMEJAY SINGH RAJPUT & ASSOCIATES
Building No. 56, Third Floor, Sant Nagar, East of Kailash, New Delhi-110065

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, Business Consulting
3703856  15/12/2017
SREE SAKTHY AGRO CHEMICALS
No 45, 8th Street, Tatabad, Coimbatore - 641012
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Used Since : 28/09/2016

CHENNAI
Retail services in relation to cleaning preparations, Wholesale services in relation to cleaning preparations
3703935   15/12/2017
SRIYANSH KNITTERS (P) LTD.
H-7, TEXTILE COLONY, LUDHIANA-141003 (PB.)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2005

To be associated with:
1792013, 3075733

DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Trading, Marketing, Online Marketing, Import & Exports relating to Textile Piece Goods, Cushion Covers, Pillow Covers, Bed Sheets, Quilts, Quilt Covers, Throws/Blankets, Table Mats made of Textile Materials, Table Runners of Textile, Haircloth, Baby Blankets, Baby Buntings, Sleeping Bags for Babies & Interior Decoration Fabrics; Hosiery & Ready-made Clothing.
HEALTHWISHER

3703947   15/12/2017

AMOL ANAND GAIKWAD
Sent Sabestin Sutari Chawl 6/1, Shivkrupa Nagar, Kanjur Village, Bhandup (East), Mumbai-400042
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENILLA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Electronic data processing services relating to health care information.
3704010  15/12/2017
BATTE ANGADI, REPRESENTED BY ITS PROPRIETOR K.R.DINESH
Opp: Gokul Hotel, Bassatti Koppal, Hassan - 573 201, Karnataka, India
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :01/04/2008

CHENNAI
Retail and Wholesale outlet for Readymade Garments and Hosiery

Transliteration : BA-BATTE ANGADI (label)
3704294  16/12/2017
SALMAN AYYUB Bhai Patel Proprietor of New Royal Beauty World
Gr. Floor, Sabji Sale Bazar, Opp. Bhatt Hospital, Nr. N.S. Market, Chauta Bazar, Surat. Gujarat-India.
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. Patel & Co.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Used Since: 01/07/2017

AHMEDABAD

Service related to wholesale, retail & showroom of hair creams, hair serums, cosmetics item in class 35
SAFE SHOP

3704348  16/12/2017
SAFE AND SECURE ONLINE MARKETING PVT. LTD.
A-3/24, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI-110058, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Vojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3141698, 3491453, 3491459, 3495136

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE MARKETING, EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOM AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF FOOTWEAR, HOSIERY & READYMADE GARMENTS, OPTICAL, EYEGASSES, SUNGLASSES, LENS, SPECTACLES, TEXTILES & TEXTILE GOODS, BED & TABLE COVERS, SUITING & SHIRTING, SUIT LENGTHS, DRESS MATERIAL, FABRICS, NARROW WOVEN FABRICS, FURNISHING, BLENDED & COATED FABRICS, BED SHEET, LEATHER GOODS, PURSES, WALLETs, BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, WATCHES, JEWELLERY.
3704666   17/12/2017

PANKAJ KUMAR
570 Nai Abadi, Gali No 18, Hanumangarh Town (Raj)
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Sale Purchase of medicines, cosmetics and dietary feed supplements
3704668    17/12/2017
MOHIT TALUJA
HOUSE NO. 366 R, MODEL TOWN PANIPAT (HARYANA)- 132103
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DIXIT MEHTA
#2850, Near Rama Ashram, vpo Siwan, Siwan, Dist kaithal, Haryana
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, Business Management, Business Administration, office Function
TECHNOMINE

3704673  17/12/2017

HARDIK DHIRUBHAI PANCHAL

D/3, VAIBHAV APPARTMENTS, PART-1, OPP.BOMBAY GARAGE, SHAHIBAUG ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380004.

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ANU SHARMA ADVOCATE

625, SECTOR-5, NEAR HUDA GROUND, GURGAON, HR 122001

Used Since: 01/01/2006

AHMEDABAD

Advertising, Marketing, Promotional services, Electronic billboard advertising, bill-posting, outdoor advertising, Layout services for advertising services, Modeling advertising or sales promotion, On-line advertising on computer network, Advertising via electronic media, Advertising via internet, Pay per click advertising, Advertising via mobile phone networks, Advertising via electronic media specifically internet, Production of advertising films, publication of publicity texts, publicity columns preparation, publicity material rental, radio advertising/radio commercials, sales promotion for others, sponsorship search, telemarketing services, television advertising, Production of television commercials, Updating of advertising material, writing of publicity texts, Public relations, demonstration of goods, presentation of goods on communication media for retail purposes, shop window dressing, organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes, organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes, organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes, Loyalty scheme services, incentive and bonus program services, rental of advertising space, rental of advertising time on communication media, advertising by mail order, direct mail advertising, dissemination of advertising matter, distribution of samples, administrative processing of purchase orders, arranging newspaper subscriptions for others, arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others, commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop], commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others, import-export agencies, price comparison services, procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses], auctioneering services, rental of vending machines, Business management assistance, business inquiries, business management of hotels, business management of performing artists, business management of sports people, commercial or industrial management assistance, business efficiency expert services, outsourcing services [business assistance], relocation services for businesses, telephone answering for unavailable subscribers, employment agencies, personnel recruitment, personnel management consultancy, psychological testing for the selection of personnel, document reproduction, invoicing, payroll preparation, photocopying services, secretarial services, shorthand, transcription, typing, word processing, business management consultancy, business management and organization consultancy, business organization consultancy, professional business consultancy, advisory services for business management, office machines and equipment rental, rental of photocopying machines, business information, business appraisals, business investigations, business research, commercial information agencies, cost price analysis, economic forecasting, news clipping services, marketing research, marketing studies, opinion polling, Collection and systematization of business data, compilation of statistics, Business management services, business project management, Business strategy development services, Conducting online business management research survey, business information and advisory services, and business consultancy services, Business administration services, Business administration services for the processing of sales made on global computer network, Mail sorting, handling and receiving Office functions covered in class 35.
3704685  17/12/2017
SURYA SASTHA ENTERPRISES
Door no.17, Plot No.4A, 1st Cross, MGR Street, Jayalakshmi Nagar, Thirumullaivoyal, Chennai-600062
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VENKATESH S
Fortune City, Block A, S10, 17 Hospital Rd, Ambattur, Chennai 600053

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Retail store services featuring clothing; Computerized online retail store services; Computerized on-line retail store services; Retail services provided by apparel stores; Retail services provided by clothing stores
PARENTCRAFT

3704741  17/12/2017

PARENTCRAFT INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
64, Dhar Kothi, Residency Area, Indore-452001, Madhya Pradesh
A Company registered under Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

ADVERTISEMENT & MARKETING SERVICES, PROVIDING ONLINE COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES, BUSINESS INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES, ADVERTISING CONSULTANCY; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, CAREER ADVISORY SERVICES (OTHER THAN EDUCATION AND TRAINING ADVICE), JOB PLACEMENT, RECRUITMENT SERVICES, RETAIL & WHOLESALE SERVICES IN RELATION TO EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIES & STATIONERY MATERIAL
3704745  17/12/2017

PARENTCRAFT INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
64, Dhar Kothi, Residency Area, Indore-452001, Madhya Pradesh
A Company registered under Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

ADVERTISEMENT & MARKETING SERVICES, PROVIDING ONLINE COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES, BUSINESS INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES, ADVERTISING CONSULTANCY; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, CAREER ADVISORY SERVICES (OTHER THAN EDUCATION AND TRAINING ADVICE), JOB PLACEMENT, RECRUITMENT SERVICES, RETAIL & WHOLESALE SERVICES IN RELATION TO EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIES & STATIONERY MATERIAL
3704749  17/12/2017

AJITA MAHAJAN
9/ARYA SAGAR, LALA LAJPAT RAI ROAD, TILAK NAGAR, DOMBIVLI (E) - 421 201
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPA KULKARNI
Thane (w)

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PROVIDING ALL TYPES OF ADVERTISING AND BRANDING SERVICES
3704915  18/12/2017
JAMEELUDEEN
11, Malayaperumal street, broadway, chennai 600001, Tamil nadu
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :10/09/2017
CHENNAI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions, business management consultancy, business organization consultancy
JUGAAD FUNDA
3705357  18/12/2017
MANISH MALOJIRAO PATIL
5B, Rajhans Residency, S.N. 245/4/2 & 245/5/1, DP Road, Baner - 411007 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
An Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3697315

MUMBAI
providing business information via a web site; business management assistance; commercial or industrial management assistance; outsourcing services [business assistance]; business management for freelance service providers; business management and organization consultancy; business efficiency expert services; advisory services for business management; commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; compilation of information into computer databases; web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; business research; marketing research
3705373  18/12/2017
VISWA AND DEVJI DIAMONDS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO - 16, TV SWAMY ROAD (EAST), RS PURAM, COIMBATORE - 641002
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Used Since :09/04/2007

To be associated with:
2869527

CHENNAI
Retail services for jewellery, Wholesale services for jewellery, Advertising services relating to jewellery, Online retail services relating to jewellery, On-line wholesale store services featuring jewelry, Advertising services relating to jewelry
INFORMATIVE60 LOCALBEE

3705436  18/12/2017
VENKATA SAI PRASAD PONGUBALA
trading as ;INFORMATIVE60
10-86, ANNEMMAGARI PALLI VILLAGE, PEDDAUPPARA PALLI POST, SOMALA MANDAL, CHITTOOR DISTRICT, ANDHRA PRADESH, PIN 517257.
BUSINESS AND CORPORATE SERVICES
REGISTERED

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

BUSINESS PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT FOR THE MARKETING, PROMOTING OR ADVERTISING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES VIA COMPUTER FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; AND APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING SERVICES; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING RATINGS, REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATION ON MERCHANTS, CONSUMER PRODUCTS, BUSINESS EVENTS AND SERVICES. RETAILING OF ELECTRONIC AND DIGITAL GOODS, RELATING ACTIVITIES OF ALL KINDS, ADVERTISING AND DIRECTORY SERVICES, ADVERTISING AGENCY, DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER, RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE, RENTAL OF PUBLICITY MATERIAL, UPDATING OF ADVERTISING MATERIAL, ADVERTISING BY MAIL ORDER, PURCHASING, SELLING AND / OR LEASING ADVERTISING OF TIME SLOTS AND TIME SPACE, ADVERTISING BY CLOSE CIRCUITS TELEVISION, ADVERTISING BY ALL KIND OF MEDIAS AND DISPLAY DEVICES, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF PERFORMING ARTISTS, RADIO ADVERTISING, RADIO COMMERCIALS, TELEVISION ADVERTISING, ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS, SERVICES, BRAND IDENTITY AND COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND NEWS OF THIRD PARTIES THROUGH PRINT, AUDIO, VIDEO, DIGITAL AND ON-LINE MEDIUM; COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND DIRECTORY AGENCY; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMMERCIAL INFORMATION DIRECTORY ON THE INTERNET; TELEPHONE DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE SERVICES; TELEPHONE DIRECTORY INFORMATION AND TELEVISION ADVERTISING BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
Jai vaishnov computer tunch

3705606  18/12/2017

HARISHANKAR SETH TRADING AS JAI VAISHNOV COMPUTER TUNCH

Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since: 01/04/2013

DELHI

Retail services for jewellery
3705614  18/12/2017
THOUGHT 2 THINGS
A Wing, 410, Megacentre, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :01/06/2017

MUMBAI
Online retail store services featuring cosmetic and beauty products, clothing and accessories, Online retail store services featuring metal hardware, Online retail services relating to toys, Online retail store services featuring fabrics, Online retail store services featuring games, Online retail store services featuring bags, Online retail store services featuring tableware, Online retail services relating to gifts.
Race K2K
3705709   19/12/2017
ABHISHEK KASHYAP
Vill: Dalwali Kalan, P.O: Datarpur, Dist: Hoshiarpur, Punjab, 144222, India
An Indian National

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Business management, Advertising, marketing, business promotion in respect of competitions, cultural, sporting activities and other events.
QATER LIFE PHARMA

3705725    19/12/2017
FAYAZ AHMAD WAR PROPRIETOR OF M/S QATER LIFE PHARMA
PETHKINIHAMA MAGAM, BUDGAM-193401, JAMMU & KASHMIR.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION,
MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS, COSMETICS PRODUCTS AND FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
GLADS FASHION

3706030  19/12/2017

MRS. ARCHANA GULATI TRADING AS GLADS FASHION.
KH. NO.-406/2, NH-8, DELHI GURGAON ROAD, RANGPURI, MAHIPALPUR, NEAR SHIV MURTI, NEW DELHI-110037, INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, EXPORTER & IMPORTER, ONLINE MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOM AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS, FABRICS, SUITING AND SHIRTING AND FOOTWEARS.
Bagdrive

3706240  19/12/2017
RAVI K. FUDHANAWALA TRADING AS BAGDRIVE TOURIST BAGGAGE
Plot no.64, Mayur Industrial Estate, Nr. Manhar Dying, Bamroli Road, Surat, Gujarat – 394210
Sole Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. GANESH P. JUVEKAR
17 - 14/B, ZAoba WADI, THAKURDWAR, MUMBAI - 400002.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions, administrative processing of purchase orders, providing business information via a web site, demonstration of goods, distribution of samples, marketing, presentation of goods on communication media for retail purposes, radio and television advertising, telemarketing services.
3706257    19/12/2017
M. SOURYA PRAKASH
994, 3rd A Cross, 1st Block, HRBR Layout, Kalyannagar, Bangalore – 560043, Karnataka
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :01/11/2015

To be associated with:
3120646

CHENNAI

ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKETING, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES
3706285  19/12/2017
J THATCHAYANI
62/1, M.S.KOIL STREET, (1ST FLOOR), ROYAPURAM, CHENNAI - 600013
THE TRADE MARK ACT - 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Advertising Agency Services / Publicity Agency Services
WELFIES SPORTS PVT LTD
1508-5TH FLOOR, HI LITE BUSINESS PARK, POOVANGAL, PANTHEERANKAVU, CALICUT, KOZHIKODE - 673014
THE TRADE MARK ACT - 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF SPORTS PEOPLE, ADVERTISING, IMPORT, EXPORT, DISTRIBUTION, ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS THROUGH INTERNET BASED RETAIL STORES, MARKETING, RETAIL AND WHOLESALE OF SPORTS AND WELLNESS RELATED PRODUCTS, EXPORT AND IMPORT AGENCIES, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES, E COMMERCE AND WEB BASED SELLING
MUCHCHAD
3706353  19/12/2017
PRANAY HANNA
I-4 Kirti Nagar New Delhi-110015
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAARTHI BHATIA
5/19, Kirti Nagar Industrial Area, New Delhi-110015.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Business Management, Business Administration and Office Functions.
3706687  19/12/2017

VANDANA SETH.
H-803, 8TH FLOOR, PEARL COURT, RAMPRASTHA GREENS, SECTOR-7, VAISHALI, GHAZIABAD, U.P.-201010, INDIA.

INDIVIDUAL NAME.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, EXPORTER & IMPORTER, ONLINE MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOM AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF ORGANIC FERTILIZERS, ORGANIC ACIDS, ORGANIC CHEMICALS, ORGANICS SOIL ENHANCEMENT POWDERS AND PREPARATIONS, ORGANIC COSMETICS, STATIONERY AND PRINTED MATERIALS, FABRIC OF ORGANIC FIBRES, TEXTILE AND TEXTILE PIECES GOODS, HOSIERY, READYMADE GARMENTS, FOOTWEAR, ORGANIC FOOD PRODUCTS AND CONFECTIONERY PRODUCTS.
iB Cricket
3706752  19/12/2017
IBUILD INNOVATIONS INDIA LTD.
Plot # 30 & 31, West Wing, First Floor, Nanakramguda, Financial District, Gachibowli, Hyderabad – 500032
Goods and Services Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA GRANDHI
No. 2404, Tower No. 17LH, Lanco Hills Technology Park Pvt. Ltd., Manikonda, Hyderabad - 500089, Telangana, India
Used Since :13/08/2017

CHENNAI
Advertising in connection with a virtual reality game, including promotions relating to the sale of articles and services for third parties by the transmission of advertising material and the dissemination of advertising messages on both digital and offline networks.
LEGATO HEALTH TECHNOLOGIES

3706764     19/12/2017

ANTHEM INC.
120 MONUMENT CIRCLE, INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
A public listed company established under the laws of Indiana, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO.
SUITE 305, DELTA WING RAHEJA TOWERS # 177 ANNA SALAI CHENNAI-600002
Used Since :05/10/2017

CHENNAI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions
ADLEY MEDICARE

3706803 19/12/2017

ADLEY MEDICARE
(1)415, MUGHALCHAK, ALINAGAR, WARD NO. 10, MUGHALSARAI - 232101, CHANDAULI , U.P
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Advertising services relating to pharmaceutical products, Retail services or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies, Billing services in the field of healthcare, Business administration services in the field of healthcare.
LALIT MOHAN KALA
#902, KAROR, SHIVALIK VIHAR, NAYA GAON, MOHALI
INDIVIDUAL AN INDIAN CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising services relating to pharmaceutical products, Retail services or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies, Billing services in the field of healthcare, Business administration services in the field of healthcare, Product Marketing Services.
WEALTH ELIXIR
3706938  20/12/2017
REKHA GOYAL
E-1/61, II FLOOR, SECTOR-7, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY
HITU NITU STORE

3707056   20/12/2017
RAJKUMAR SINGH
25/27 NEMANI BUILDING, 3RD FLOOR ROOM NO 1 & 2, 2ND BHOIWADA, BHULESHWAR, MUMBAI 400002
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. PAYAL JAIN
218, Second Floor, B Wing, Building No. 3, Mittal Industrial Estate, Marol, Andheri East, Mumbai - 400059

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions as covered under class 35.
WSS

3707155    20/12/2017
LINGAPANDI
1/97, WEST STREET, VASAVAPPANERI, TUTICORIN (DIST), PIN-628613, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Wholesale, Retail sale, Online sale of Sports equipment, Sports training apparatus and Sportswear.
RUPSHEE
3707221  20/12/2017
RUPSHEE COMMUNICATION PRIVATE LIMITED
502, 5TH FLOOR,SUVOJAN COMPLEX, MILAN PARK SOCIETY,C.G.ROAD,NAVRANGPURA AHMEDABAD Ahmedabad GJ 380009
Used Since : 19/05/2011
AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
TANISHI

3707662   20/12/2017
HARESHBHAI VELJIBHAI DHANANI
SANKALP COMPLEX, FLAT NO. 102, NR. KANYA CHHATRALAYA, UNIVERSITY ROAD, RAJKOT - 360005

proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DHRUVALKUMAR D. BALADHA
DHRUVALKUMAR BALADHA & CO., PARTH COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, OPP. BHARAT DAIRY, NR. INDIRA CIRCLE, UNIVERSITY ROAD, RAJKOT-360002.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions and other services being included in class 35.
HALDWANI LIVE

3707695  20/12/2017
PANKAJ PANDEY
H NO 249, Bareilly Road - GOJAJALI UTTAR, OLD ITI,
proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH NIGAM
SHOP NO 14 & 15 ROHTAZ PLAZA RAVINDRAPALLI 226016 UP

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
•Advertising, marketing and promotional services, advertising, advertising agencies, outdoor advertising, layout services for advertising purposes, marketing, modeling for advertising or sales promotion, online advertising on a computer network, production of advertising films, publication of publicity texts, publicity columns preparation, publicity material rental, radio commercials, sales promotion for others, sponsorship search, telemarketing services, television commercials, updating of advertising material, writing of publicity texts
828

3707703  20/12/2017

KULDEEP MAHESHWARI

Sector 27, Plot No. 508, Pradhikaran, Nigdi, Pune -411044

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA

C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

3123812

MUMBAI

Wholesale services for clothing.
CHAISPA
3707791  20/12/2017
VIVEK AGARWAL
Second, E – 7, Greater Kailash 1, New Delhi, South Delhi, Delhi – 110048
individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TEESTA HANS, ADVOCATE
SS Intellectual Property Neeti Consultancy LLP A-32, Sector 35, Noida, UP-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
advertising, marketing, e-commerce and promotional activities
TEASPA

3707793   20/12/2017

VIVEK AGARWAL

Second, E – 7, Greater Kailash 1, New Delhi, South Delhi, Delhi – 110048

individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

TEESTA HANS, ADVOCATE

SS Intellectual Property Neeti Consultancy LLP A-32, Sector 35, Noida, UP-201301

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

advertising, marketing, e-commerce and promotional activities
XEGAL

3707851  20/12/2017
SIDDHARTHA GUPTA
6A/53, WEA, Sat Nagar, Karol Bagh, New Delhi, Delhi - 110005
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R.SRINATH
NO.38, ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI- 600 002

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Wholesale and Retail of Customised Corporate Gifts, Mobile Accessories
3708204  21/12/2017
ANAPURNA HOTELS PVT. LTD.
INDIA HOUSE, 9TH FLOOR, 69 GANESH CHANDRA AVENUE, KOLKATA – 700 013, WEST BENGAL
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPM SERVICES
NOWAPARA,NEW TOWN,KOLKATA 700 157,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/1989

KOLKATA
SALES OF COOKED FOOD & FOOD PRODUCTS SUCH AS SNACKS, DESSERTS, AERATED AND NON AERATED BEVERAGES THROUGH RETAIL OUTLETS ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE; ADVERTISEMENT, BUSINESS PROMOTIONAL & DEVELOPMENT SERVICES RELATED TO HOTELS & RESTAURANTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
ENRICH HAIR & SKINCARE PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.

3708346    21/12/2017

ENRICH HAIR & SKINCARE PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
G-1/G2, SHERATON CLASSIC, CHARATSINGH COLONY, OFF. ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 069

DIRECTORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
AROOJ

3708453  21/12/2017
M/S AROOJ INDUSTRIES
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE KHONMOH SRINAGAR KASHMIR (J&K)
partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. K. MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City-134003 Haryana

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BUSINESS AFFAIRS & COMMERCIAL FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, RETAIL STORES, WHOLESALE, IMPORT &EXPORT, MARKETING TRADING, PACKING, PROCESSING
KALARI KIDS
3708542   21/12/2017
GREEN GOLD ANIMATION PRIVATE LIMITED
A1101, The Platina, 11th Floor, A Block, Gachibowli, Hyderabad – 500 032, Telangana, India.
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Retail Stores, Online Retail Services, Wholesale Store Services, Mail Order Retail Services, Online Department Store Services, Advertising, Brand Promotional Activities
ELECTRONEX

3708567  21/12/2017

DEVANG S BHANSALI
304/6, POTHOHAR VILLA, LBS MARG, KURLA WEST, MUMBAI - 400070, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI , NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

ADVERTISEMENT, MARKETING AND CUSTOM AUCTIONS
The Dough Story

3708656   21/12/2017

SWEETTOOTH FLAVOURS LLP
304, 3rd Floor, Enterprise Centre, Opposite Airlink Hotel, Off Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai, Maharashtra – 400 099, India
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MS KLIENT RECHTS & CO
Office No. 10, First Floor, Mithila Shopping Centre, Near Sahakari Bhandar, V. M Road, Juhu Scheme, Vile Parle (West), Mumbai, Maharashtra – 400049.
Used Since :13/10/2017

MUMBAI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions
3708986    22/12/2017
KALPRAJ RETAIL VENTURE
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. KUMAR & CO.
G.F., D-248/10, BALAJI COMPLEX, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions
NikkisPride

3709012   22/12/2017
NEELAM KHANDELWAL PROPRIETRESS OF M/S. SS CORPORATION
D141, tower D, Dlf New Town Heights, A-L Tower, Sector 90, Gurgaon, 122005
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUNAL KHANNA & CO.
45/11, EAST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110008

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Business management, Office functions, Retail and Wholesale of marble handicrafts, wooden handicrafts, home decor, home furnishings, wedding gifts, corporate gifts included under class 35.
3709217  22/12/2017
SATISH KUMAR TRADING AS STENSA LIFESCIENCES
SCF- 490, SECOND FLOOR, MOTOR MARKET, MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH- 160101 (U.T) INDIA
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore, Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Marketing, retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies, Herbal medicines, Herbal extracts for medical purposes, Herbal creams for medical use, Herbal cosmetics products
MAXBIN

3709386   22/12/2017
VIMLA DEVI SHARMA W/O SHANKAR LAL SHARMA
VILLAGE-ALISAR, VIA-KALADERA, TEH CHOMU, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN -303801
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHEKHAR PAREEK
F-17, SHREE NATH TOWER, CENTRAL SPINE, VIDHYADHAR NAGAR, JAIPUR-302039, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

RETAIL, WHOLESALE, DISTRIBUTION, TRADING, FRANCHISE BUSINESS, IMPORT AND EXPORT OF FERTILIZER, SEED, BELT, JEWELRY, WOODEN, MARBLE AND BRASS, HANDICRAFT, BED-SHEET, TOWEL, QUILT, CUSHION COVERS, HOUSEHOLD ITEMS, BEAUTY CARE PRODUCTS, HAIR DYE, HAIR SHAMPOO
CASHULK

3709703   22/12/2017
SAYANVERSE INTERNET (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
DR. SATYA NARAYAN DAS BAGAN, LAKURDI, BURDWAN - 713102
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Advertising; Business Management; Business Administration; Office Functions
ThemeChain

3709880  22/12/2017
ENCORE THEME TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LTD.
C-23, 5th Cross St, 1st Floor, Thiru-Vi-Ka Industrial Estate, Guindy, Chennai – 600 032 India.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Used Since :01/06/2017

CHENNAI
Outsourcing services [business assistance], Computer database management services, Compilation of computer data bases, Business consultancy and advisory services, Market reporting consultancy, Commercial consultancy services, Professional business consultancy, Risk management consultancy [business], Providing business information via a web site, Compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on the internet, Web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes, Web site traffic optimisation, Search engine optimisation, Search engine optimisation services (marketing services)
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

3710173 23/12/2017
M/S. SKANDA RETAIL PVT LTD
#6 & 7, Behind Keys Hotel, Singasandra, Hosur Road, Bangalore 560068
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARIKRISHNA S HOLLA
193, KASHI BHAVAN, 6TH CROSS, GANDHINAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 009
Used Since: 14/12/2017

CHENNAI
Retail Services, Including But Not Limited To Direct Retailing By Sales Representatives, Door-To-Door Sales, Sales Via Catalogues, Mail Order And Telephone Sales, Sales Via The Internet And Computer Networks, Sales In Public Places Other Than Stores; Public Relations And Advertising; Demonstration Of Goods, Including But Not Limited To Demonstrations Showing Features, Uses And Assembly Of Various Goods; Wholesale Services; Franchising Services; Business Administration Services; Business Management Consultancy Services; Organisation Of Events For Business Purposes; Organisation, Management And Administration Of Loyalty Programs And Incentive Schemes; Public Relations And Advertising
ALLCARTY
3710228   23/12/2017
SIDDHARTHA GUPTA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions.
AADESH
3710587  23/12/2017
RUPESH UDAYSANKAR VYAS, SOLE PROPRIETOR OF AADESH ENTERPRISES
NATIONAL HIGHWAY-8, BADARADA, DISTRICT – RAJSAMAND, RAJASTHAN, INDIA
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :05/02/2004

To be associated with:
3704333

AHMEDABAD
SHOPS, SHOWROOMS, MALLS, RETAIL AND WHOLASALE OUTLATES,SHOPPING CENTRES, TRADING OF FOOD
PRODUCTS, RETAIL TRADING IN GROCERY ITEMS, FMCG FOODS AND MASALA PRODUCTS, RETAIL SERVICES
PROVIDED BY DEPARTMENT STORES;; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; RETAIL SERVICES
FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS; PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA FOR
RETAIL PURPOSES; ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS,
RETAIL ON-LINE DEPARTMENT STORES.
3710773  25/12/2017  
SKIMMY GUPTA 
A-3, SURAJ SADAN 37, VALLABH NAGAR SOCIETY, N S ROAD NO-3, NEAR COOPER HOSPITAL, JUHU SCHEME, MUMBAI - 400056 
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999 

Address for service in India/Attorney address: 
VANCHINATHAN 
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031 

Proposed to be Used 
MUMBAI 
marketing
3710774    25/12/2017
AVINASH PATIL
102 GOLDEN NEST KATARA HILLS, LAHARPUR, BHOPAL - 462043
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]
3710781 25/12/2017
PUSHPENDER KALLAE
3-18-129 PRAGATHI NAGAR, RAMANATHAPUR, HYDERABAD - 500013
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services
3710788 25/12/2017
CHHAVI PAREEK TRADING AS BILDAPT
E-9/506, CHITRAKOOT SCHEME, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR-302021, RAJASTHAN
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since :01/12/2017

AHMEDABAD
RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND FRANCHISE BUSINESS OF WOODEN HANDICRAFT, MARBLE HANDICRAFT, METAL HANDICRAFT, MEN-WOMEN APPARELS, HOME FURNISHING INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
MR. VENKATA LAKSHMI NARAYANA ITHA
D NO. 10-498, G.V.RAMANA STREET, MARKAPUR TOWN, PRAKASAM DISTRICT, ANDHRA PRADESH.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana
Used Since :08/01/2016

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT;
PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS OVER THE INTERNET; MARKETING ANALYSIS; COST ANALYSIS;
BUSINESS PROFIT ANALYSIS; COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS; COST PRICE ANALYSIS; STRATEGIC BUSINESS PLANNING AND ANALYSIS.
3710946  25/12/2017
HEMANT
3G-119, G-BLOCK, NIT 3, FARIDABAD-121001, HARYANA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHIT GULATI
GM & ASSOCIATES, A-341, DDA COLONY, CHOWKHANDI, TILAK NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110018.
Used Since :19/12/2016

DELHI
MARKETING INCLUDING MARKETING CONSULTANCY, PROMOTIONAL MARKETING, DATABASE MARKETING,
MARKETING SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF DIGITAL NETWORKS, SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING SERVICES,
SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION FOR SALES PROMOTION, CONSULTANCY RELATING TO SEARCH ENGINE
OPTIMISATION, ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF SOCIAL MEDIA, ADVERTISING,
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTION
HERBKART

3710954  25/12/2017
ASHISH KASHMIRI
BEHIND PRATIMA NURSING HOME, BARAIPALI, KHETRAJPUR, SAMBALPUR, 768003-ODISHA
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRADYUMNA KUMAR KAR
F-98, Sector-8, CDA, Cuttack-753014, Odisha

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA FOR RETAIL PURPOSES
3711002  25/12/2017
RENU TYAGI TRADING AS TIK BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
WARD NO 20, NEAR PEER BABA, NEW KABIRPUR, SONIPAT, HARYANA 131001
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Business management, consultation, advice and research.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 35

FARSA

3711105  26/12/2017

MR. MUHAMMEDALI, S/O. MUHAMMED.

Edakkaramban House, Manjeri, Manjeri College P.O.,PIN-676122, Malappuram District, Kerala, India, trading as M/s. FARSA HOTEL, Door No.19/ 475, Pandikkad Road, Manjeri, Malappuram District, Kerala, India.

Proprietor, represented by trademark attorney

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639

Used Since :01/02/1989

CHENNAI

IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES, MARKETING, PROVIDING ASSISTANCE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF FRANCHISED BUSINESS, ONLINE MARKETING, ONLINE ADVERTISING, RETAIL SERVICES PROVIDED BY SUPERMARKET, RETAIL SERVICES PROVIDED BY HYPERMARKET, ONLINE WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES, ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS OF ICE CREAM, ICE CREAM CONES, ICE CREAM SANDWICHES, CAKES, FRUIT ICE CREAM BARS, ICE CREAM DESSERTS, ICE CREAM SANDWICHES, CAKES, COOKIES, BREAD, BUNS, FRESH BREAD, FRUIT BREAD, SWEETS, CANDIES (SWEETS), GUM SWEETS, BISCUITS, COFFEE, TEA, SANDWICHES, HAMBURGERS (SANDWICHES), CHOCOLATES, BAKED GOODS, HONEY, CONDIMENTS, CHILLED CONFECTIONERY, SUGAR, TAPIOCA, SAGO, SALT, VINEGAR, TREACLE, YEAST, CONFECTIONERY, SPICES, BREAD ROLL, CURRY POWDER, MUSTARD, RICE, WHEAT PROCESSED, WHEAT FLOUR, FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, WHEAT-BASED SNACKS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, BEER, SODA WATER, SHERBETS, SOFT DRINKS, DRY CONDIMENTS, PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION RELATING TO FOOD OR DRINK PRODUCTS, ADMINISTRATION OF A CONSUMER LOYALTY PROGRAM TO PROMOTE RESTAURANT SERVICES AND RETAIL SERVICES OF OTHERS, BUSINESS ADVICE RELATING TO RESTAURANT FRANCHISING, MARKETING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF RESTAURANTS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE IN THE OPERATION OF RESTAURANTS
371109 26/12/2017
RAMJUDEEN N
No. 32/4, MTBJJV School Road, Garudacharpalya, Mahadevapura Post, Bengaluru 560048, Karnataka, India
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THIMMANNA P P
ATV Legal, No. 1472, 2nd Cross, Judicial Layout, GKV Post Bangalore 560065

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3575264
CHENNAI

to carry out the business of buying, selling importing, trading and retailing in all types of merchandise, commodities, things, goods and articles
WoodBeNice
3711436  26/12/2017
AJANTA LLP
Ajanta LLP, Orpat Industrial Estate, Rajkot Morbi Highway, Morbi - 363641, Gujarat, India
Limited Liability Partnership registered under the Limited Liability Partnership Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. GANESH P. JUVEKAR
17 - 14/B, ZAOBA WADI, THAKURDWAR, MUMBAI - 400002.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Advertising / publicity, administrative processing of purchase orders, book-keeping / accounting, marketing, rental of billboards [advertising boards], on-line advertising on a computer network, business management assistance, providing business information via a web site, distribution of samples, demonstration of goods, presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes.
3711459  26/12/2017
MURALIDHAR YADAMA
DN 10, Merlin Matrix, Room No. 402, 4th Floor, Sector V, Salt Lake, Kolkata - 700091 and also at Plot No: 321/A/16, House No: 8-2-293/82/A, Road No.25, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad -500033, India
2348780

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; wholesale and retail services for trading in all types of building materials, waterproofing membranes, waterproofing fabrics and waterproofing compounds, adhesives, all types of sealants, plasters, tile grout material, and surfacing compositions; liquid latex compositions and inert chemicals; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
MARINE SQUARE

3711641   26/12/2017
PUSHPENDER SINGH
PLOT NO. 10, 3RD FLOOR, SECTOR-44, GURGAON-122002, HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION SERVICES INCLUDING BUSINESS PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS, BUSINESS INFORMATION & INQUIRIES, PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION VIA A WEB SITE, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS INTERMEDIARY SERVICES, COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE FOR CONSUMERS, AUCTIONEERING, PROCESSING OF PURCHASE ORDERS, INVOICING, MARKETING, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS, PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT; OTHER OFFICE FUNCTIONS; ADVERTISING/ PUBLICITY
LENSKART BLUES

3711665  26/12/2017
LENSKART SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
W-123, GREATER KAILASH PART-II, NEW DELHI-110048
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2889509, 3589240

DELHI
online retail business for sale of spectacles; anti-dazzle spectacles; spectacle supporting bands, chains, cords and straps; optical lenses for use with spectacles; protective glasses(spectacles); sunglasses, goggles, spectacles frames, advertisement; business management and administration included in class 35.
3711736    26/12/2017
VIDYA METAL MANUFACTURING CO. PVT.LTD
SP - 864 (A) RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, PATHREDI, BHIWADI, ALWAR RAJASTHAN - 301019

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3618968

AHMEDABAD

THE BRINGING TOGETHER, FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS, OF A VARIETY OF COPPER AND ALUMINIUM WIRES AND STRIPS, ELECTRICAL WIRES AND CABLES (EXCLUDING THE TRANSPORT THEREOF), ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS, SUCH SERVICES MAY BE PROVIDED BY RETAIL STORES, WHOLESALE OUTLETS, THROUGH MAIL ORDER CATALOGUES OR BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA, FOR EXAMPLE, THROUGH WEB SITES OR TELEVISION SHOPPING PROGRAMMES.
IHA

3711771  26/12/2017

RAJIV MEHTA
A-46, GUJARAT APARTMENTS, BEHIND PUSHPANJALI ENCLAVE, NEAR SARASWATI VIHAR, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034
An Individual and Citizen of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016
Used Since :29/01/2008

To be associated with:
2028097

DELHI

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATED TO TRADING, RETAILING, WHOLESALING, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISING, ONLINE RETAIL STORES SERVICES, PROVIDING OF PLATFORM FOR ONLINE MARKET AND E-COMMERCE: EXPORTING-IMPORTING AND RETAIL SERVICES IN RESPECT OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, COSMETICS GOODS & COSMETICS ITEMS, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT PRODUCTS, SURGICAL AND MEDICAL EQUIPMENTS AND APPARATUS IN CLASS 35
FITCEPT
3711794  26/12/2017
MUKESH KUMAR DHIMAN
RZ-30 SOMESH VIHAR, COLONY CHHAWLA VILLAGE, NEW DELHI-110071
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Marketing, Web site traffic optimization / web site traffic optimisation, Advertising / publicity; Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
3711813   26/12/2017
V PRAKASH KUMAR
5/186, PALKARAR THOTTAM, RANGASAMUTHIRAM, PICHANUR POST, MADUKKARAI, COIMBATORE - 641105
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Recruitment consultancy, Recruitment services, Employment recruitment, Recruitment advertising services, Personnel recruitment and placement, Business recruitment consultancy, Business management consulting services in the field of information technology, Wholesale services for computer software, Retail services for computer software, Transcription of communications.
3711834  26/12/2017
MR. RAJESH GOPAL PATEL
204, E-WING, GURU PRASAD, PLOT NO. 6, SECOND CROSS LANE, LOKHANDWALA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 053
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3537562

MUMBAI
WHOLESELLING, MARKETING, ONLINE SHOPPING OF SCHOOL BAGS, LUGGAGE BAGS, WALLETs, CLUTCHES,
TRUNKS & TRAVELLING BAGS, HAND BAGS & PURSES, UMBRELLAS & PARASOLES, WALKING STICKS, WHIPS,
HARNESS & SADDLERY, SCHOOL BAGS, SHOPPING BAGS, BAGS COVERS, BRIEFCASES, POCKET WALLETs,
PURSES, BACKPACKS, CLUTCH BAGS, BELT BAGS, CLOTH BAGS, WATER PROOF BAGS, MILITARY DUFFLE BAGS,
SHOULDER BAGS & BACKPACKS
EMFLUXMOTORS

3711864   26/12/2017
EMFLUX MOTORS PVT. LTD.
IKP EDEN at 16, Bhuvanappa Layout, Tavarekere Main Road, Adugodi, Bengaluru, Karnataka - 560029
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIVANI SHRIVASTAVA
C-1101, ORCHID WOODS, HENNUR-BAGALUR MAIN ROAD, NEAR GUBBI CROSS, OPPOSITE TO GOLD SUMMIT,
BANGALORE-560077.

Used Since :01/09/2016

To be associated with:
3666227

CHENNAI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions
3711976    26/12/2017

M/S. APPENA LIFE PVT. LTD.
179, F-B, SCHEME NO. 94, PIPLIYANA SQUARE, INDORE (M.P.)
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions
3711977  26/12/2017
SHIRISH RAMESHRAO DESHPANDE
SUMAN HEIGHTS, SHOP NO. 3, PHASE NO. 2, KONARK VIHAR, WADIRD FARANDE NAGAR, NANDED-431605,
MAHARASHTRA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Retailing and counter selling in respect of LED bulb
ChronoHush

3712108  26/12/2017

AJANTA LLP
Ajanta LLP, Orpat Industrial Estate, Rajkot Morbi Highway, Morbi - 363641, Gujarat, India
Limited Liability Partnership registered under the Limited Liability Partnership Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. GANESH P. JUVEKAR
17 - 14/B, ZAOBA WADI, THAKURDWAR, MUMBAI - 400002.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Advertising / publicity, administrative processing of purchase orders, book-keeping / accounting, marketing, rental of billboards [advertising boards], on-line advertising on a computer network, business management assistance, providing business information via a web site, distribution of samples, demonstration of goods, presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes.
LUX RISLAND BRANDING SDN. BHD.
3-02, JALAN SRI PERKASA 2/18, TAMAN TAMPOI UTAMA, JOHOR BAHRU, MALAYSIA.
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF MALAYSIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES; PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY; ACCOUNTING; COMMERCIAL INTERMEDIATION SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY; MARKETING; ADVERTISING; RENTAL OF VENDING MACHINES; RETAIL OR WHOLESALE SERVICES FOR PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS AND MEDICAL SUPPLIES; SYSTEMIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES.
3712305   27/12/2017
MR PRASANNA
7, ANTHONIYAR KOVIL 3RD STREET, , PUZHAL, , CHENNAI - 600066
THE TRADE MARK ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions, e-commerce
3712616   27/12/2017
1000 HOMES INTERIOR & FURNITURE
DOOR NO.148 JKL, KADODY ARCADE, KALLERI, POOVATTUPARAMBU-673008
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGACY PARTNERS
LAPINTA, MINI-BYPASS ROAD, NEAR APCO HYUNDAI, PUTHIYARA, KOZHIKODE, KERALA-673004

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL AND TRADING OF FURNITURE, INTERIOR ACCESSORIES AND OTHER FURNITURE RELATED GOODS, SHOPS AND SHOWROOMS FOR THE ABOVE MENTIONED GOODS, DISPLAY, DISTRIBUTION AND SUPPLY OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED GOODS ALL COMING UNDER CLASS 35
3712750  27/12/2017
AQUASIS CHEM PRIVATE LIMITED
738 SANJAY NAGAR DCM AJMER ROAD, VAISHALI NAGAR JAIPUR- 302021 RAJASTHAN
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAYANK TIWARI (ADVOCATE)
C/o. RAJASTHAN REGISTRATION CENTER AT- 14-B, GOVIND MARG, ADARSH NAGAR, RAJA PARK, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN
Used Since :09/07/2014

AHMEDABAD
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
Ether Chocolaterie

3712846  27/12/2017

MR. PRATEEK BAKHTIANI
133/A,Kalpataru Residency,Sion East,Mumbai 400022
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. GANESH P. JUVEKAR
17 - 14/B, ZAoba Wadi, Thakurdwar, MumbaI - 400002.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

administrative processing of purchase orders, advertising / publicity, book-keeping / accounting, marketing, rental of billboards [advertising boards], on-line advertising on a computer network, business management assistance, providing business information via a web site, marketing; marketing research; distribution of samples, invoicing, cost price analysis
Ether Chocolate

3712890  27/12/2017

MR. PRATEEK BAKHTIANI
133/A, Kalpataru Residency, Sion East, Mumbai 400022
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. GANESH P. JUVEKAR
17 - 14/B, ZAoba Wadi, Thakurdwar, Mumbai - 400002.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

administrative processing of purchase orders, advertising / publicity, book-keeping / accounting, marketing, rental of billboards [advertising boards], on-line advertising on a computer network, business management assistance, providing business information via a web site, marketing; marketing research; distribution of samples, invoicing, cost price analysis
Digestina

3713975   28/12/2017
REED SI EXHIBITIONS PVT. LTD.
B-9, A-Block, L.S.C., Naraina Vihar, Ring Road, New Delhi -110028
A company incorporated under the companies Act, 1956 with limited liability

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Event Management Services; Conducting, Arranging And Organizing Exhibitions For Commercial Or Advertising Purposes
3713977  28/12/2017
REED SI EXHIBITIONS PVT. LTD.
B-9, A-Block, L.S.C., Naraina Vihar, Ring Road, New Delhi -110028
A company incorporated under the companies Act, 1956 with limited liability

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3713975

DELHI
Event Management Services; Conducting, Arranging And Organizing Exhibitions For Commercial Or Advertising Purposes
3713979  28/12/2017
REED SI EXHIBITIONS PVT. LTD.
B-9, A-Block, L.S.C., Naraina Vihar, Ring Road, New Delhi -110028
A company incorporated under the companies Act, 1956 with limited liability

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Event Management Services; Conducting, Arranging And Organizing Exhibitions For Commercial Or Advertising Purposes
GARJAN PREMIUM
3714022     28/12/2017
RAVISH GOYAL
A-5, FOCAL POINT, FOCAL POINT, PATIALA - 147001
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions